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Price . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
‘VALVE GRINDER No. 108

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
‘LICENSE BRACKETS No. 27

AI’CO PRODUCTS
that make your Ford “More Car"

STEERING COLUMN BRACE No. 42
Supports the steering column, preventing
excessive vibration and loosenimz.
Price . . v. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

ANTI-RATTLERS No. 21-51
Take all the rattles out of the Steering
Rods and Radius Rod.
Radius Rod Type
Price . . . . . . . . . . . . .,(each) 50c

Steering Rod Type'
(pair) 500

A real eflicient too] at a remarkably low
price.
Price . . . . . . . . v. . . . . . . . . . .600

MUFFLER AND TESTING VALVE No. 99
A one-piece cast Mufller with testing
Valve cast integral.
Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$5.00

TIRE VALVE TOOL No. 84
A six in one tool that should be in
every kit.

$1.00

Hold the front number plate or license
tag rigid.
Price . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . ..25c

METAL 01L GAUGE No. 48
Tells how much oil there is in the car
at all times and it is always right.
Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$l.00

CRANK CASE ARM No. 30
Repairs broken crank case arnm

5téuickly.

Made from steel instead of amzle iron.
Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SLOO

HORN BUTTON No. 9
Places the Horn Button under the
driver's finger.
Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1.00
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Ford Owners!
Write Today For This

Free Catalog.
Showing the most complete

line of equipment for Fords ever

made under one brand. No Ford

owner can afford to be without

it
,

whether he drives for plea

sure or profit, or whether he is

interested from the standpoint of
comfort, convenience, safety,

economy or service.

Acceasorydeolers, hardware-torn,
garages and service stations all stock
some APCO item: and can_gef the
others for you but it pays to insist on
APCO, which is a "buy wordH for
Ford owners the world over.

Cost a little more-—
Worth a lot more.

Apco Manufacturing Co.
PROVIDENCE. R. L. u. s. A.
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TryTh rfulMac 1
You can now enjoy the wonderful, ‘energizing, Rid yourself of headaches, catarrh, constipation,
health-giving power of Violet Rays in your own
home! This famous treatment, formerly obtainable only
from eminent physicians and beauty specialists at high fees,
is now brought to you for your personal use, and at a trifling
cost, through the new Vi~Rex Violet Ray Machine. This new
invention, so simple that a child can operate it. applies to
your body all the remarkable, vitalizing effects of Violet Rays.

lumbago, insomnia, nervousness, neuritis. Relieve
your pain from rheumatism, neuralgia, indigestion. Give

iy1ourse1f
beauty treatments—remove eczema, pimples,_black

eads. obesity. You can make your body alive with vitality,
your skin smooth and fine of texture, free from blemishes and
sallowness. Soothe your nerves,build upyourstrengthjeelthe,
thrill of real vigor and " pep," and have a clear, unblemished
complexion. All this you can have by the use of Violet Rays.

a This instrument_.______ is not aVibrator.
It does not contract the muscles or shock the

Try Violet Rays for
ssihmo

IEc-aem-
galn: h‘rise ‘l: h E D' '

8;“,
" °

Fz'ljinxm'; Pfgpfe" nerves. Its magic rays pass through every cell
Blzckhendo ii-y FIBYCI‘ Rheumatism and tissue, creating “cellular massage"—the
537mg", 232:?” 3:: $1,122," most beneficial electrical treatment known. It
CW". . "mm-"l" Svr‘lt“. leaves no soreness after use, only a delightful
Constipation ‘Lamb-go l‘cmsilitiu

sensation of agreeable relief. Violet Rays are
used in nearly every modern Sanitarium, hos

T,,,-, L, a mm“; m, of aumm, pital and health resort. Physicians, osteo
lmimi siurcesqfullu with the Violet- paths and chiropractors everywhere use and endorseHay Machine. them. _ Like thousands of others, you will be amazed at

the quick, gratifying results from Violet Ray treatments._ _ _ _ — _ _ — _ _
Send. for Booklet and Special Offer “Mme,” um, H.106
Through our special, liberal offer, you can try Violet Ray treatments I

336W Hill". Smi chic-:0
Wllhout risking a penny. Use this wonderful machine for ten days. Pleasesendme.wilhoutanvcostorcbligaiinn,yourlreebook
You do not find quick relief. if you do not feel better. sleep better, eat dYicmlinx your Violet Ray Machine, Jud. dell“! of your in‘:
better, look better, send it back and you will not be out one penny. "MW"
We want you to know in detail about the magic action of Violet Rays.
We want you to see for yourself how it has helped thousands of others.
We want you to learn what physicians. sanitariums and beauty special
ists think about this wonderful new Violet Ray machine. Learn how
‘mu can have sugmrb health and

radiant beauty. See for yourself the
‘Superiorpoints 0 quality of_ this instrument which attaches to any light
lrlg‘Socket. All this you will find in this great health and beauty bookW ch will be sent you free. Simply mail the coupon or write a postal I Q“- ________________________ ..........................

..
or letter. Do this now, before our special free trial offer is withdrawn.

‘MEX El-Ecmc "w 1W- 11-19532‘ WM "Mimi Strut. chimo | SW. ................................................

Nervouoneoo Whooping
Deafness Neurnlzln
Elnche Neuritio
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"THE PRIEST IMMEDIATELY INSTITUTED A SEARCH OF THE CONVENT AND ITS
SURROUNDINGS."
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The amazing story of a twelve-year-old mystery that has caused a sensation throughout America.
A young nun, stationed at a peaceful little village in Michigan, walked out of her convent one day
and vanished as completely as though the earth had swallowed her up. Hundreds of people
searched the countryside, with the aid of bloodhounds, but no trace of her could be discovered.
Not for twelve years was the problem of her disappearance elucidated, and then a most startling
and dramatic story was unfolded. Newspapers all over the States have published fragmentary
accounts of the affair, but this is the first consecutive narrative that has been compiled. Mrs.
Ray lives in the neighbourhood, her husband was a member of the jury, and her house was
searched during the hunts for the vanished “ Sister Janina." “l have carefully sifted the
proven facts from an enormous amount of material," she writes, “ and my account is pains
taking and exact." Readers who pride themselves upon possession of the detective instinct will
find it very interesting to study the first part of the story and then endeavour to forecast the
solution of the mystery. No more remarkable case has come before the public for many years.‘

I.

‘

OSEPHINE MEZEK was born
in Chicago, where two of her
brothers now reside; but she,
with her father and mother,
moved to Detroit. Here mis
fortune befell the little'family,

for the father died and the mother went
insane and was confined in an asylum.
]osephine, nine years old, was practically
an orphan, so she entered a convent of the

Felician Order and lived a sheltered exist
ence among the tranquil-faced inmates under
the authority of the Mother Superior. The
institution, like all others of its class, is

self-administrative. It is managed by the
Mother and Sister Superior without inter
ference by priest or Bishop, but receives
spiritual guidance from a chaplain. In this
society of self-governed, isolated women,
Josephine grew to young womanhood, and

‘ “'e have received the following statement in support of Mrs. Ray's story 1— _" The case of Sister Mary johns of the Holy Rosary Church at Isadore is a true happening. The article written by Elrmlieth
Mason Ray, compiled from new! reports and the accounts of local residents. is accurate —-(Signed) Mary \Vestcott. Postmruter.
Glen Arbor, Mich. ', Harry R. Dumbrille, Commissioner of Schools, Leelanau Cu., Michigan"

"oi. xlv.-—~7._
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at the age of eighteen took the vows of the
Felician sisterhood with twenty-one other
young women, who also desired to conse
crate their lives to holiness of mind and
good deeds for humanity. They wore the
white head-band that circles the chin, the
dark brown robe confined at the waist by a
cord, and the black veil that is thrown back,
revealing the face in its white frame. Each
of these brides of the Church received an
iron and silver ring that symbolized their
future, and was engraved on the silver lining
with a motto and date.
To each newly-ordained mm was given a
new name, invariably prefaced by the
Virgin's title of Mary. Josephine Mezek,
therefore, became Sister Mary Janina, or in
English, Sister Mary Johns. During the
succeeding five years that she remained at
the "Mother House " Sister Janina fitted
herself for the business of teaching. In time
she was said to be one of the most brilliant
nuns in lower Michigan, for she was excep
tionally bright and receptive. In 1906 she
was called to the convent at Isadore for the
purpose of teaching the parish school, and
was appointed Sister Superior, which means
that she had sole charge of the convent’s
accounts and cash.
Isadore is a Polish and Bohemian settle
ment in the peninsular county of Leelanau,
almost opposite Michigan's

" thumb." It is
midway between Carp Lake and Lime Lake.
The former lake is eighteen miles long, and
was lately re-named Leelanau, but rarely
receives its new title.
Sister Mary Janina thefound Holy
'Rosary Church, school, and convent situated
in a weird region that later formed a perfect

setting for her hideous fate. Behind the
parish buildings lies a huge river-veined
swamp that is a dark jungle of cedar, spruce,
tamarack, willows, and all the bog-hole
growth of a great morass.
In charge of the Holy Rosary Church was
a priest, thirty-six years of age, named
Andrew Bienowski. It was his first appoint—
ment. By birth he was half-Japanese and
half-Tartar, but had been adopted by a
Polish family. He was intellectual, keen
witted, and genial. His ambition was un
bounded. He knew himself to be capable
of filling any church position, and intended
to climb. He occupied a house behind the
church, and had a housekeeper named Mrs.
Stanislaw Lypozynski, a widow thirty-eight
years old, who had living with her a daughter
of seventeen, named Mary. The widow not
only took care of the house, but she worked
in the garden and had charge of the priest's
geese, ducks, and chickens, his rabbits,
doves, and other pets, which he callezl his"
menagen'e." The small convent was
occupied by two nuns besides Sister Mary
Janina. Their names were Sisters Josephina
and Angelina. One of these was known as
the Mother Superior.
Sister Janina duly sat for the county
examination of teachers, passed the test,
and began teaching the parish school. Most
of the patrons adored her, for she was
"deeply pious, and they had unbounded
faith in her judgment." A few, however,
as in all communities, found fault with her
work and criticized her school government.
Father Bienowski became so much interested
in the school, and called so often during its
sessions, that his housekeeper objected. She

Bitd'l-eyc view of the dil‘rict where Sitter .lnnina dianpened. _Tlie buildini where the dotted line gum in the
convent,where

the Sitter WI] lut teen alive. Behind the church in theyuncut: houlc. and the dotted line end! in the IWlmD where the
bloodhound lolt the trail.
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told him, according to local witnesses, that
it would make talk and that he had better
keep away.
At length came the summer vacation of
1907, but the’ nun teacher, naturally diligent,
busied herself in preparing a programme and
decorations for a notable event. Bishop
Richter was to arrive on August 24th, and
on Sunday, the 25th, conduct dedication
services in Holy Rosary Church for the
parish school. Consequently, Sister Janina
arranged an entertainment for the occasion,
and great quantities of wax and paper
flowers were made for trimming the church,
and stored in the convent attic and also in
a box in the basement under the church.
Besides the flowers and programme, Sister
Mary Janina was busily engaged in em
broidering altar-cloths in coloured thread.
She needed material for all this decorative
work, and by mail there came to her six
bundles—one from Manistee and five from
Sears-Roebuck's mail order house in Chicago.
On August 22nd Father Bienowski, accom
panied by Jacob Flees, went fishing on Lime
Lake. It was the Thursday before the
anticipated dedication by Bishop Richter of
the parish school. Again on Friday, August
23rd, Father Bienowski spent a long after
noon and evening fishing on Carp Lake.
This time he was accompanied by Theodore
Gruba, the odd-job boy, and his sister
Susan, who was about Mary Lypozynski‘s
age. It was eight o'clock before the three
returned through the summer twilight to
the parish dwelling, where they were informed
of a strange happening.

<~."~

The Holy Rosary Church and School, luclore, Michigan.

Sister Mary Janina had unaccountably
vanished! The three nuns had, as usual,
eaten their lunch at the convent, and imme
diately afterwards Sisters Josephina and
Angelina retired for their customary nap.
Sister Mary, however, didn't sleep at mid
day. It was her "invariable habit" to sit
in the living room at this time and read
her prayer-book. This book is carried by
Felician nuns in a little pocket near the
shoulder of their brown robe. Sister Mary
slipped the sacred book from its place and
for a time read its pages. In the midst of
her perusal something attracted her atten
tion. What it was will never be known.
But the devout young nun laid the book
open, face downwards, on a window-sill.
Her next move is more inexplicable than
the first, for she hung the emblem ‘of
her faith—her rosary—on the door of her
cell.
She then descended to the lower work-room
on the first floor and either unlocked a rear
door that faced the swamp, and was never
unfastened, or else found it open. Later
developments indicate that she walked from
the convent to the rear of the little church
and entered the unfioored basement to get
the waiting box of flowers. It is easy to
visualize the dainty little figure of Sister
Mary, in her brown robe, white head-band,
and back-flung veil. Her short-clipped hair
was brown, like the dark eyes behind her
spectacles. She might have intended to
finish a vestment, for it was afterwards dis
covered’ that she carried in_ her pocket a
spool of red thread and a silver thimble of
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cu‘rious design that had been a gift. The
thread, for safe keeping, was carefully
wrapped in a piece of Traverse City news
paper of recent date.
\Vhen Sisters Angelina and Josephina
awoke they became aware that the third
nun was absent. They discovered her open
prayer-book, that should be sheathed in her
pocket, and next observed the unlocked
rear door that opened toward the adjacent
swamp and was never left unfastened. Both
these incidents were queer, but they were
not alarmed, for it was probable the sister
had been Careless about the book and door;
and her absence was explained by the
possibility that she had gone for a walk.
Not until six o'clock did they visit the
parish house, where .\'Irs. Lypozynski had
been baking many loaves of bread and cake
for the impending dedication. The nuns
reported to the housekeeper the prolonged
absence of Sister Mary Janina. At eight
o’clock Father Bienowski returned with
Theodore and Susan from the fishing trip,
and was told about the prayer-book, the
open door, and the missing nun. The priest
seemed anxious, and immediately instituted
a search of the convent and its surroundings.
As no trace of the sister was discovered, he
directed the women to call on several neigh
bours and observe if the nun was at any
of these homes, but to ask no questions.
This they did, but Sister Janina was not to
be found.
The two nuns retired, greatly disturbed
by the mystery, and at a late hour heard a
rig drive past and away from the convent.
This was before automobiles sprinkled the
country like a. horde of scurrying beetles,
and the sound was clear and significant. It
promptly gave rise to the theory that Sister
Mary had dressed in civilian clothes, that
might have arrived in her six bundles,
tumed her back on the faith of her child
hood, and gone out into the world with a.
relative or lover. As a matter of fact, it
was ascertained that the nun did receive
civilian garments in some or all of the half-a
dozen parcels that came to her by mail, but
this only complicated the problem. Another
suggested explanation of the midnight vehicle
was that the nun had been kidnapped and
removed by force.
The dedication service was postponed,
and at the Sunday mass Sister Mary's un
accountable disappearance was made public,
and a, tentative search begun. On the
Monday Father Bienowski hurried to Detroit
to notify the "Mother House " of Sister Mary's
absence from the convent, and to engage a.
detective.
When he returned on the Tuesday he
found two search parties at_work, acting on
the supposition that the missing nun had

suddenly become insane, like her mother,
and was wandering helplessly somewhere in
the big swamp. One posse Carrie from
Cedar, three miles away, and the other was
composed of Isadore men under command
of Constable Nolan. At Nolan’s sugges
tion County Sherifi Brown was called in to
assist.
Traverse City, the metropolis of the dis
trict, organized a posse under Sheriff Johnson,
and secured the services of Sheriff Bill
Kettle, of Bellaire, and his bloodhound" Tom.“ Johnson obtained an accurate
description of Sister Janina from a photo
graph Father Bienowski carried in his
pocket, but nothing suitable belonging to
the nun could be found that would give the
bloodhound her scent. Her clothing had
been washed and packed away in a cupboard,
and no shoes were available savé a pair she
had given to a boy. Other shoes were pro
duced and offered to Kettle as Sister Mary's,
but it was discovered that they belonged to
a nun named Carlotta. “ Tom's " owner was
finally forced to use the abandoned rosary
on Mary's cell door and the prayer-book she
had left face downwards on the window~silL
It was six days since the nun had vanished,
but " Tom " sniffed at the beads and went
baying down the back stairs, out of the rear
door of the convent, through a. field of corn,
and across a public highway. So far he led
strongly, but at this point he became con
fused. He circled, whining when discouraged
or giving free tongue at the hint of a trail.
Once that morning Kettle was certain he
heard a woman's voice back in the swamp,
but in the confusion of following the dog
he could not determine from what direction
it came.
The day's search ended in failure, and the
affair grew dark as the pools in the tamarack
jungle. On Friday night an old Polish
woman who lived in the wooded marsh was
awakened by the sound of singing. She got
up and peered from her window. In the
cedar thicket she saw the light of a slowly
moving candle and heard a woman's voice
singing an anthem. Five minutes later the
singing ceased and the light went out. On
Saturday morning the two remaining nuns,
despite the priest's pleading, fled to Manistee.
"What happened to Sister Mary may
happen to us," they said, so they went on
by train, leaving the convent deserted.
That night the searchers slept at the
priest's house on mattresses spread on the
floor, and another queer incident was added
to the episode of the nocturnal anthem and
flickering candle. About two o'clock Sherifi
Kettle heard someone moving outside the
building. He quietly awakened a newspaper
reporter, and the pair, from a. window,
watched a. black form move toward the
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swamp. When dawn permitted, an hour
later, they followed with the dog and found
fresh tracks. " Tom” took up the trail
with enthusiasm, but half a mile away in
the jungle the scent abruptly ended where
riot another step could have been taken by
the unknown without leaving tracks in the
mud. The trail stopped as suddenly as it
its maker had taken to wings.
It was now September rst~-~nine days since
Sister Mary vanished—and the excitement
was at fever heat. Early mass was con
ducted at Holy Rosary Church ; and at five
"n the morning of that memorable Sunday
a remarkable hunt took place. Three search
ing parties, consisting of about four hundred
people, combined. Of these two hundred
and fifty volunteers, directed by Detective
J. R. Castle and five sheriffs, swept through
the dank swamp twenty feet apart. Their
course led through fearful tangles of brush
and almost impenetrable thickets, dim
forest, and over fallen logs. They carefully
inspected eviry place that might conceal
either a living maniac or a dead body.
The bloodhound ran loose. He could be
heard giving long rolling howls. Finally
the hunters found him, tired and grimed,
lying on the ground.
"He's found her and thinks his work is
finished," said "Tom's" owner, confidently,
but the dog had not found the missing nun.
He was induced to take up the hunt again
and to circle three times over five miles of
territory. \‘l'eek-old tracks were found where
no sane person would be apt to wander,
but they led nowhere. A depression was
noticed where a woman had undoubtedly
knelt beside a brook for a drink. At another
spot a pool had been disturbed less than half
an hour ahead of the hunters, as the water
had not had time to clear. That evening a
cordon of guards was placed about the
swamp and the third eerie incident of the
affair took place. Late at night the guards
heard singing in the deep recesses of the
jungle, but they were afraid to investigate
the ghostly sounds. This happening, like
the others, has never been explained.
Public interest was now fairly aroused.
People near and far tried to solve the enigma,
but only two real clues had been found.
One was a bit of brown cloth impaled on
barbed wire near the convent; the other

* .

was a pair of spectacles, like Janina's, picked
up near the church.
On September 3rd, eleven days after the
nun was lost, a number of the sheriffs came
to the conclusion that she was still alive and
within three miles of Isadore. Two clair
voyants offered to discover ‘the truth. One
from Kingsley, in a trance, saw Mary Janina
hidden in the basement of a square house
on Glen Lake. Acting on the information,
Detective Castle, accompanied by several
anxious members of Holy Rosary Church,
drove to the lake and explored several
buildings. One that closely tallied with the
description belonged to a hotel-keeper named

Burke. This structure was inspected
from cupola to basement: Detective Castle
even tested the heavy coiled hair of the
woman cook to make certain it was not~a
wig concealing the clipped tresses of Sister
janina.
On September 8th, Bishop Richter con
ducted the delayed dedication for which
Janina had prepared her programmeiarid
decorations, but the nun’s tragio'di‘sappear
ance was the chief topic discussed. Father
Bienowski asked his people notto‘give up
the search, and offered a reward of five
hundred dollars for Sister Mary Janina,
living or dead. A few days liter the Moth'er
Superior of Isadore, now at Manistee, received
an anonymous letter dated September 12th.’

. IPart of its contents read :—
“
Sister Mary was not killed noraabducted. .

She was really tired of her job and just
slipped away. Give up the idea that she
is abducted. Let her alone. Give her a
chance. You won't find he_r."- >
This strange communication was signed"
Protestant Pup ” and was turned over to
Father Bienowski, he states, by the recipient.
It occurred to him that it was written by a
brother of Mary Janinafs, and he preserved
it as valuable evidence.
About. this time Detective Castle threw up
the case in disgust, declaring to a reporter
that he had never encountered so difficult a
problem during twelve years’ experience.
Sheriff Brown, however, resumed work on a
wide scale, but obtained no results. Finally
Isadore residents announced that Father
Bienowski had seen Sister janina in Chicago,
and as the years went by the affair was
gradually dropped, but not forgotten.

In our next issue we shall publish the solution of the mystery~as grim and thrilling a story
as has ever been narrated.



POSPHOLE PETE
_ ,v F I R S T m e t
32(3); "Post - Hole
1;‘ I )- Pete" around
Q‘ilAk/Q

Cordova, Alaska,
-' ‘

and have since
run across him in various
other parts of the Western
Hemisphere. He was a wily
old bird, always in trouble
and always trying to get the
better of ‘someone—hence
the ‘trouble, most probably
—-but withal quite good
natured.

'
I had been pros

pecting up around the
Copper Mountains, north of
Valdez, and late in the fall
or early winter—October, I
think it was, for winter
starts early up in that
country—I was hitting the
southern pike for Valdez,
having nothing in view but
a dreary winter off Williams
Sound. I had been " mush
ing it
" for about three days.

taking my time, giving the dogs'lots of rest,
and making each road-house a day's journey,
when on the evening of the third day out,
having stopped as usual on reaching the
trading post, who should I find running the
post but old " Post-hole Pete."

'

" Halloa, Pete ! " said'I. '
“ Wal, I'll be hopswoggled if it isn't
'
Kenora ’ (my nickname)," he cried.

"
How

in tamation are ye, anyway ;? ." . 7

After the usual greeting of the backwoods
man we fell to discussing .things that had
happened since our last meeting.
My last recollection of Pete was of him
being chased by the

“ bulls" (police) up
around Circle City for " boot-legging "—
running whisky for the Indians—and I was
anxious to know 'how he had extricated
himself. . A
" Oh, I give 'em the go-by right enough,"
he told me. " They were pretty easy guys ;

Quite foolish, in fact. I'll tell you all about
it some day. \Vhat are you doing ? "

I told him my movements, and he asked
me to stay for a time, promising some caribou
and ptarmigan. Having nothing in view, I
decided to do so.
"How's ptarmigan, anyway, Pete?” I

TTQ'ZQU—r
-'

-E
WALLACE
ILLUSTRA'IED BY
V]. GWHITAKER

An amusing little story
from the wilds of Alaska.
“it is quite true,' writes
the Author,
characters will doubtless
be recognized by some
of your readers in ‘he
district referred to."

evenings, but there was

asked him.
“ They seemed

pretty scarce to me on my
way down."
"Oh, lots of 'em around
here; why, I got a whole
flock of 'em in the brush
outside. Tame! Ifeed 'em
once a day. Almost eat out
of my hand. Ptarmigan!
\Vhy, there's Sure some ptar
migan around this dump.
See those guns ? "—pointing
to a whole stack of small
bore repeaters on a shelf
behind the counter.

" I had
'em sent up from Seattle by
the last boat. Winchester
repeaters — twenty-two's —
cost me twelve dollars four
bits each, and I'm letting 'em
go for thirty-five dollars
each. Selling 'em to the
cord-wood choppers up the
trail."
This was the nearest point
to the mines where there

was any timber to speak of, and it had to
be sleigh-hauled about twenty miles.
" \Vell," I said, "judging by the birds
I have seen on-the down trail, I guess you
haven't sold many yet, eh ?

"
,

" Well, not yet ; ain't sold any, as a matter
of fact," replied Pete; "but they'll go all

“ and the

right, soon as the birds show up."
The next morning[ had a look around,
and, sure enough, there was a flock of birds,
all turned white some time ago, the snow
being pretty thick by now, and “ Post-Hole "

was feeding them. I calculated that he had
an idea they were going to be scarce and
that he wasn't going without any. Anyway,
the snow got thicker as the days went by,
but never a bird showed up, and that stack
of twenty-two's still remained on the shelf.
Pete did his best to shift his guns when
ever any of the shanty-men who were
cutting wood for the copper mines came
along for stores or a social chat and a drop
of "bug-juice" around the stove in the"

nothing doing."
After a time I noticed that Pete was pre
occupied and thoughtful, and I suspected
something was hatching. One day, when
there was nobody around but the two of
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us, Pete said he was going to shoot a few
of his flock, which he did, after cautioning
me to say nothing about it to any of the
boys.
“ Mum's the word," said I, and waited
for his next move.
Early the next morning Pete tumbled
out of his bunk, put on his outdoor rig, took
his snow-shoes and a twenty-two, also a
gunny-sack containing a dozen birds—which
he had kept near the stove all night to
prevent them freezing—and started up the
trail.
Swinging along at a good gait, Pete made
about four miles just as the light of day
began to steal through the low scrub spruce
woods, and as he hurried on, in passing each
shack nearest‘ the trail, he took a bird from
the sack, first making sure there was nobody
around, and threw it into a convenient
brush-pile. He disposed of all his birds in
this way, and at the last shack he arrived at
had no sooner thrown the bird into the
brush than crack! crack! went his little
rifle. The sound of the shooting brought
the wood-chopper to the door to find out
what was happening.
"Why, gol-darn me if it ain't old ‘Post
Hole '! " he cried. "What are ye doing,
anyway ?

"
“ Oh, ptarmigan !

”
said Pete, non

chalantly, stepping across to the-brush-pile
and pulling out the bird he had deposited
there.
“ Wal, I'll be swan! Say, pard, have ye
seen many around ?

"
asked the shacker.

" The sky's thick with 'em," said Pete.“ I told you fellers what to expect; I sure
knew they were coming aiong.”
He then hurriedly took the back trail, in
order to arrive on the scene before the birds
got frozen quite stiff, in case any of the
shackers might want to handle them, and
repeated the operation with success all the
way down.
He got back to the post with his bunch
of birds and a satisfied smile illuminating
his face, and awaited results.
He had not long to wait. During the day
the news got around to all the shackers
that there were ptarmigan to be had, and
there was a rush for twenty-two's, every
man who hadn't a gun making a purchase,
with the exception of Ole Oleson, the big
Swede, who, not having seen any birds
around his shack, could not be prevailed
upon to buy one. Moreover, Ole's shack
was nearest to Pete's place, and it was more
than likely that he had heard the report of
Pete's rifle the previous day. Anyhow, no
amount of argument could persuade the
Swede to buy a gun.

Some few days later it had dawned upon

the shanty boys how they had been tricked,
and after the rankle had more or less simmered
down—your Woodsman is nothing if not
good~natured—it became the butt of con
tention that old " Post-Hole " had been out
classed by the Swede; and, of course, the
Swede himself was immensely proud of the
fact that the wily Pete had not “done him
down."
One evening, whilst some of the boys
were at the post, they fell to

" chipping"
Pete as to his inability to get the better of
the Swede. The fact that he had not
deceived Oleson naturally stuck in Pete's
mind, for it seemed to be his'sole pleasure
in life to scheme out plans for getting ahwd
of someone.

'

However, Pete wasn't fool enough ,to
show his displeasure, but merely- smiled
and said he would sell him a gun ~yet, where
upon one of the party, "Old‘ Bill," ex
claimedz- "I'll bet you twenty-five buck
(dollars) you don't sell Ole a gun within
twenty-four hours."" It's a go," said Pete, and the bet was
arranged. Of course Pete stipulated that
Ole should be kept entirely in the dark over
the matter, and the promise‘ was at once
given. - - .

For the rest of the night Pete-was very
quiet, and during the next day helrémained
in this mood until evening, when the boys
began to drop in as usual for their pow-wow
and " bug-juice.” ' i i

Now Ole's shack was actually only‘about
a quarter of a mile from the tradingpost,
from which place a snow-shoe t'rail led
directly back to it through the timber over
a hog's-back ‘which the road had to skirt
until it hit the main trail just by the Sv'iede’s
place. Normally this was the trail used by
the boys in visiting the post, thereby saving
several hundred yards which they? would
. otherwise have had to travel in following
the sleigh trail. \
Round about eight o'clock Pete-quietly
left the shanty boys-to their chin-Wag'and,
going outside, slipped on ‘his snow-shoes.
Taking up an old bearskin which lay in a.
comer of an Outhouse, he hit the trail for
Ole's place.
It was a glorious moonlight night and the
going was fine, so he made good time.
Arriving at the back of the shack, he found
a light dimly showing through the window,
or the orifice which served as such, and
which was merely covered by a gunny-sack
to keep out the draught. He could hear
the Swede stoking up his stove preparatory
to retiringyfor the night—nine o'clock being
about‘ the usual shanty-man's time for this.
Slipping the skin over his head, so that
he could see through the mouth, and holding
the paws in his hands, Pete Suddenly tore
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aside the window covering and, emitting a
hideous growl, thrust his head and shoulders
through the aperture.
The startled Swede looked up; then he
gave a fearful howl, and with one bound
went through the door and down the road
as hard as he could pelt.
Quick as a flash "Post-hole Pete" withdrew
his head, but in doing so the skin, the claws
of which had become entangled in the gunny
sack, was pulled from off his shoulders and
remained hanging inside the window. Pete,
not waiting to extricate it, ran for all he was
worth through the timber and over the
hog's-back, and, arriving at his place in
wonderfully quick time, kicked off his snow
,shoes, grabbed up an armful of firewood,
walked into the room, and threw it down
behind the stove as carelessly as though he
had only been out for that specific purpose.
In fact, the whole episode had taken place
so quickly that the boys, busy with their
talk, had scarcely noticed his absence.
He had hardly got rid of the wood when
the door flew open with a crash, and the big
Swede rushed in, breathless, dishevelled, and
with his eyes bulging. Gasping and splutter
ing, he tried to make everybody understand
at once what was wrong, but what with his
imperfect English and his excitement, this
was impossible until someone thoughtfully
thrust a drink of whisky under his nose.
This had the desired effect, and after gulping
it down he managed to stutter out that he
had been attacked by a huge grizzly. Of
course everybody laughed and told him he
was crazy, telling him that at this time of
year there were no bears about. But the
Swede was persistent, and was eager ‘to
borrow Pete's

" thirty-five Savage " in order
to go back and shoot the brute, as he had no
doubt it was now making inroads on his
store of bacon—precious stuff up in those
parts during winter time—and salt fish.
But Pete said " Nothing doin' "; he
couldn't afford to let Ole have it, as he

might get killed, and the rifle would probably
be smashed in his fight with the bear.
Besides, he didn't believe there was any
bear, anyway. However, Ole could have it
for fifty dollars it he wanted it.
The excited Swede promptly threw over
the money, grabbed the rifle, and, followed
by the crowd—“Old Bill" and one other
excepted—dashed back up the trail to get
that bear.
Pete sat on the counter with his legs
swinging to and fro, saying nothing, whilst
Bill and his friend argued for and against
the possibilities.
After a little while Pete, who had been
taking it all in, said quietly, " Say, Bill, what
about that twenty-five dollars ?

"
“ Holy smoke ! " cried Bill, and a look of
dawning comprehension spread over his
countenance.
“
Hon-swoggled, by jiminy! " ejaculated‘

Bill's mate, and he thumped the table with
a bang that started the bottles and glasses
dancing.
" Old Bill " paid up with a grin, and Pete
served out drinks on the strength of it, but
before they had time to discuss them the
door flew open with a crash, and the big
Swede, followed by the crowd, hurled him
self into the room, with the rifle in his hand
and the mouldy old bearskin under his arm." Yah ! Yah ! Yah ! " he howled, hurling
the gun in one direction and the skin in
another. He was in such a tearing rage
that this was all he could say, and it looked
fora while as if there would be ugly work
done, but the imperturbable Pete merely ‘sat
on the counter, toying ostentatiously with'a
six-shooter.

'

After the " shemozzle " had somewhat
subsided, the affair was eventually settled
by Pete buying back his rifle for fifty dollars
and standing drinks all round.
However, he had won his bet all right,
and the boys agreed that

" Post-Hole " was
a bad man to beat.
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'RMISTICE D A Y!
The day that sent
the whole civilized
world mad with de
_light; the day that
marked for us,

" over
end of weary yearsthere," the

of suffering and sacrifice, hard

ship and heartache, mud and

misery. Hurrah!
But the end, also, of great,
glorious, spacious days, when we

rode out gaily, with stout hearts
in search of "honourable ad
vancement." Alas!
Yet, curiously enough, that
memorable Eleventh of November
marked, for me. the beginning
of the most stirring adventure
of all.
We had had a great morning;
pushing on well in advance of

the Army, galloping brother Fritz
out of one village into another,
and out again, and collecting

prisoners and such spoils of war

as came our way, during which
1 had the luck to clear the vil
lage of Sailly single-handed, and
capture five German machine

gunners, the last prisoners taken
in the ‘New, at about half-past
ten.

At 11.30 a.m. we were in—
formed, in a casual, off-hand sort
of way, that there was an Armis
tice, which left me with the
impression that there would be
a temporary lull in the fighting,
and nothing more.
Shortly afterwards, I lost touch
with my troop, and, as dusk
was coming on, I camped down
in the village of Ghislenghien for

MC?‘
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The story of one of the
merriest, maddest exploits
of the War. Losing touch
with his regiment, and
knowing nothing as to the
terms of the Armistice, the
Author—.\ cavalry scout‘—
otarted off single-handed
to chase the oullenly
retiring German Army!
The astonishing adven
lure: that subsequently
befel] him remind one of
the “ Three Musketeers,'
but the narrative is
officially vouche l for.

the night. Here I found two
more of our fellows, and we

spent an enjoyable, if embar
rassing, evening, shaking hands

with the entire population and

shyly accepting chaste salutes
from dozens of charming ladies

whom I had never seen before.
However, I stood to it man
fully, as befits a gay cavalier.
Next morning—the izth, to
wit—we saddled up and trotted
out to the main Ath~Brussels

road, in search of our squadron,

but could get no news of them.
The other two fellows decided
to go back in the direction of

Ath to look for them.
For myself, the enemy were
somewhere east of us, and where

they were there I must be also,
to see what they were up to;
so, setting my face towards

Brussels—and Berlin, I hoped——
I trotted merrily up the road.
If the regiment came alog
afterwards, well and good. If
not, it didn't matter much.
And that was the last I saw
of the Allied Armies for an

eventful fortnight.
I soon realized, from a few
discreet inquiries, that there
was no one in front of me but
the retreating'Germans. Of the
terms of the Armistice, of

course,- the villagers were as

ignorant as I.
'

A spark of the spirit of my
iinrcgencrate, filibustering an

cestors flamed up in my heart.

What a chance of a lifetime!
Free at last! Hurrah! 05 we
go, for one last joyous adventure.
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En avantl for Berlin and Constantinople! As
I pressed forward an extraordinary scene met
my gaze.
Down the road streamed a motley throng of

released civilians and prisoners of war, surely
the most cosmopolitan crowd ever seen or heard
of—French, Belgians, Italians, Russians, Portu
guese, and a few of our own brave lads—talking,
singing, laughing, crying; men, women, and
children. .

Never did bay-crowned Roman victor receive
such a greeting as I did from these poor captives,
released, at last, from the land of bondage. But
I could not stay, so on again, with a handshake,
a word of greeting, and a lump in my throat.
A bit farther on I began to come across I-Iun
stragglers, and fragments of rear-guard, silent,
sullen, and weary-a beaten army.
“What would happen now? A German
artillery officer stepped forward, and, gravely
saluting, inquired if I had come to take over
his guns. So! Was that the state of affairs?
" No, thank you," I replied, carelessly; " I
don't want your guns. No time now. Good
bye !
" And so I left him, staring after me with

his mouth open, in astonished indignation.
Higher up the road I came across a huge
abandoned siege. gun—a prize indeed. I was
greatly tempted to remain with it, and also to
reconsider my kind German friend's offer of his
battery. Of course, I didn't know that our
troops had turned back, instead of coming on,

and were then twenty miles away, and that I
was, at the moment, breaking all the conditions

of the Armistice. I don't suppose the Hun
artillery officer knew it either, or my enterprise
would have come to an abrupt and tragic end
there and then. - . -

However, I repressed my yearnings for per
sonal glory, and‘regretfully pursued my way,
although I admit it began to occur to me that
there was something wrong somewhere, and

that my further progress was likely to be
stopped suddenly and efiectively by a bullet at

any moment.
'

In the meantime, I had a good horse under
me, my rifle in its bucket, and my sword by
my side, so I clattered gaily along.
But I was quickly brought to earth, on the
outskirts of Enghien, by an excited crowd of
citizens, who warned me in earnest tones not

to attempt to enter the town. as it was strongly
held by the enemy, who would assuredly shoot
me on sight. \Vell, for the honour of the Regi
ment, I mustn't let these people think I had
"the wind up," so, pushing over the safety
catch of my rifle, and giving my sword a rattle
to see it was loose and handy, I rode on with a
smile of confidence on my face and the "fear
of God " in my heart, despite my good friends,
who filled the air with lugubrious forebodings
as to my immediate future.
As I rode up the main street a weird silence
fell over the town. The Huns stared in blank

amazement, the civilians in frozen horror. The
very air was pregnant with imminent calamity.
I pulled myself together, and, turning a
corner into the Grande Place, came suddenly
face to face with a couple of hundred of the
enemy drawn up on parade. with a sentry in
the middle of the road, twenty yards away. who
promptly jerked his rifle to the firing position
and barked a challenge.
Now for it i
Instantly I touched my mare with the spur
and jerked sharply at her mouth, causing her
to rear, and thus interpose her body between
me and the bullet.
But at that desperate moment audacity—last
card of adventurers—won the day. I
The man stood dumbfounded, too astonished
to shoot.
My Irish wits surveyed the situation at
lightning speed.
To fly would be fatal; to hesitate invited
ignominious capture, the nearest wall, and a
firing party. -

" Blufi’ then l—bluff for your life! " So I
rode a few paces forward, puflfing leisurely at a

cigarette, and regarding the sentry with an air
of polite inquiry that seemed to add to his
confusion. ,

At this tragic moment an ofiicer angrily hustled
forward.
" What are you doing here ? " he demanded.
“ Well, if it comes to that, what are you
doing here ?

" I retorted.
This seemed to stagger him a bit. " Very well,
then," he blustered, " this is the line, and if
you attempt to cross
Varstehen. Sie .9

"
“
]a 100111," I replied, airily,

" I don’t want
to cros your stupid line. but I give you two
hours to-clear out ! Verstehen Sie, Fritz P "

Thereupon I wheeled my horse and rode
quietly and calmly back round the corner again.
not without an uneasy squirm of apprehension
down my backbone, until I was out of the line
of fire.
Phew ! This game was getting a bit fierce!
No sooner was I in comparative safety than
I was surrounded by my Belgian friends, who
swarmed all over me and nearly killed me

with embraces, bangs on the back, and hand
shakings.
I was finally rescued by my very good friend.
Dr. Mercier and his son Harry, who bore me
off in triumph to their house, fighting a heavy
rearguard action all the way. There I was
received by Madame Mercier and her daughters
Adolphine and Juliette, who hastened to P1868
before me the best they had in the house.
And, let me say, here and now, that I can never
repay their goodness to me. Had I been their
own long-lost son returned, they could not have

treated me with more loving kindness.
Finding myself in the presence of ladiw, my
hand flew instinctively to my chin, so I sallied

it, you will be shot! '
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forth again, under strong protest from my new
found friends, in search of a barber.
Entering the shop, I found a Hun sergeant
major seated, waiting for a shave.
At sight of me he went nearly blue in the
face.

"
Got! in Himmel I " he ejaculated. “ Der

verdomde Engldnder!" and, grabbing his cap,
bolted like a rabbit. I collapsed into the vacant
chair and laughed till my ribs ached. What a
game !
Shaveu, and in my right mind, I returned to
the doctor's house, shepherded by the ever
faithful Harry. - >

Shortly afterwards we were aroused by terrific
cheering in the street, and, going to the door,
the astounding news was shouted at us, in a

Babel of tongues.
The whole German garrison, two thousand or

more, had evacuated the town in undignified
haste, and were in full retreat down the Brussels
10ml 1

Blufied, by the Lord! Thus do the gods
favour the mentally irresponsible !
Needless to say, pandemonium ensued, and

the doctor was again hard put to it to rescue
me from my friends.

Shortly afterwards one arrived with alarming
news: an Allied oflicer was reported to have
entered the town. _

Confound it! Was I to be cheated of the
fruits of victory in the very hour of success?
Not on your life ! So I sallicd forth to face the
intruder, evolving subtle schemes of strategy
and tactics as I went.
To my great relief, he turned out to be an
Australian officer, Lieutenant R , accom

panied by a young giant of an orderly, who
answered to the name of

"
George." I served

with the Australian bushmen in the Boer War
myself, so we struck up cordial relations at oncev
“ Halloa I young feller-me-lad," he said. " So
you are the hero who has been chasing

' Jerry ’

round in these parts, are you? I've been
hearing a lot about you. Well, where have you
come from, what are you doing here, and where
are you going next, may I ask, just for a start ?

"

“ Sir," I replied, " my name is FitzGerald, of
King Edward's Horse. I have come from Ath.
At the moment I am engaged in enjoying life.
I am going on to Brussels, Berlin, and Con
stantinople, Providence permitting ! And might
I inquire how you came to be here, and are you
going anywhere, or just travelling ?

"

Thus cordially introduced, we adjourned to
the Hotel du Gare and held a council of war,
sustained in our deliberations by generous
rations of the wine of the country. “y new
found friends, it appeared, were also anxious
to go to Brussels, at least, if not farther, for
which their only authority, as far as I could
surmise, was a reprehensible spirit of adventure.
“that would G.H.Q. say ?
As they were on foot and I was mounted it was
arranged that I should go forward again on the

Brussels road at daybreak, they following in
support, so to speak. My proposal that I
should try and get through under cover of night
was vetoed as rather too suicidal, and, inasmuch
as I was the only one of the party with a know
ledge of French and German, I was too valuable
to lose. Vtrb. up.
Our plans laid, the council of’ war broke
up, and we devoted the remainder of the

evening to the hospitality showered on us by
our generous Belgian friends, who entertained
us at a splendid banquet, with music and
speeches thrown in. " God save the King,"
the " Marscillaise," and the " Brabancon

"
were

rendered in turn, with tremendous vigour, and
I gained the profound respect of the Australians
by replying to the toast of

" The British Army "

in my best Sunday French, amidst thundcrs of
applause.
As I made my way to the doctor's hospitable
roof, it suddenly occurred to me that it wouldn't
be a bad idea to do a bit of reconnaissance work
down the Brussels road, to see how the land lay;
so, eluding my friends, I started off in the
darkness.
All was silent as the grave, save for an occa
sional rifle-shot in the distance. What that may
have portended it is hard to say—some devilry,
I suppose. I had gone about a couple of miles
when, suddenly, a harsh challenge rang out in
the night: " Wer daP" I dropped like a
stone into the ditch. Bang! zip! and a bullet
whizzed over my head, and went whining down
the road. In the light of the flash I got a
glimpse of the sentry peering into the darknms.
He was taking no chances. No more was I ; so
I faded silently into the night. and so back to
my quarters and bed, without comment.
Early next morning I saddled up my mare,
and set off again, despite the earnest prayers
and persuasions of my excellent friends, who
prophesied lugubriously that I should never
return.

‘Well, perhaps not, but I had set my hand to
the plough, and my lonely furrow called me
ever eastwards, so I tore myself away, and on I
went again, amidst the same inspiring greetings
and congratulations from the returning exiles
who thronged the road.
About seven kilometres on I ran into the
German rear-guard again, and my farther
progress was barred by the sentry's threatening
rifle, so I adjourned to a wayside eslarm'net, and
put in a couple of hours talking to released
prisoners and finding out what 1 could of the
dangers and difficulties ahead of me.
They were unanimous in the conviction that
I should never get through, and were very
surprised that I had got so far safely, as the
Huns were in a very sullen and dangerous mood.
After a while I set off again, riding as far as
the village of Bierghes, where I was again held
up, the sentry intimating, in no uncertain
manner, that my pursuing tactics annoyed him
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exceedingly. The
road was full of

German troops, so

there was nothing
for it but to wait
events and review the

situation. Anyhow. I
was in close touch with
the enemy, as a cavalry

scout should be. So I
put up my horse at a
farm on the outskirts
of the village, and, periodic visits

convincing me that the sentry showed
no disposition to move, camped down

there for the night.
But I was taking no chances of a noc
turnal visit from my German friends on the
hill, so, about an hour after retiring to my
bedroom for the night, I slipped quietly out of
the window, and removed to the safer, if less
comfortable, shelter of adistaiit haystack. My
precaution was not unjustified as it turned out,
for a German picket descended on the village
during the night in search of me, but they
neglected the solitary farm where I lay hidden
under the haystack. In the morning I returned
to the bedroom as secretly and silently as I
left, and emerged to thank my hostess for an
excellent night's rest in her comfortable bed !
I then took a walk up the hill to see if my
German pal was still on sentry-g0. There he
was, as large as life, and I waved a hand in
ironic greeting. By way of reply he shook his
rifle at me, and yelled a curse. Rude man !
However, this wouldu’t do at all. I must get
mounted, and try and work round their flank,
or beat them somehow. As I walked back down
vol, IlV —B.

_ their fate.

"I waved a hand in ironic greeting."

the hill, however, I was met by the Australian
oflicer and “ George," and "advanced head
quarters” went into committee on the general
situation. I told them what I knew, and
the
" Skipper," in reply, said that he was

informed that there were some French and
English wounded at Hal, a few miles farther on,
whom the Hun doctors had deserted and left to

It was imperative that we should go
to their aid. Now, what were we to do ?
We decided, eventually, to hold a. parley with
the egregious Hun, so we marched boldly up the
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road again to that end. The sight of the " Three
Musketeers" seemed to scare the sentry, who
called the corporal. This worthy glowcred at
me morosely, and started to bluster. but I cut
him short by telling him that we had no time to
waste on him, and wished to see an twin 1, and
that immediately.
After considerable demur we were conducted
to Brigade Headquarters, where two officers
entered into politely-hostile debate concerning
our proposed visit to Hal. They assured us that
the wounded were being well looked after, and
that, in any case, we had no business to be there
at all, and were imperilling the Armistice and
our own lives. The advent of the Australians
left them moderately calm, apparently, but the
sight of me seemed to arouse their worst passions.
\Ve remained obdurate, however, and after
considerable wrangling they consented to our
going forward with an attendant guard to see for
ourselves, on “ parole," to return that evening.
So we set off in two traps kindly placed at our
disposal by neighbouring farmers. The Huns
wanted me to leave my rifle behind until we
returned, but I put up a determined negative,
and finally drove away with the honours of war,
on the strict understanding that, if I was seen
in possession of it, along the road. and shot out
of hand, 1 had only myself to blame; and it
would serve me right for a stubborn, interfering
spy of an Englander, anyhow.
A little farther down the road we met the
German brigade-major, who inquirel our busi
ness in excellent English. We explained, and he
obligingly wrote us a special

“
protection pass,"

which, he grimly remarked, we might need. He
proved to be a most engaging fellow, a Saxon,

and told us he was " d glad the wretched
business was over."
ing that his brother officers did not seem to
like the colour of my hair, the officer turned to
me in humorous reproof.
" Ah ! yes, “'sieur the

‘
éclaireur ' P

"
he said.

"We are beginning to know you. You're an
annoying person, really, and I'm afrzid we shall
have to shoot you if you don't stop treading on
our heels. Take my advice," he added. solemnly,
"
give it up while you are safe. It would he a
pity to get killed now, with peace in sight."
And so he went on his way, with a smile and a
wave of the hand, drbonair in defeat.
We arrived at Hall without further incident,
and were greatly relieved to find the wounded
being well cared for by the nuns and monks,

under the charge of a Belgian doctor. who had
come forward to fill the gap on the departure of
the German medicos. We thanked them heartily
for their kindness, and proceeded to visit the
wards, pausing for a few moments at each bed
siie for a few words of sympathy and good
cheer. Dear, brave lads! Our coming seemed to
put new life into them. They were so grateful,
and so pathetically glad to see us ; it brought the
tears to my eyes.

On the " Skipper " remark- -

Much as we should have liked to linger, time
was flying, and we must not break our “ parole " ;
so, with promises of speedy succour and cheery
farewells, we returned to Bierghes, much cheered
and gratified by our " one good deed a day."
On arrival at the German rear post, we were
met by our German brigade-major again.
" Well, here we are, you see," I remarked.“ Oh! that's all right," he replied, " I knew
you fellows would not break your word."
A gratifying compliment from our friends the
enemy l
It was now getting late, so the ‘Skipper "
persuaded me to return to Enghien with him
for the night and revise our plans.
" Good-bye," said the brigade-major
" Nein, mein Herr. Au/ W'iedersehen," I
retorted, in friendly challenge. He threw up his
hands in an exaggerated gesture of despair, and
thus we parted.
That night we arrived back at Enghien, to
the immense relief of our friends, who had given
me up for lost. Tney again feasted us royally,
and so to bed and a well-earned rest.

Early next morning the "headquarters staff
of the flying column

"
met again to decide on a

plan of campaign, having already made some
progress.
First of all, we had fcloniously "pinched"
a Staff motor-car, which turned up providcntially
from "Heaven knew where." lts luxurious, fawn
coloured upholstering and glistening body pro
claimed it the property of "a very important
person," but exactly who he was, or how it came
to arrive in Enghien, I am not clear to this day.
Suffice it, that the French chauffeur, blinded
by the " Skipper's " magnificence and my best
linguistic efforts—also, possibly, by overwhelming
hospitality—seemed to have forgotten whom he
was to meet, or where, and resigned himself to
the masterful commands of the HO. Flying
Column. So far, good! Item one. Item two
was that an adventurous engine» driver had
sneaked out of Brussels with an engine and two
carriages, and arrived in Enghien on the light
railway, still, by some miraculous chance, whole
and intact. He reported that the line was mined
with delayed-action " to do-ments." some of the
wires of which had been found and cut, and
some, presumably, not. When they would
"
go up

" no one knew. Brussels was crowded
with disgruntled Huns, going about armed.
looking for an excuse for a wholesale massacre
—in self-defence. of course—as a fitting farewell
to Belgium.
We were more determined than ever to get
to Brussels, and, bearing in mind the unwisdom
of putting all one's eggs in one basket, decided
to divide our forces.
The " Skipper" and George were to try the
road in the car, the French chauffeur being
instructed to answer all challenges and inquiries
with the magic word “ Parlementaire

"
(Political

Officer).
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I, with the assistance of my sporting friend
the engine-driver, was to try the light railway,
and trust to luck. One of us might get through.
So we started off, with a solemn handshake and
a fervent

"
Good luck! old man," on our race

for Brussels, each determined to be "first in "

for the honour of his regiment and the glorv of
his gods. The rendezvous was the Town Hall
of Bnissels.
At the station a few civilians in search of
long-lost relatives, and for other urgent reasons,
asked permission to accompany me. at least part
of the way. Very well ; if they liked to chance

it
, I had no objection.

We started off gingerly enough, the civilians

By the time the civilians had pulled them
selves together again I was sitting down, calmly
smoking.

" .‘lIon Dieu ! Regard, then, the
Englishman!" cried one. " He has no fear,
vows-vans. These English have no nerves.
They are like stones." I sniggered quietly to
myself. If they only knew !

At this point nearly all the civilians left the
train in frenzied haste. Three or four stout
fellows, however, remained. “ They must show
the Englishman that the Belgians, too, are of a
courage. Alors 1"
So off again, more gingerly than before. Every
now and then the driver stopped and expressed
doubts as to the line ahead. Everyone looked
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The Author in Enzhien—from a photograph taken just after he had given the German troops two hours in which to clear out.

making anxious inquiries from their friends, as
we went, regarding the state of the line. All
went well for some time, when—Fluff! \Vhish!
-—-and the carriage was enveloped in a sheet of
flame. The man opposite me jumped at one
bound clean through the open window, and
there was a blind rush for the door, amidst a
babel of ejaculations.

I stood frozen to the spot. In another second

I had realized the situation, and assumed an
outward appearance of composure that con
cealed a deplorable sagging at the knees, and a

heart beating about two hundred to the minute.

A charge had blown off, somehow, and failed
to explode the mine !

at me. of course, confound them! So I had to
get out and walk along the track in front. There
were wires in plenty. Some were cut; some
might or might not be.
“'ith the recklessness of despair, I sauntered
casually along, pulling at protruding wires to
see if they would go off! “ Anyhow, if one
does," I told myself, "I shall never know any
thing about it." Cheering thought .' " All right
here!" I cried at last, and off we went again
for Brussels or glory.
At last we arrived at the Care Midi, fated to
become a death-trap and a shambles during the
next forty~eight hours, when blazing ammunition
trucks spread death and destruction on every side.
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Anyhow, here I was in Brussels at last, on
November 15th— four days after the Armistice!
The platform was crowded with German
officers and soldiers. \\'hat was my next move P
" Bluff, again, my lad," I muttered. "Blufl‘
'em blind! It's your only chance." So, with
a wildly-beating heart, I took my courage in
lroth hands, slung my rifle on my shoulder, and

walked straight out of the carriage, across the

platform, and out of the main gate, waving

aside the sentry with a curt
" Nurh Cnmmun-

‘

dantur." A moment later I was lost in the
dense crowd of soldiers and civilians that
thronged the main street, before any of them

could realize exactly what had happened.
I had won the first trick! Good! Now for
the Hotel de Ville, the rendezvous;
As I pushed my way through the crowd,
faint, menacing sounds, almost drowned by the

hum of the crowd, made my heart jump—odd
rifle-shots and occasional short bursts of machine

gun fire in the distance “'hat devil's play was
this P

‘

Had the massacre commenced P I pressed on
through a running fire of interrogations and
remarks, “ Tiens .' C'est un Anglnis," " Non!
Non! Amélicain." " Un Fnmqais, pent he."
" Attention, m'sicur! Gardez-vous bien . " Ina
quick whisper,

" Gard: aux 800105 1 " and so on.
Most of the Germans, thank Heaven ! were too
much surprised to take action as I pushed past
them, and by the time they had recovered them
selves, I had gone. Not all, however.
Here and there, one accosted me.

“
Nach

Commanda tur !
" I barked at him, and went my

way.
One German N.C.O. made a grab at my wrist.
" Was mac's! Sie hier, England" 9

"

I turned on him with a ferocious glare, bred
of desperate extremity, that withered him where
he stood. "Stand aside, idiot!” I snarled at
him in his own tongue.

" I have a letter for the
Commandant,” and so left him staring.
The news was beginning to spread among the
townspeople.

" Vim t 105 Anglais!" com
menced one, as 1 passed him.
" Silence, imbecile I Would you betray me P "

I whispered fiercely. He shut up like an oyster,
and passed the word, so that I was passed on
thereafter by the crowd in sympathetic silence.
Once a spent bullet whined overhead, and I
hastened my footsteps, for I realized vividly
that grim tragedy stalked at my very heels.
Farther on a haggard man in civilian clothes
pushed through the crowd.

" King Edward's
Horse l

"
he gasped ; and then peering into my

face, "Good Lord! “'hy, it's old Fitz," and
nearly fell into my arms. overcome with astonish
ment and joy.
It was Sergeant Bennet, of my own regiment,
wounded and captured seven months before,

when "B" Squadron was almost annihilated
in trying to stem the great German advance.
But even a moment's delay invited disaster,

so I pushed on, pressing my cap-badge into
his hand as a keepsake, in a whirl of confused
emotions of triumph and trepidation, strangely_
mingled.
Think of it I Here was an English soldier, in
full uniform, rifle on shoulder, marching down
the main street of Brussels, where he had no
business whatever to be, rubbing shoulders with
thousands of armed Huns, any one of whom
would have been quite justified in knocking him
on the head, without more ado, and would have
been only too glad to do so, if they could only
have realized the amazing impudence of it all.
Yet I passed unscathed, head up and spurs
insolently clinking, where angels feared to tread.
Surely the gods of High Olympus must have
laughed !

'
-

Thus I arrived at last at the Town Hall, the
rendezvous.
Waving astonished clerks and attendants
aside, I mounted the grand staircase and
traversed the corridors until I arrived at the
anteroom of the Council Chamber, where I
informed the Secretary that I wished to see the
Mayor.
He was ‘evidently dubious, startled by my
appearance, and doubtful as to whether I had
come to greet his Worship or to assassinate him.
I reassured him with a short account of myself,
name and regiment, and he took my message
Reappearing, he ushered me into the Council
Chamber, where the Burgomaster, attended by
several grave and reverend councillors, received
me in state. .4

He returned my salute with a cordial hand
shake, and the interview proceeded in French.
" You are English, m'sieur P "
" Yes, M'sieur le Burgomaistre."
" You are a prisoner, then P

"

" Oh, no! "——tapping my slung rifle.
" But where are your comrades, m'sieur P "
" I don't know. At Ath, I think."
" How did you get here, then P

"

" Walked down from the railway station."
" Alone P "
.. Yes ..
" With your rifle and everything—like that P "
" Yes."
" And you were not killed P

"
" Apparently not."
"
Good heavens! you are an extraordinary

man. -\\’hat is your position in the Army P " _
" An érlaireur—a cavalry scout, m’sieur."
"
Surély I: bon Dim has guarded you, my

friend. But tell me, what is there I can do for
you P Anything you may require is at your
disposal

" s
" Nothing, I thank you, M'sieur le Burgo
maistre. On the contrary, it is I who have come
to help you, and to place my services at your
disposal."
Final y, the Burgomaster asked me to assist
him by going about quietly and carefully among
the people, and counselling them to be calm and
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“on: German N.C.O. made a grab at my wn'n."

patient, and make no hostile demonstration
against the enemy which might furnish an
excuse for a. massacre—in self-defence, of course.
And so, after having my name and regiment
duly inscribed in the records as " the first soldier
of all the Allied Armies to enter Brussels," I
departed triumphant, inasmuch as I had won
the
raced
but anxious as to the fate of my

Australian partners in crime. Had they joined
the ranks of the " Spurlos versenkl " .7
Reproach would haunt me for ever if they
had come to harm through my folly.
Yet I had given them the safer chance, as I
thought.
I was so unnerved by the aftermath of danger
safely passed, danger at my elbow, and anxiety
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-—but, doubtless,
you have heard
enough of what

1 did, and how

I thought and
acted, for which

I pray your
pardon, but it is
only by writing
thus in the lirst
person that I can
hope to take you
with me, in spirit,
0 n t h e A t h -
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On the seven
teenth the Ger
mans evacuated4 7A / Brussels, and I

was sent for byM
the Burgomaster,

- who asked‘ me to

I

go back and find

enla

,
story some day
themselves, when
the spirit moves
them, as it moves
me now, after the lapse of a year, to
write the full story of this unofhcial journey,
which brought upon me a load of unauthorized

responsibility and anxiety that weighed heavily
indeed.
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Brunei: testifyinl that

I don't know. What did

Flu-m le o
f

the CCIllfiCllE from the Chief o
f

the Cabinet of the Burflnmutel
Trooper FuzGer-ld wn the 6m Allied soldier to

enter Brunei! alter the Armistice.

some troops to
aid him in pre
serving order in
the City.

I could do no less, though 1 would fain have
seen the thing through to the end.
So, as the Huns unwillingly relaxed their grip
on the capital of Belgium, and retired slowly
and sullenly eastwards, I turned my face »to
the west with a smile, and a sigh for the palmy,
perilous days of " The Last Adventure."

Why did I do it?

Translation of the certificate reproduced above :—

I, the undersigned, Auguste Viersel, Head of the Burgorraster s

Ofi‘ice in Brussels, he eh)‘ certify that. the British soldier, \V P.
Fit/Gerald, presented himself a! the Hfltel dc Ville on the tsth
of November, i918. He was th- first soldier of the Allied
Armies to present himself lJt'fUE'C11s. He was receiver] by M.
Lemonuier. then acting as llurgumaster, and :it the desire of the
latter he left Brussels 1mthe 17thofNovemlwrhhedayon which
the Ggrnians eiarunied the capital) in order to convey to his
superiors the desire of the communal :uluiinistmliou to see the
arvii'al of the Allied troops hastened. so as to ensure the
maintenance of order.

Th‘: Chief of office.
(Signed) Auu. "Ilz‘5ET.

City of Brussels.
(Seal)

Office of the Burgomastcr.

' The Author's former squadron officer writesZ—" :31] Pt:
FitrGerald belonged to‘ C' Squadron, King Edward's Horse, of
which squadron I was second in command. I can confirm his
statements as to capturing live prisoners just before the hour of
the Armistice, 11L, rt a.m., November 11th, 1918. He dis
aupeared shortly after this and did not report back to the
squadron for about a fortnight Re )its came back in his
nlisence of released prisoners, etc , w 0 had met him on the
Brussels road, and some of our own men, who had been taken
prisoners, eventually testified to having seen him alone in
Brussels on 15thNovember.
His departure and :iliseuce were unauthoriled, and he was, of
course, put under arrest on his return.

(Signed) R. E. N. TWOI‘FNY,
Captain, 15!K.E.H.



"
in the vungle.four hundred feet
lrom the sea.

' EIRD, wonderful, and quaint are
'
I
’ many of the incidents which vary

" f the tedium of daily life in the
>;

i‘ little republics of Central America,
a " while many strange tricks are

played by the Pacific to belie its
When the Kosmos liner Sesosm's, a

giant of her day, nosed her way out of her
home port, she was headed for Ocos, a tiny
maritime port in the republic of Guatemala.
0005 does not differ very markedly from
other so-called "ports" dotted along the
Pacific seaboard; they are ports in name,
but they by no means comply with the Euro—
pean interpretation of the word. Conse
quently, when the Sesostris pulled up at Ocos
she followed the practice of all her contempo
raries—swung round in a convenient position

name.

* Off the shore, in the open sea, and anchored.
The Pacific was in her gentlest mood—in
fact, so peaceful that a single anchor sufficed
to hold the big steamship in leash. There
she lay, rolling lazily to the long, undulating
Swell, while long strings of lighters passed
swiftly to and from the wharf bearing stag
gering loads of cofiee beans, which were
stowed in the capacious holds of the liner.
Loading by lighter, even when pursued
zealously, is a slow process, and the days
passed swiftly. The task is also somewhat
exacting, especially in the climate incidental
to the Central Americas. Consequently,
when the day's work was done the crew,
thoroughly tired out, turned in to sleep
soundly until the following morning.
Loading was rapidly approaching com
pletion, and the crew, after a harder day's
work than usual, slept more soundly than
was their wont. \Vhen they tumbled into
their bunks there was scarcely a ripple on
the water. ln their profound slumber they
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amazing story of the liner "Sesostris," which was wrecked by a gale off the coast of
main, lifted into the jungle by an erupting volcano, left derelict for eleven years, and

finally salvaged to resume her career in her rightful element.

did not observe the freshening of the wind
or the awakening of the rollers. But both
began to impart an increasing motion to the
liner, which strained at the single hawser
with a vicious sawing action. Suddenly
there was a sharp crack. The cable had
parted, and the anchor end flew through the
air with a weird shriek.
The look-out frantically sounded the
alarm. The vessel was adrift! The crew
tumbled out of their bunks pell-mell and
hurriedly attempted to drop another anchor.
But wind and wave beat them in the race.
Before the anchor began to get a grip the big
liner pulled up, shivering from stem to stem,
swung roundrsharply, and then canted over
to one side. She had run aground, and Wm
now lying broadside on to the shore, firmly
held in the tenacious grip of the sand. -

In the morning the crew made strenuous
efforts to secure their release. Every facility
which the adjacent hamlet could offer was
pressed into service, but to no avail. The
men stuck to their task grimly, but finally
had to pull off in their boats, completely
beaten. The ship was immovable.
The Sesostris was left to recline upon her
soft couch for some twelve months. Then,
one morning, two big ships of the same line
appeared off the village. They were not call
ing for coffee beans, but to give a helping
hand to their stranded consort. Heavy
hawsers were carried to the Sesostn's and
made fast. Then the two liners, with their
bows pointing seaward, started pulling with
all their strength. But it was like striving
to pull a mountain up by the roots. The
Sesosm's refused to budge; the sand held
her too tightly. All the two liners achieved
was the snapping of several cables, and when
they finally desisted from their efforts there
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were ugly jagged holes in their decks where
the bitts had been torn out bodily by the
terrific strain. A council of war was held,
which decided that the Sesoslns could never
be hauled off that stretch of beach, and the
two skippers headed their vessels home
wards to report to their owners the hopeless
ness of salvage. Thereupon the Sesoslris
was written oil‘ as a total loss, and when a
Mexican speculator came along and offered
‘to buy her up as she lay, lock, stock, and
barrel, his offer was accepted.
The Mexican, it soon transpired, had made
a good bargain. He put lighters to work
and removed every ounce of the coffee cargo,
as well as the extensive stores carried by
the liner. These he promptly sold, and
when he balanced his accounts he found that
he had netted a fine profit over the trans
action. His initial success prompted him
to a more ambitious efiort : he decided that
he would save the ship herself. Now that
she had been lightened he concluded that he
could float her off into deep water. It was
only necessary to obtain the requisite tackle.
He therefore invested his profit in anchors
and cables, which he hurried down to the
little wharf of the seaside village near which
the liner was beached, and from morning to
night toiled with commendable industry

(_ .

.‘Y.'1_ ‘

The wrecked steameralter the eruption. lying-
hie:
and dry, with tropical growth wriniinl up

round er.

upon his self-appointed task. But though
he laboured for months he failed to move
the wreck by even a foot, and at last he came
to the conclusion that the job was far too
big for him, and reluctantly gave it up. But
the vessel was his property, and for the next

three years he mounted guard over it, re
fleeting upon his bargain and the quantity
of sand which was steadily and inexorably
piling up around the wreck, imprisoning it
more tightly than ever.
About this time the unfortunate specu
lator received another disconcerting jolt. A
mountain in the district, which had always
been regarded as quiet and well-behaved,
commenced to grow restless. Violent trem
blings of the earth were noticed, and columns
of smoke were observed to spring from cracks
in its flanks. Within a short time it burst
into full volcanic activity. Finally there
came a lively five minutes during which the
mountain practically blew its head off, the
eruption being accompanied by an earth
quake which wiped the village and its wharf
completely off the map, pushed the beach
three hundred feet farther out into the Pacific,
and brought the Sesoslris four hundred feet
inland, burying her in the sand to a depth of
twenty feet.
The liner, now high and dry, became an
object of curiosity and interest. Within a
very short time what had previously been
the beach was covered with jungle growth.
The natives for miles around rode up on
their horses and hitched them to the gang
way while they went on board to take -a look

round, and inci
' dentally appro
priate anything
portable upon
which they could
place their hands.
Unfortunately for
these souvenir
hunters, however,
the old Mexican
was vigilant. He
refused to relax
his hold upon his
property, hope
less though his
chances of making
anything out of
it now appeared.
He placed a
watchman on
board with two
or three assist
ants, and they
were charged with
the task of keep
ing the vessel in
good order.

. For years the
half-buried Sesostris, the erstwhile lordly
Pacific liner, was regarded merely as a
freak of fortune. Then, in 1910, an ex
pedition, fitted out at great expense in
San Francisco, appeared with the Mexican.
It had come south with a view to refloating
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the steamer. The engineers surveyed and
resurveyed the four hundred feet of sand
lying between the vessel and the open sea,
and even went so far as to attempt to move
it; but six months’ work, which made but
little impression, sufficed to
bring home to them the
fact that their zeal

and.“ ingenuity

were l'nlS

Dredginglhe lake in which
the ship could be turned
round so that her bow:
pointed Ieuwardi.

placed. T h e y
accordingly re—

turned n o r t h ,
declaring the un- ' _ v
dertaking to be
hopeless and that
the Sesostris
would never again
ride the waves.
For three years
nothing was done,
and the liner be
came merely a
memory, with the jungle between her and

'

her native element growing ever thicker.
Then Mr. H. F. Bullen, the president of
the British Columbia Salvage Company,
was requested to make an investigation.
The whole history of the incident was
once again considered, and the report of
the previous expedition thoroughly digested.
The prospects were admitted to be unfavour
able, but—and this was the determining
factor—ships were becoming more costly to
build, so that money spent in the reclama
tion of the craft might now be recouped.
The upshot was that Mr. Bullen decided to
investigate the wreck on the spot. To this
end he organized another expedition in con
junction with his first lieutenant, Captain
F. C. Stratford, who had put up some strik
ing salvage records on the Pacific coast.
Captain Stratford was in charge of a specially
Selected stafi of eight men, every one of whom

was an expert in salvage work. The com
pany's salvage steamer Pilot was detailed for
the duty, and on July 4th, 1916, the expe
dition set out from the port of Victoria with
special wrecking equipment worth ten thou
sand pounds on board.
Upon reaching the wreck a thorough

_, examination of the vessel and
her situation was made, and

3 '; was conceded by all.-,- _. 1

fl
concerned that it was

‘ about as unpromising
a salvage job as could
be conceived. The
Sesostris was buried
up to her water'line
in the sand, she lay
broadside on to the
sea, four hundred
feet away, and vege»
tation was growing

The huge tackle: med for hauling the ‘hip lhrouah the dredged channel.

luxuriously all round her. But the Mexican
owner had discharged his self-imposed task
of protection in a. very thorough manner.
The hull of the vessel was apparently none
the worse for its long sojourn on dry
land, while the interior was in a wonderful
state of preservation. There was nothing
wrong with the engines, but it was seen that
the boilers would require overhauling.
The situation was thoroughly discussed.
Here was a ship worth at least two hundred
thousand pounds, lying within four hundred
feet of the water, defying all attempts to
move her. But the eight men of the salvage
staff and their chief were convinced that she
could be refloated, and they made up their
minds to do it. They readily admitted the
tremendous obstacles which would need to ,
be overcome, and that the task would tax
their ingenuity and resource to the utmost,
but they were ready to pit their brains
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. nose seawards.

against Nature. So the chief wired back to
headquarters that they were going to make
the great effort.
Though undaunted by the prodigious
natural difliculties confronting them, the
salvors were sorely perplexed by handicaps
of other and varied descriptions. There was
the climate, for instance. It was no white
man’s country. Yellow fever was rampant,
mosquitoes abounded in clouds, rendering
life a misery ; the heat was exhausting ; and
poisonous reptiles of every description were
in abundance, rendering movement dangerous
and the observance of every precaution im
perative. Furthermore, Guatemala was un
fortunately passing through one of its period
ical phases of political unrest. It was not so
much the internal diflerences which created
danger, but the fact that the state was on
unfriendly terms with its neighbours, more
especially with Mexico, with which a state of
war existed. At one time the two countries
threatened to come to blows in the vicinity
of the stranded liner. Hostile trenches were
dug and maintained within twenty yards of
the Sesestris, so that the salvors were obliged
to keep their eyes open for flying bullets and
be prepared to take cover at any unexpected
moment. It seemed more than likely, at
times, that the, ship herself might be turned
into a point (l'appuz or become a centre for
guerrilla warfare.
Nevertheless the sal ors went ahead with
their work as if fevers, hostile insects and
reptiles, and warring nations were unknown.
Obviously, in order to entice the liner to the
open sea it would be necessary to dig a canal
in which to float the vessel for four hundred
feet, but before this could be done she would
need to be swung round so as to point her

Then it was realized that,
to enable open water to be gained, power
would be required to move the vessel, and
this it was decided the ship herself should
supply. This involved the use of her own
engines, for which steam would have to be
raised in her own boilers. Accordingly, two
mechanical engineers were set to work to
render the engines serviceable once more.
This proved to be a most difficult and
exacting task. The only available labour,
and that not in abundance, was native—
men who knew nothing about the distinctive
tools used by the engineer. Many of them
had never seen, far less .handled, a spanner.
They had, therefore, to be put through a
course of intensified simple training. With
this scratch crew the old tubes of the boilers
were hacked and wrenched out. There were
a thousand in all, and every single one had to
be replaced. These new tubes were ordered
to the exact size in advance, and were dis
patched from Victoria. When they arrived
conceive the chagrin of the engineers to

discover that they were an eighth of an inch
too small! It seems an insignificant fraction
of error, but in the case of boiler tubes it is
fatal. They must fit with unerring exacti
tude ‘and tightness, otherwise leakages
capable of precipitating a whole pack of
other and more serious troubles are inevitable.
The engineers were almost driven to despair
at this discovery. But the mistake had to
be rectified upon the spot, although it in
volved heart-breaking work, and it must not
be forgotten that the boilermaker’s craft is
one apart, as the two mechanical engineers
ungrudgingly admitted. The prospect would
not have been so depressing had machine
shops, fitted with the latest tools, or skilled
labour been available. But there was neither.
Each tube had to be taken separately and
the required dead fit secured by lining it with
a sheet of copper. It was all hand-work of
the most tedious description, and, as may
be imagined, progress was exasperatingly
slow.
While the two engineers were in the midst
of this arduous work there happened on the
scene one of those strange specimens of
humanity who drift round the world, driven
by the winds of chance. He was a white
man, looking for work. The whole of his
worldly possessions were stowed in an old
patched pillow-case, slung across his back.
The beach-comber, striking the strange and
unexpected little colony toiling in the bush,
saw the opportunity to earn a few pounds.
He asked for a job and was taken on at once,
for every additional white pair of hands
which presented itself for work in that in—
hospitable country was a Heaven-sent bless
ing. But when the dilapidated derelict told
the engineers that he was a skilled boiler
maker by trade they nearly wept with joy,
while their amazement knew no bounds.
This was the richest streak of luck they had
yet encountered.
When the expert hand settled down to the
exacting work in hand the dirt commenced
to fly. He‘ made light of the difficulties, and
the retubing of the boilers went ahead at a
merry pace. Moreover, with the strange
perversity of human nature, the beach—
comber took a keen delight in his task, and
probably did few jobs so soundly and speedily
as that one in the jungle. The boilers
finished, steam was raised, and the power
equipment, as anticipated, was found to be
in perfect order.
Now that steam was available in plenty,
the second phase of the undertaking was
considered to be mere child’s play by com
parison. The chief had planned, once this
stage was reached, to turn the liner into a
dredgcr and compel her to dig her own ditch
to open water. The salvage pumps which
had been brought down were rigged up on
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the deck and started
off. Their first job was
to suck up the sand
around the vessel to a
depth of twenty feet over
a sufficient area to allow her
to be pulled round with her
nose to the Pacific. This was
a task in itself, involving the ex- ~

cavation of two hundred thousand cubic
feet of sand, which was drawn up by the
pumps and then discharged through pipes
to a point three hundred feet away. In
digging this initial lake great difficulty was
experienced in keeping the unstable sand from
slipping into the excavation, but remedies for
this, as for every other obstacle, were soon
discovered and put into practice.
When the liner had been successfully
turned round, the journey towards the
Pacific commenced. The dredging pipes
were lowered over the ship's bows and carried
to a point well forward. The temporary
ditch which had to be dug was sixty feet in
width by twenty feet in depth, and this had
to be excavated for a. distance exceeding
two hundred feet. As the ditch was made
the vessel crept forward, inch by inch.
Progress was painfully slow, and of course
could not be effected by means of the pro
peller. The liner pulled her vast bulk
steadily forward by winding in wire hawsers.
This part of the work had been carried out
by the crew of the salvage vessel Pilot while
the boilers of the Sesostris were being re
tubed. Four anchors, each weighing six
tons, had been laid out in the open sea, some
two thousand feet off-shore, and from these
wire hawsers were led ashore to the deck of
the Sesostris, where powerful purchases were
clapped on to them. The tackles were then
taken to four winches driven by the liner's

own donkey engines
As the sand was
eaten away from the
front of the bows,
the haul was applied,
and so that ponder
ous bulk was im'
perceptibly pulled
towards the open
water.
At last only a nar
row neck of sand lay
between the ship and
the Pacific, and the
salvors looked for
ward with keen
delight to the

\\ day when this\ last dyke
was to be

‘\

The "Sesollrian brenlrinn lhrough the burner. Notice :he pumps
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out lo the Pacific.

penetrated. The end of their labours was .n
sight. The event was celebrated in a fitting
manner, and then the pumps were set to
work, and presently the outer water, being
able to assert its pressure, came through with
an impetuous rush, tearing a huge and
steadily-widening gap as roller after roller
poured through. The cheering was frantic.
All was over. The salvors had won out !
But the hurrahs were suddenly and dra
matically stilled. The salt sea was pouring
through the breach right enough, but it was
bringing in sand—the deadly, clogging sand
—-rnore rapidly than the machinery could
drive it out. The engineers strained the
pumps to breaking-point to cope with this
unexpected problem, but although they kept
going continuously at high pressure for four
teen days and nights the sea gained the day,
and the hapless ship once more became em
bedded in the sand up to the water-line.
This disaster well-nigh broke the salvors’
hearts. After six months’ incessant toil in
that most unsalubrious climate they could
only record final failure! Hard luck had
hit them with a vengeance. \Vould the task
have to be abandoned at the last minute ?
The depressed spirits of the party were
not relieved by yet another stroke of
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misfortune which now befell them. The
Pilot, which had brought the expedition
from Canada, had been their floating home
for months, and which had served as the con
necting link with civilization, went to Salina
Cruz, a hundred and eighty miles away—the
nearest port whence supplies could be ob
tained—upon one of her periodical trips for
additional gear and stores. She put out from
the Mexican port loaded, but was never seen
nor heard of again, being lost at sea with
all hands.
\Vhen tidings of this new disaster reached
the remaining handful of white men they
were plunged into the depths of gloom.
They held another council of war and dis
cussed the situation from every conceivable
angle. Having achieved so much, and
having brought the wreck within the pro
verbial stone's throw of the sea, they were
determined not to abandon her. If they
threw up a barrier to keep out the sea and
ran up a temporary breakwater to hold the
sand at bay, they believed they would yet
score success. So they decided
to go ahead once more, v / I’ ‘x
but it proved to

'

be the most ./ "

The lhip leavin: Ihe like Ind beina hluled into CleanWater.

tedious and exasperating part of the whole
enterprise. The breakwater tried them
almost to the limits of human endurance.
Time after time the Pacific would rise, as if
in anger, to break through the protecting
fence, often wrecking the patient work of
weeks in a single night. But each disaster
only served to urge the salvors to greater
effort, and at last a barrier was raised which
even the wildest breakers of that misnamed
ocean failed to move.
Once the engineers had beaten the waves,

everything went ahead rapidly, and ‘it was

not long before the liner was again floating
calmly upon the water of the ditch behind
the dyke that kept her from the open sea. It
was recognized that the final breaking
through of this fence would have to be under
taken delicately yet boldly, so as to eliminate
the risk of a repetition of the former mishap.
It was decided to set the pumps going at full
blast at the critical moment, and to allow the
great hawsers attached to anchors out at sea
to perform the actual relaunching effort. It
was also arranged to make the supreme effort
upon the day when the tides reached their
highest level during the month.
Accordingly there was an ease-up to wait
for the tide, but the enforced spell of relaxa
tion was not allowed to be spent idly. The
salvors went over their preparations time
after time to make sure that nothing could
or would go wrong at the supreme moment.
The tides, creeping higher and higher with
each successive day, were followed with
suppressed excitement. Speculation grew
rife as to whether the weather would prove
kind at the last moment, or whether
it would rise up in wrath and once again

I; shatter their hopes. ‘
When the day dawned, however,

-,_ 2 ,, all anxieties and fears were for
9..

gotten in the excitement. It
was neck or nothing. The

pumps were given
a final inspec
tion, and at the
moment when the
tide reached its
highest point and
was ready to turn,
they were set going
as never before,
while the haul was
imposed upon the
four cables. Going
“all out," the
pumps speedily
sucked away the
barrier, and again
the sea rushed in.
The strain upon
the cables became

' enormous, the
groaning at the tackles being plainly heard
above the roar of the surf.
The pumps were working magnificently—
but the cables! \Vould they hold? They
were watched furtively by the anxious men,
especially when the ship trembled in the
balance. It was an anxious moment. Then
a loud cheer went up. The hawsers had
stood the strain, and gained the day. The
pressing-back effort of the ocean was useless
now, because the Sz'sostris was moving for—
ward, and at an ever-increasing speed. The
stream of sand from the pumps gave way to
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one of water, showing that they could do no
more. The liner became more buoyant and
was now riding freely, proving that she had
at last gained deep water and could now be
driven by her own engines, which were
promptly brought into action.
Once clear of the sand, speed was increased
and the liner moved farther and farther away
from the treacherous shore before being
anchored to allow the hawsers to' be finally
released. Then, amidst much cheering, a
northward course was set. After an absence
of eleven years the Sesostris was returning
home ! The vessel which had for so long lain
high and dry, and which had been generally
regarded as a permanent landmark upon a

desolate coast, was again free to pursue her
occupation upon the marine highways of the
'world. A salvage task which had been
declared to be impossible had been success
fully achieved. The Sesostris, which, when
salved, was worth at least two hundred
thousand pounds, and which had cost up
wards of fifty thousand pounds to recover,
floats to-day as a. romantic and interesting
monument to the ingenuity, resourcefulness,
and (logged perseverance of the Canadian sal
vage engineers. And one other man has leaped
a fitting financial reward for his pluck and un
failing optimism—the Mexican speculator who
bought the ship when she was first stranded
on the inhospitable Guatemalan coast.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
SPIRITUALISM P

In our next issue we shall publish the first

instalment of a very remarkable narrative entitled

THE LIFTED VEIL
The Story of an Amazing Deception.

lt describes how two young British officers, prisoners of

war in Turkey, took up spiritualism—at first merely to

amuse their fellow-captives—and the astonishing develop

ments that followed.
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I.—THE COYOTE DOPE.

{By HARRY SPENCER.

ILLUSTRATED BY WARWICK REYNOLDS.

A very grim little story. The Author voucheo absolutely for its truth, but for obvious reasons
names of persons and places concerned have been changed or suppressed.

‘? ES, they'll go a long way towardsC
‘\ l paying off this winter's stores bill,‘
; I guess."
I was up at old Bob Williams’A ‘ cabin on the Nicola Divide, near
Okanagan Lake, Canada. The

speaker was old Bob himself, a wonderful old
man, half trapper, half prospector, who was one
of the first white men in the country.
He had been showing me a couple of dozen
large coyote skins that he had just taken off the
stretching-boards.
“ I made a bad start this winter," he remarked.
“ First six weeks, nary a single skin did I get."
Then, suddenly,

" Did you know old Dad Peters,
of Powers Creek ?

" he asked. " Him that pegged
out last Fall ? "
" Why, sure," I said.
it P "
" Oh, I reckon his heart failed him all right."
Here Bob appeared to be overcome with merri
ment, and dissolved into suppressed chuckles.
Personally I couldn't quite see the joke. Nobody
had liked old Peters, but I altogether failed to
see any humour in the fact that the old man had
suddenly died.
He lived alone, about three miles out of a
town, into which he went once a week or so for
his weekly ration of tobacco and his few other
needs.
One evening a neighbour with a sick horse
happened to call to see if Peters had any colic
medicine to lend him. He found the old man
lying dead on his bunk. He had apparently
expired some days previously, without anyone
knowing anything about it. The doctor stated
that his heart had suddenly given out, and no one
seemed inclined to doubt the verdict.
However, old Bob seemed to have a yarn on
his chest about it, for he still kept chuckling to
himself at intervals as be filled his briar. And
finally he told me this story :—

" Heart failure, wasn't

Yes, they're funny beasts, coyotes.
Well, I should smile !
You can't trap ‘em, you know. Mr. Coyote’s
a sight too wise for any common game 0’ that
kind. The only way is to poison the critters.
And it's no use poisoning the carcass itself.
He'll walk round and round it night after night,
yelping at the moon, sniffing maybe, but nary a
nibble !
The only good scheme is to put out your bait
in the middle of a clearing, and then go round
with an auger and bore holes in the trees all
round, a bit above the snow level. A little
poisoned lard, and you'll have every coyote in
the country lying on his back taking his last look
at the moon l
Suspicious ain't the word for ‘em. But they
don't seem to get wise to the double blufl.
They're not " taking any " with the bait in the
middle, but they smell that lard in the trees, and
I guess it smells good !- ' In goes their tongue, a.
couple of tastes, andfthey're gone where .all good
coyotes go I " '

'

Waal, last Fall I went down town to get in my
winter's stores, and I called in on Jack Summers
-——him as keeps the drug store, you know—b0
get some strychnine. 7
I'd been in the day before, and he had it all
weighed out ready for me.‘ " '

When I got back up here Imixed it up with a
ten-pound pail of lard in the usual way.
The first snow came about then, and I took up
Jessie, Manning's old mare that was past work,
and that they wanted to get rid of. I took he!‘
and shot her up there in the clearing.
Then I filled up all the holes I'd bored in the
pines with the doped lard.
Well, you'll maybe hardly believe me, but
those blessed coyotes came around and cleaned
up that lard, and never a one seemed any the
worse for it.
Every other day I'd go up and dope the trees

Cunning ?



Stori
again, and every night the critters would
come back, lick the stuff clean out, and yell for
more.
It seemed I couldn't give 'em enough of it to
keep ‘em happy l All the coyotes on the Divide
used to come around and hold nightly prayer
meetings and sing-songs in that there clearing.
They seemed to thrive better on this special diet
of strychnine than kids do on cod-liver oil.
After a while I got tired of it. I don't go
strong on the philanthropic stuff, and it seems
I was just running a sort 0' Mutual Benefit Show
--only it wasn't altogether what you'd rightly
call
" mutual." What I was getting out of it

wasn't exactly making me a Rockefeller.

I didn't rightly know what to make
of it, so I thought I'd take a trip
down town and talk to jack
Summers ‘bout it.

Next day I went
round to the drug

store, and I told Jack just what l've
told you.

" What's wrong with this
'ere .strychnine of yours, Jack ?

" I
asked him. "It don't seem to func
tion altogether the way it ought to."
I had brought down a little of the
stuff that was left over, and I gave it
to him.

"There blened coyolel
cam;r
‘round Ind cleaned up

that ll .'
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Jack looked at it for a minute ; then he put his
finger in it and tasted it ! And one grain's
guaranteed to kill a healthy elephant, let alone
a man! However, seeing as it was his funeral
and not’ mine, I never said a word.
Then he gave a sickly kind 0’ grin, and said,
“ You know just what you've been dosing them
coyotes of yours with, Bob ?

"
“ I don't,” I told him; " they do fine on it,
though.”
“ It's Epsom salts," he said, with another grin.
“ I guess I must ha‘ got the parcels mixed."
He was mighty afraid I'd get talking and spread

the yarn about the town, but Jack was an old
friend of mine, and I swore I'd keep it d? ':.

Anyway, the joke was on me.
We went round to the saloon then and had a

drink or two on it. Jack seemed worried about
something. He didn't let on what it was all day,
but that night, when I went home with him, he
sat on his bed and told me.
You see, I got the dope in the first place a

week before old Peters was found. I got some—
one else's salts—and I guess some other poor
feller must have had a lucky draw for the
strychninc.

II._-“ SECRET SERVICE.”
{By
" WANDERER.”

ILLUSTRATED BY P. GILLB'I‘T, R.I.

A thrilling little story concerning the activities of the “ :ilent service" of the Army—Abe
Intelligence Corps. “I have set down nothing but the truth," writes the Author, who hirn~

self tool: part in the affair.

i“ .e
, if OME time ago, in a speech made by

g the King, he thanked the Intelli

| .‘i’g' gence Corps for the services they
had rendered to the Empire andLi our Allies during the Great \Var.

'
Very few people have ever heard

of this Corps, and the work it accomplished will
certainly never be known in its entirety. Now
that peace has been declared and the censorship
done away with, little fragments of hitherto—
unrecorded history may come to light, but not
a. tithe of the things the " Intelligence " accom
plished will ever be told.
Vi’hilst other men, fighting in the open, were
honoured with decorations and their gallant
deeds recorded in the newspapers, this band of
silent workers, scattered throughout the length
and breadth of the struggle, went about their
perilous and difficult enterprises entirely un
noticed—except by the enemy—literally carrying
their lives in their hands. Well they knew that,

if caught, their shrift was likely to be short and
speedy; the country they served would know
nothing of their end, save that they had vanished.
Yet the men of this " silent service" never
faltered, concentrating every effort on their one
great objectivkthe bafiiing of the Hun and the
unmasking and defeating of his plots. They
were “ behind the scenes

" in every campaign,
from the West to Mesopotamia, and from the
Murmansk coast to German East Africa.
Here is just one little story of their manifold
activities. I am able to tell it because I was one
of the actors in it.
In Vladivostock, one day in r917, some seven
teen Australians were gathered in a house in the
Nicholas Platz, a. small street running off the

main thoroughfare of the port. They were
Intelligence men, engaged in discussing some
information that had been brought in by one of
their number concerning a plot that, if success
ful, would mean the annihilation of the American
troops shortly to he landed there.
For many months past Japanese engineers had
been working with feverish energy on the doubling
of the Trans-Siberian Railwav, in order that the
former delays in transit across the Steppes might
be done away with. New bridges had been
erected across certain creeks and rivers, and

everything possible done to enable the line to
transport the huge traffic in men and stores
which was shortly expected to move westwards.
The Intelligence people had lately been very
uneasy ; certain information had leaked out, and
they had good reason to suspect that enemy
agents were in the district, on mischief bent.
Strive as they would, however, they were for a
long time unable to discover any tangible clue,
and the identity of the spies remained a mystery.
But at last a lucky chance gave our men the
opportunity they were seeking for, and the Hun
emissaries were located. The discussion now
going on was concerned with the best way of
taking advantage of the discovery. A plan of
action was finally arranged, and as a result one
of the Australians, an adept at disguises, was
told off to endeavour to find out more about the
German agents and the evil schemes they were
shrewdly suspected to be hatching.
The l-luns—ostensibly loyal Russians—fre
quented a small hotel in the port kept by a
Chmaman named LeeOnkana'nd the Australian,
after making himself up as a Chinese coo‘ie, and
assuming, for the nonce, the cognomen of
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"The infuriated German sprang to his feet with an oath."
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" Young Chin," started forth on his quest,
accompanied by a genuine Chinarnan named
Tong Suly, whose fidelity and devotion to his
Australian masters had been tested on many
occasions.
Tong Suly soon convinced Lee Onkar that his
friend “ Young Chin " was an expert waiter, and
that though he understood no Russian or French,
but only a little " pidgin " English—just enough
to take an order for food or drink—the hotel
proprietor would find him an invaluable servant.
This little conversation—which was entirely for
the benefit of possible listeners—quite satisfied
Lee, and " Young Chin" was put in charge of
the private dining-room used by the supposed
" Russians." Actually Lee Onkar was in the pay
of the Intelligence authorities, and a man of
great discretion, and in consequence

" Young
Chin " was quickly at home in his new sphere.
He soon discovered that the scraps of infor
mation received at headquarters were correct.
The " Russians

"
were Huns right enough, and

there was some devilry afoot. The thing, of
course, was to discover exactly what kind of
mischief they were plotting, and then to circum—
vent them. Here the spies’ fancied sense of

security helped the disguised watcher very con—
siderably.
In their private room, with nobody near.
except a

" fool of a Chinaman " too-thickheaded
to understand any language but his own, and not
always sufficiently intelligent even to bring the
correct drinks ordered in " pidgin ” English, they
talked freely among themselves, and little by
little " Young Chin ” picked up the main threads
of a scheme which, if carried out, meant disaster
to the Allied cause in that part of the world, and
far-reaching consequences elsewhere.
The big transports carrying the American
troops across the Pacific were due to arrive in
about a week's time. This much the plotters
knew; they were also aware, apparently, that
arrangements had been made to entrain the
troops almost directly they landed, and dispatch
them at two~hour intervals.
Now, as it happened, there were five bridges
in this section of the country, and they were as
nearly as possible about two hours’ run apart.
The plot—a typical Hun scheme—was to allow
the troop-trains to be sent off as arranged, and
then, when they reached the different bridges, to
blow them up, thus not only sending hundreds or
perhaps thousands of men to destruction. but
also rendering the transport of supplies and
munitions impossible, at least for a considerable
time.
The details of this master-stroke had been
worked out with German thoroughness. The
bridges, it appeared, were already mined ; all the
miscreants were waiting for now was the arrival
of the Americans.
Little by little " Young Chin" pieced his
scraps of information together till he had found
out all he wanted. Then a message was sent by

the faithful Tong Suly to headquarters, and
nothing remained for "Young Chin "but to go out
of the house himself without exciting any suspicion -
in the minds of the German agents. The oppor
tunity soon came. A clumsy stumble, the
upsetting of a glass of wine over one of the men
at the table, the smashing of the other glasses on
the tray as the infuriated German sprang to his
feet with an oath—this little farce quickly brought
the apparently irate proprietor on the scene.
Then and there he

"
sacked

"
the now terrified

" Young Chin," anl bundled him roughly out of
the house. bag and baggage.
Late that night a party of Chinese coolies left
Vladivostock in very unobtrusive fashion A
few days afterwards the American transports
arrived, the troops disembarked, and, after a
delay of a couple of days, were dispatched on
their journey according to schedule.
Meanwhile the party of coolies, by devious
ways and means, had reached their destinations,
and, in the guise of labourers, were working in
the vicinity of the different bridges. Fifteen of
these coolies, however, happened to be our
friends of the Intelligence Corps. With native
helpers, all trusted Japanese and Chinese, they
worked industriously at various tasks, gradually
drawing nearer and nearer to the five bridges.
In due course, as expected, the conspirators
came along, and—little knowing they were under
observation—proceeded to make the electrical
connections to the mines already laid. That,
however, was as far as they got with their
dastardly scheme. At the last point they visited
a most alarming squabble broke out among the
coolies working ‘near the bridge, and when the
Huns came to investigate the cause of the trouble
they suddenly found themselves seized and taken
prisoners. The cunningly-concealed charges of
explosives intended to destroy the bridges were
then located and removed, and the little party of
Australians began to feel decidedly happy.
Some time later the troop-trains, now well on
their way, passed over the bridges in safety, and
in due course arrived at their destination, followed
in rapid succession by other trains carrying
supplies and munitions.
Once the troops had passed, the discomfited
German agents, closely guarded, were taken back
to a certain place, where they were dealt with
according to their deserts. Where that place
was, and what happened to them, I am not at
liberty to divulge, nor can I, much as I should
like to, explain just how certain other little
happenings in this story came about. Every
thing I have set down, however, is the truth, and
nothing but the truth.
There were no medals or mentions in published
despatches for the little band of Intelligence men,
but they were not disappointed; the whole
affair was just an episode—all in the day's work
——and they had all the reward they wanted in the
consciousness that they had " kept their end up

"

and checkmated the enemy.
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Spite of published despatches and
newspaper accounts, it is doubtful
if the public even now realizes what
a dsuntless exploit the landing at
brugge was, and how eminently

successful. The Germans believed
it to be well-nigh impossible, and
they made no secret of their amaze—
ment at its audacity. This striking

I.
FTER six weeks’ hard training
at Deal, the 4th Batt. Royal
Marines received orders to
proceed to an unknown des
tination. During the
six weeks we had been

inspected by the King, the First
Sea Lord, and the Adjutant
General of the Marines. The latter
informed us that. what we were
going to do would live in history,
and he hoped that each man would
do his duty, and uphold the
honour of the Corps, whose fame
was known all over the world.
Anybody who did not wish to
go had the privilege of falling out, i

but not a single man accepted
the offer, so we were all volun
tBCI'S. Wrisht
On April 6th, 1918, at 6 a.m.,
the battalion was paraded, and

a '61M
43791:.

after being inspected by our Colonel we
marched through the town to the station,

The Author, Se
M

Roy-l M'u'ané Liah:
fsntrv.

Preceded by the band. The people of Deal

rgesat H‘

narrative—written by a Royal Marine
sergeant who was one of the handful
of survivors captured on the Mole—
sets forth the full story of the historic
landing and the curious adventures
that befell his little party during their
captivity. The sidelights he throws on
the raid and the German character
will be found extremely interesting.

turned out en masse to give us a hearty
send-off, and no one ever saw a happier
crowd of men.
In a short time we steamed into Dover,
where a steamer was awaiting us. We

soon embarked, and had strict
orders to go below.
The captain of the steamer
shouted from the bridge to our
Colonel :

" Am I to proceed direct
to France ?

" In reply the Colonel
said : " Proceed to sea, and I will
then give you your orders."
On getting to sea the captain
was given sealed instructions. After
breaking the seal and reading these
he at once turned his ship and
proceeded in the direction of
Sheerness.
On arriving at Sheerness we

‘he were rather surprised to read a
signal from one of the ships,
which said: " A and B Companies

will proceed to H.M.S. Hindustan and C
Company to H.M.S. Vmdwtwe."
Two tugs were sent to the steamer, the
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men for the Hindustan going on one and
the men for the Vindiclive on the other.
On getting alongside H.M.S. .Vimiictive
we were astonished to see how she was fitted
up. There was a special deck built on the
port side with ramps leading up to it from
the lower deck to starboard. On the port
side were fourteen huge gangways pointing
out to sea, and triced up with ropes and
pulleys ready for dropping. The ship also
carried two eleven-inch howitzers, one on
the forecastle and the other on the quarter
deck, together with numerous Stokes guns
and a pom-pom gun in the crew's-nest,
half-way up the mast. Sandbag revetments
were built round the forebridge and other
vital parts. In addition, there were two
very powerful flame-throwers and a number
of machine-guns. As regards ammunition
the Vindictive was a. floating arsenal, for
there were shells of all sizes, ready fused,
lying about everywhere.
The ship carried her proper complement
of officers and men for working, and with
C Company—some two hundred and seventy
men—she was rather crowded, but we were
all used to roughing it, and soon settled
down.
Next day Captain Carpenter had everyone
aft on the quarter-deck, and told us for the
first time the nature of the work that lay
ahead. " \Ve are going," he said, "on a
very dangerous errand, and any hitch in

the operation may mean a naval disaster,
so it is everyone's duty to do his best. The
Vindictive is going through the enemy's
mine-fields and alongside the mole at Zee—
brugge. On getting there the Royal Marines
will storm the mole and engage the enemy,
while at the same time three block-ships,
filled with concrete, will go round the other
side of the mole and sink themselves in the
mouth of the canal. A bridge connects the
mole with the town of Zeebrugge, and during
the operation a submarine filled with ten
tons of high explosives will be set to explode
under the bridge and so cut off reinforce
ments from Zeebrugge. While all this is
going on, two other ships will proceed to
Ostend and sink themselves in the mouth
of the canal there. By doing this the
homet's nest of submarines will be entirely
blocked, so that none can come out, and
those that are out cannot go back to refit.
It may so happen that some of you men
may have the misfortune to be captured
during this operation. If so, bear in mind
you must not give any information to the
enemy, especially concerning our Fleet. On
the other hand, there is certain information
we should like you to pass on. In the first
place, tell them we are capturing their sub
marines, taking them to England, putting
English crews on board, and sending them

to sea again as decoys. Secondly, tell them
that on every merchant ship putting to sea
there is fitted an instrument which can
detect a submarine at a two-mile radius.
This information must be tactfully passed

a
n
, letting the enemy bring the subject up

rst."
Captain Carpenter finished by saying that
the success of the whole operation depended
on two things—secrecy and the wind—which
must be blowing towards Zeebrugge so that
the destroyers could use their smoke-screens
effectually.
The Marines were now taken by their
officers, one platoon at a time, and shown a.
clay model of the mole, and the whole thing
explained to us. The original mole was
eighteen hundred yards long and eighty
yards wide, and was built in peace-time to
enable ships to land their passengers, owing
to the shallow water inshore. Passengers
could he landed on either side of the mole,
according to the tide, and there was a
railway running the whole length of the
structure to take them into Zeebrugge. On
the sea-end of the mole was a lighthouse.
Since it had been taken over by the Germans
the mole had been strongly fortified, being
one mass of concrete shelters. In the centre
was a huge seaplane shed, with six powerful
machines. About fifty yards from the light
house was a concrete shelter with four five
inch guns and several machine-guns, and in
various places along the mole other machine
guns were hidden.
The Vindich've, we were further informed,
would go alongside the mole on the north
side, and grappling-irons would be dropped
on to the wall to keep her in place. The
gangways would then be lowered on to the
concrete wall, and, at a given signal, the
first company would land. We had pre
viously drawn lots to see who should land
first, and C Company—all Plymouth Marines
——had won that honour. Each company had
four platoons, the Plymouth company being
numbered 9, IO, 11, and 12. On the,
"advance" being sounded on the bugle,
Nos. 9 and to platoons were to-land first,
turn to the right, and capture the first
objective, which was supposed to be a
strong point two hundred yards along the
mole. Immediately afterwards Nos. 11 and
12 platoons were to land, turn to the left,
and advance towards the four guns and
capture them. A number of sailors would
accompany us as a demolition party. At
the same time, if the enemy extinguished
the lighthouse, they would light a flare so
that the block-ships could get their bearings ;

the whole operation, of course, being carried
out at night. On reaching their positions
the platoon sergeants of the leading platoons
were to fire red Very lights into the air as
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a signal for the other company to come on
shore, in‘ this case Portsmouth Marines,
Nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 platoons. These men
would land, and pass through our line,
carrying the objectives to a depth of eight
hundred yards. When they, in turn, fired
their red lights, the Chatham Marines——

Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 platoons—would pass

through the others already in position on
the mole and carrv objectives to a depth of
one mile. The signal to retire was to be a
succession of short blasts on the Vindich've's
siren. The Chatham Marines would then
retire first, followed by the Portsmouth
Marines and the Plymouth Company, who
would go last, the wounded and dead being
taken on board first. \Ve were to take our
positions at all costs.
Each platoon was armed with a Lewis
gun and a flame-thrower. There was also
a special platoon of machine-gunners, a
signal platoon with telephones, and demoli
tion parties for blowing up the concrete
shelters and sheds. Each man carried Mills
hand-grenades, and every N.C.O. had a
stunning-mallet for close fighting. The
ofiicers were armed with revolvers and canes
weighted at the handle-end with lead.
Each platoon had two ladders and four
ropes, for on landing there was a drop of
four feet from the gangways to the concrete
wall, and from this ledge there was a sheer
drop of twenty feet—hence the need for the
ladders and ropes. Each man had an india
rubber swimming belt under his tunic in
case he fell into the sea during the landing.
The demolition parties (chiefly sailors) carried
ammonal, guncotton, safety and instan
taneous fuses, and detonators.
\Vhilst we were landing the Vindictive was
to gifl us covering fire by means of the
howitzers and pom-pom guns. The monitors
at sea would also assist us by trying to silence
the shore batteries at Zeebrugge.
The enemy, thinking the landing to be an
attempt to take the town of Zeebrugge,
would concentrate their fire on the mole,
and so give the three block-ships a chance
to go round the other side of the structure
and sink themselves in the mouth of the
canal.
After all these points had been explained
to us, aeroplane photographs were handed
round for inspection. Some of us drew a
sketch from the photograph, marking off
the positions, and I think I am right by
saying that by the time we had seen the
model and drawn the sketch the officers and
N.C.O.’s could have walked from one end
of the mole to the other blindfolded, every
one knowing exactly what to do and where
to go.
All day on Sunday we were busy de
tonating grenades and unloading tugs, which

came alongside with extra sandbags and
shells. As each tug was unloaded she was
sent to sea and given strict orders to remain
there until further orders. The men, stripped
to their waists, worked with a will, and did
not finish till late that night.
On Monday, 8th April, it was reported
by wireless from the Belgian coast that the
wind was favourable, so it was decided to
carry out the expedition that night. The
two companies of Marines left the Hindustan,
some coming on board the Vindictive, the
others going to the Iris and Daflodil. The
destroyer Warwick, with Admiral Keyes on
board, came out from Dover and gave orders
for our little flotilla to proceed to Zeebrugge.
At 11 am. we proceeded to sea, towing the
Iris and Daffodil. Our Fleet consisted of
the Warwick, with Vice-Admiral Sir R.
Keyes, in charge of the operation; H.M.S.
Vindictive, under Captain Carpenter; five
obsolete cruisers, the Intrepid, Brilliant,
Iphigem'a, Thctis, and Sirius, filled with
concrete; and some swift motor-boats, and
a submarine filled with ten tons of high
explosives. To escort us we had a number
of destroyers to guard us from enemy
submarine attacks. Flying overhead were
a few aeroplanes.
As we left harbour the men of the Hindustan
and other ships gave us three hearty cheers,
We reached our destination late that night
and lay just off Zeebrugge.
The monitors and aeroplanes were already
engaging the enemy. It was a very dark
night and we could see the flashes of the guns
on shore as they replied to our fire. \Vhilst
we watched and listened the bombardment
got more intense, until it seemed to us that
nothing could land there and live. The
enemy certainly knew something was about
to take place.
A few quick flashes on the Morse lam
just single letter code—and our little flotilla
left again without having been seen. The
men were very disappointed, with the
exception of those who understood, but we
could not hope to effect a surprise if the
Germans were wide awake and prepared for
us.
We arrived back during the forenoon, and
Admiral Keyes came on board the Vindiclive.
We all fell in on the quarter-deck and Admiral
Keyes addressed us. “ \Vell, men," he said," I am very sorry you were disappointed last
night. In the first place, the wind changed
at the last moment, making our smoke-screen
useless. Secondly, through the bombard
ment, the Germans had an idea that some
thing was going to happen and would have
been prepared for us. Zeebrugge itself is
bristling with guns, and had we attempted to
land last night it might easily have proved a.
disaster. To test the accuracy of the German
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gunfire one of our ships sent out a wireless
message. The Germans found her position
and range by the sound of the wireless and
dropped a shell close by her. Have patience
men ; I can promise you a successful opera
tion." We gave him a rousing cheer as he
left the ship.
We now had a wait of seven days, owing
to the unfavourable condition of the wind.
All this time we were in constant com
munication with Dunkirk, which reported
every day the direction of the wind. To
kill time we went to physical drill. and sports
were organized to keep the men fit. No one
was allowed on shore, and all our letters were
drafted out for us.
On Monday, April 22nd, we were drilling
on the quarter-deck of the Hindustan when
the signal came to prepare for the

" stunt."
We went below, labelled our kitbags and

4
a
’.

"The fragment! of shell fell among uu. killing .nd

other things we did not want, and handed
them to the ship's steward. By this time
a tug was alongside to take us to the
l’mdictiur.
We crowded on board the Vindictive, and
at 3 p.m. that day once more left for Zee
brugge, taking the Iris and Dafl'odil (with
the remainder of the battalion) in tow. It
was St. George's Day, and when at sea the
Admiral made the signal "St. George for
England," and our captain replied, "May
we give the Dragon’s tail a d good twist."
\Ve rendezvoused half—way, where the fleet
divided, those going to Ostend leaving us.
The daily ration of rum was issued to the
men about 8 p.m., and the platoon sergeants
were made responsible that each man only
harl his share. \Vhat was over was emptied
away. Up to the last the men were in a
good humour, laughing, joking, and playing

sA
p
__

‘d
,—
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mlirning the brave fellow! a: they flood to their arms.”

cards. Some were boasting of what
" jerry "

would get when they landed on the mole.
The order was ‘then passed:

"
Everyone

fall in on the upper deck fully rigged." Our
little sergeants’ mess was crowded. We
hastilv shook hands, and then went out to
get our men up on to the upper deck into
the darkness. Rifles were loaded and
bavonets fixed. The sea was beginning to
get rough, and the Vindictive was moving
verv slowly. The destroyers went on ahead
and put up a dense smoke screen. No lights
were showing on any of the ships, and
everyone spoke in whispers. Our nerves
were strained almost to breaking point.
Should we get alongside the mole without
the Germans seeing us? There we stood
shoulder to shoulder, rifles in hand, ready
for the dash forward. There was not a
movement, hardly a whisper, and only the

noise of the propellers broke the silence.
" Ah! What was that? " A star-shell
floated just over the ship, lighting it up as
if it were day. No sooner had its light died
down, than another went up.

“
They've

seen us !
"
someone whispered, for the lights

had been fired from the mole.
Then the silence was broken by a terrific
report, followed by a crash as the fragments
of shell fell among us, killing and maiming
the brave fellows as they stood to their
arms, crowded together as thick as bees.
The mole was just in sight ; we could see it
off our port quarter. Our gunners replied
to the fire, but could not silence that terrible
battery of five-inch guns, now firing into
our ship at a range of less than a hundred
yards from behind concrete walls.
A very powerful Searchlight was now
turned on us from the sand dunes at
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Block-‘him, filled Wllh concrete.not in lhe channel to prevent submnrinel leaving or entering Zeebrufle.

Zeehrugge, and the powerful batteries there
began to fire. The slaughter was terrible.
()ur much-loved (7.0., Colonel Elliott, and
Major Cordner were both killed by the same
shell while in an exposed position on the
bridge waiting to give the order

"
Advance."

The shells were now coming on board
thick and fast, for they could not miss so
large an object. The brave fellows, how
ever, stuck to their post, only waiting their
chance when the enemy would not have it
all their own way.
Our ranks got thinner every moment, and
at last the men took what cover they could
find along the sides of the ship.
During all this time Captain Carpenter
stood on the bridge giving orders to the
engine-room, and doing his utmost to get
the ship alongside, as calm and collected as
it he were taking her alongside the mole in
peace-time.
The gun-crews of the Vmdictive did their
work splendidly, but three crews in suc
cession were wiped out to a man at some
of the guns. The pom-pom in the crow's
nest had three crews killed, but luckily the
sergeant in charge was only wounded, and
remained at his post, keeping the gun in
action all the time. (This man got the V.C.,
and richly deserved it.)
At last we bumped alongside, and by this
time we were only thirty yards from the
five-inch guns that had been doing so much
damage. The grappling irons were dropped,
and oflicers tried to get on shore to make
them fast, but as each one made the attempt
he was killed by machine-gun fire.
The his now came to our assistance and
rammed the Vindictive into the mole, and

her gangways—now reduced to two out of
fourteen—were lowered on to the mole.
No sooner was this accomplished than
the order to advance was given by Major
\Veller, who had assumed command. The
remnants of Nos. 9 and IO platoons led the
way up the ramp. My otficer, Lieutenant
Stanton, having been fatally wounded, I had
the honour of leading No. 10 platoon on
shore. _

Up the ramp we dashed, carrying our
ladders and ropes, passing over dead and‘
wounded lying everywhere, and avoiding
big gaps made in the ship's decks by shell
fire. Finally we crossed the two remaining
gangways, which, were only just hanging
together, and jumped on to the concrete
wall, only to find it swept by machine-gun
fire.
Our casualties were so great betore landing
that out of a platoon of forty-five men only
twelve landed. No. 9 platoon, led by
Lieutenant Lamplough, had also about the
same number.
We hastily dropped our ladders and ropes
to the lower part of the mole, and two men
at once slithered down the twentydoot drop
and rushed across to the shed on the far
side. Everyone was anxious to get out of
the deadly machine-gun fire. \Vhile we
were scrambling down the ladders, a few
Germans rushed across the mole with hand
grenades, but it was our turn now, and not
one of them got half-way across.
\Ve now rallied our men—reduced to not
more than fourteen in the two platoons—
and charged our position. No one can
imagine our feelings as we dashed forward,
anxious to avenge our comrades lying dead
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,eleven-inch shell fell amongst the men.

- came ashore through our line.
, fellows,
-' forward in extended o'rder, as cool as if they
“were on parade, and duly carried their
1position.

1

and wounded on the Vindich've. On reaching
our position, however, we found that the
Germans had gone, retiring to their concrete
shelters farther up the mole.
Disgusted, we turned our attention to the

.concrete dug-outs, and gave them a good
bombing: There was a German destroyer
lying alongside the mole on our left, and we
bombed her also.
\\’e ‘now fired our red Very lights to let
the others know .we had reached our position.

‘There were fifty-six Marines on board the
his who were to land next. The Iris, after
pushingjn the Vindictive, went alongside
the mole to land her Marines, but the
batteries on shore got a direct hit, and an

Ollt
of fifty—‘six, _forty-nine were killed and the
- others ‘wounded. ,

- .

“"hat few were left on the Vzndiclive now
These brave

headed by their officers, moved

The casualties were so great in Nos. 11
and 12 platoons, however, and also amongst
the sailors, that there were only a few left
to deal with the‘ German battery of five-inch
guns. Nevertheless, the handful of survivors
(lashed for the guns, only to be killed or
wounded, the gallant Commander Brock
being among the number.
The Germans, in their excitement, had
forgotten to extinguish the lighthouse, so

the blockships, taking a bearing from the
slight, went round the mole, sank the German
dredger on their way in, passed under the
muzzles of the batteries on shore. and sank
themselves obliquely in the entrance of the
canal, the crews getting safely away in their
boats.
Meanwhile the submarine went under the
bridge and duly blew herself up, despite the
fact that some German soldiers on the bridge
tried to stop her with a machine-gun. The
explosion was so great that the whole con
crete mole shook from end to end.
A shell had struck the Vindictiz'c's siren,
so that she could not make the

“
Retire "

signal, but another ship was ordered to do
so. The signal to retire should have beem
a succession of short blasts, but the other
vessel gave-long and short blasts. We took
it, however, for the signal to retire, and had
commenced doing so when an order was
passed that it was not the retire signal, and
we went back to our post. Very shortly
afterwards we underwent the terrible ordeal
of seeing our only means of escape slowly
move away. The Vindictive had left, think
ing that everyone was on board l She was
obliged to leave before her time owing to
her very dangerous position. \Ve were two
hundred yards from the ship when she
moved off, and in addition there was the
twenty-foot wall to climb.
\Ve were now stranded, our only means
of escape gone, and left to the mercy of the
Germans. It seemed cruelly hard to know

' "“ ‘ i" - .' ‘ \ \'~ I :- l ‘ ~ - .
.>
s ‘ \ _ ‘I_l.v\\‘. an." ‘ up“.

A damned Biimh motor-boat captured by the Germ‘lns at Zeebrugae.
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we had come through that terrible experience
unscathed, and now were left behind through ‘
no fault of our own.
Shells were now falling fast on the mole.
How long would it be before death relieved
us of this terrible agony of suspense ? But
perhaps the motor-boats would be sent to
our assistance? With this faint hope we
crofsed the mole, climbed the great wall,
took off our equipment, blew up our swim
ming-belts and waited, lying still, and
pretending to be dead. \Ve looked over the
wall occasionally, but nothing was in sight.
For two hours we lay there waiting and
listening, with star-shells floating just above
us, some falling on us and burning us. Two
men were badly wounded, but lay still for
the sake of the others. Projectiles from our
own ships were now striking the mole, and
we could also hear the howitzer shells
whistling overhead.
\Vhen the firing had eased down a little
at German officer and two privates came and
shone a torchlight on us, but, thinking we
were a heap of dead, retired again. Shortly
afterwards they came back once more,
bringing others with them. They began to
search us, but first one man moved and then
another. Their nerves being highly strung,
they jumped back, shouting and gesticulating,
and made ready with their bayonets. \Ve
had not relinquished our rifles, and so pre
pared to fight to a finish. The German
ofi‘icer, however, said in quite good English,
“ The game is up, lads.” Seeing we still
hesitated, he continued: “ Play the game,
and we _will play the game with you. Lay
down your arms and put your hands up,
We will not harm you." We obeyed this
order, and were made prisoners of war.
We were now searched. Such things as
clasp-knives, swimming-belts, and whistles
were taken from us, and then we were put
in a concrete shelter with a guard over us.
The two wounded men were medically
treated and taken to hospital.
\Vhilst. in the shelter we counted up how
many of us had been captured. There were
one captain, two sergeants, one corporal,
and ten privates, including the two wounded.
We all belonged to C Company, Plymouth
Division, and came from Nos. 9 and IO
platoons, whose duty it was to remain on
the mole until the last.
There had been a steady rain all the time
and we were wet through. Our faces were
black from the smoke and dirt, and we were
feeling wretched.
Presently a strong escort was sent to
conduct us along the mole to another shelter.
By this time a large number of soldiers and
sailors had come out to look at us. They
followed us up the mole, laughing at us." Look," said one of them in English. “ We

sink three big' English shipsin our harbour.
Very good German gunfire." 'Looking‘round,
we could see our block ships nicely sunk in
the entrance of the canal—but no! by
German gunfire. Their funnels were showing
above water; the dredger was ‘also sunk in
the fairway.

“ Yes, very good German
gunfire," we replied, and laughed in turn,
but were soon checked by our guards.
We were now taken to an aeroplane shed,
inside which were six huge 'planes. On the
right were some concrete buildings, which
were both bombproof and shell-proof.
We had not been here long before there
was much shouting and running about, and
we learnt that our ‘planes were overhead and
the Germans were making for cover.
Some came into our shelter, pushing’past
our guard. They were looking very angry.
and one carried one of our. entrenching
helves, weighted at one end with lead for
use as a stunning-mallet. The Germans
knew this, and they were about to brain us
with it, while our guard looked on, when the
situation was saved by the appearance of
two officers, who, by a few sharp orders,
cleared them all out.
The offieers complimented us on our brave
work, and on being asked if they could give
us a hot drink, they sent one man off to get
some hot coffee.
In return for this kindness‘ I offered to go
and undetonate the Mills grenades, plenty
of which were lying about the mole. The
officer, however, declined my offer. " \Ve
understand your English bombs," he said.
At 9 a.m. that morning we were taken
out and lined up against a wall. A huge
camera was now brought to the front, and
our photograph was taken ; it later appeared
in the German newspapers. The London
Daily Mail copied this photograph, and this
was the first intimation our friends had—
five weeks later—that we were alive and
well.
Watching us
workmen, who
mole all night.
with these men
the mole.
\Ve were now marched off towards Zee
brugge, and soon got to where the bridge
had been. There was a gap thirty yards
long. The girders and railway lines on
either side were twisted up like wire, and
not a bit of the original bridge was to be
seen. It was just as if someone had lifted
it bodily hp and taken it away.
Two wires had been thrown across this
gap and planks were being put down on
them. We waited until it was finished, and
then received the order to cross. As we
went across this temporary bridge, one at a
time, it swayed from side to side, but there

were numbers of Belgian
must have been on the
It would have gone hard
had we been successful on
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"
They jumped back. shouting and aenlicu'alinu."

was a motor-boat standing by to pick us
up should we fall.
\Vhile l was waiting lny turn to go across,
a German captain came up to me and, after
talking about the raid, asked if I had been
on
" active service

" before. " Yes," I said,
"
I served through the Cameroon expedition."
"Well," he replied, "I am sorry you are

captured now, for we know you had a hard
time out there.”
As we approached the town we could see
the effects of the explosion. Windows and
doors were blown in, and bricks and glass
were lying about everywhere.
Smart-looking German officers, wearing
Iron Crosses, came and asked questions.
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Some smiled at us, others scowled, and
quite a number took our photograph. Every
one seemed to‘carry a camera. The officer
or man without an Iron Cross or a camera
was quite a novelty in Zeebrugge.
We now met two Englishmen, an engine
room artificer and a stoker, both of them
ofi H.M. destroyer North Star.
It appears the North Star was making for
the mole after the Vindictiue left, perhaps to
pick up any survivors. The Germans, by a
lucky hit, disabled her engines and stopped
her. The crew got away with the exception
of five men, who were left behind. These
men got into a Carley float and made out
to sea, but were spotted by some German
aeroplanes, who fired into them with machine
guns, killing one and wounding two others.
The remaining two tied the Carley float to
a buoy out at sea and waited until a German
destroyer picked them up. Next morning,
the Germans, seeing the North Star drifting
helplessly, turned the battery of five-inch
guns on her and sent her to the bottom.
She was a recently-built destroyer, and no
doubt would have been useful to them if
they had salved her.
The German soldiers came and asked us
for our regimental ornaments, but we did
not feel inclined to give them away. One
had been a jeweller in London, and still had
an eye for business, for he said if we had
any brilliants or gold to sell he would give
us a good price for them !
By this time we were getting very hungry,
and asked our guard if we would soon have
Something to eat.

" Yah, yah," said he.
" You want Arbeit." That was enough for

us; we thought the German word for food
was “ arbeit," so we continued to ask for
arbeit. At last one German officer said,
" Yah, plenty arbeit in Deutschland. Come,
zee here." He marched us oil to a. truck
load of timber, and told us to unload it on
to a hand-wagon and take it round the
town for hoarding up the windows. One
of our guards understood a little English,
so we asked him the meaning of the German
word arbeit. He replied, "Arbeit means
work." Needless to say, that was the last
time we asked for arbeit!
While we were working a British aeroplane
came over and started bombing. They
were flying quite low, and I have often
wondered if they saw us, for we must have
been conspicuous by our khaki and steel
helmets. \Ve tried to attract their notice
by waving to them, despite the scowls of
our guard, who threatened us.
The Kaiser came down to Zeebrugge that
day, but we did not have a very good view
of him. He interviewed the captain who
was captured with us, and after compliment
ing him on the pluck shown by all ranks,
gave orders that the men who were captured
were to be treated well all the time they
were prisoners of war. He then offered to
shake hands with the captain, but the officer
stood rigidly to attention and ignored the
proflered hand. The Kaiser had a strong
bodyguard, and on the motor-cars accom
panying him machine—guns were mounted.
We were now taken to have our first meal,
which consisted of black bread and horse
meat. Hungry as we were, we could not
eat it, and the Germans looked rather

Royal Marines capluredon the Mole a! Zeebruue. The Author ii on the extreme right u
.‘

the front rink.
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‘He then olered to llnke hlndl with the cant-in. but the nicer stood rigidly to attention and ignored the profiered hand."

Surprised when we went without. After we
left the table we had our surprise, for they
immediately ate up what we had left, and from
that moment we believed what the British
Press said about them starving. After this I
prepared to have a rough time in Germany.
About 6 pm. a German sergeant ordered
us to fall in outside, where the captain who
was captured with us was waiting. We were
formed up and marched off by a circuitous
route to the canal, to go by steamboat to
Bruges. It would have been wiser on their
part to have conducted us there after dark,
for soldiers are trained to notice things. I
noted on my way the positions of the guns
and searchlights, barbed-wire entanglements,
trenches, and so on. On our way up the
canal to Bruges I counted one hundred
ammunition dumps on the left bank, and
Could see they had been recently used by the
brightness of the light railway running
alongside them. At Bruges docks I noticed

bombproof concrete shelters for building
submarines. A German told me later they
were brought overland in sections and put
together at Bruges. German destroyers and
submarines were also tied up in the canal,
also two small English vessels captured by
the Germans.
On leaving the steamboat we were followed
by crowds of Belgians, who seemed to be in
sympathy with us. Handkerchiefs were
waved to us from windows and tramcars,
and such words as

"
\Vell done, England,"

and
“ Brave British heroes " could be heard

on every side. That alone seemed to repay
us for our work on the mole.
\Ve were finally marched into the"
Belfrey,” a large building with a. high
clock tower. Beds and two blankets apiece
were served out to us, and we were all locked
in a room, with a sentry on guard over us.
We then turned in for the night, wondering
what the morrow had in store for us.

(To be confirmed.)
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Mr. E. T. McCarthy, who. in the following pages, relates his
adventureswith ants and other insects.
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K 1:FTER living for nearly a year in the
forests of West Africa, I took my

.
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‘
.

, first trip to the coast, for I was
beginning to need a change, as I
had had many attacks of fever, but
fortunately not of a severe nature.

The forest was commencing to pall on one. At
first its beauties were indescribable~~the weird,
fantastic forms of the creepers, the immense size
of the trees, the shrieks of the parrots as they
flew in flocks overhead, and the never-ending
hum of insects, all tended to make one revel in
Nature. To most people the forest was intensely
depressing, but I loved it. At night a heavy
thunderstorm was a soul-inspiring experience,
the loud thunder echoing through the forest, the
rain falling in torrents, and above the sound of
the storm one could hear the crash of mighty
trees falling. In the calm of night, on the other
hand, the extraordinary unearthly sounds one
would hear were at times uncanny.
A short time before I started for my holiday
the following episode occurred.
Night after night, along the path on the ridge
of the range coming from Tarquah, I used to
hear the loud moan of some beast, dying gradu
ally away into silence, and answered by its mate
on the other side. One night as I was going
down, about I a.m., to the works to see how the
night shift was going, I said to Jack Sally, a
black boy who had learnt the Pidgin-English
of the coast :—
“
Jack Sally, what dem thing I heard ?

"

i4

And Other Pests’.
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The writer of the following interesting account
of some of the pests the resident in tropical
and sub-tropical climates has to put up with is
a well-known mining engineer, a vice-president
of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy,
and one of the most popular members of the
Mining Club. He has recently published a most
fascinating book, “Incidents in the Life of a
Mining Engineer " (Routledge), described by
one reviewer as “A book for boys of all ages
from seven to seventy-seven." Mr. McCarthy,
having been precluded by age from rendering
active service in the late war. has taken the greatest
interest in our blinded soldiers and sailors, and
the proceeds from the sales of first edition and
all profits of the second edition of his book—
from which the following is really an extract—
have gone to swell the funds of St. Dunstan's

Hostel for our blinded fighters.

It was like a loud, prolonged moan, dying
away into a. sough.
" All same as bush debil (devil), all same as
white man, he plenty bad," replied Jack Sally.
I asked why he was " all same as white man."
His answer was : " He look white, his hands all
same as white man, he bush debil plenty bad."
He explained this was what two Fantee hunters
had told him. So I sent for these men next day
and they told me the same story. I asked them
to accompany me to shoot it, and show me the
way. They said they knew the hill it lived on.
but they feared to go. I offered them an ounce
of gold dust, a big reward, but still they refused.
So one moonlight night I ventured, with my
rifle, along the path by which the bush devil
came. I had in the daytime previously selected
a spot where there was an opening in the forest.
I sat down at the foot of a tree and waited. I
had got a steady position with the moon shining
on the barrel of my gun. I was kneeling, resting
it on a support and covering a mark on the path
I believed it came along. This unearthly. let
me call it -" dying-away sort of moan," for want
of a better description. came steadily along the
path. I thought I had sufficient courage to face
it even if it was a " bush devil." Just as it was
drawing very near I heard a crackle of the jungle
away to my right. I was facing more to the left.
I turned, but could see only a dark shadow.
My presence of mind left me. I scooted round
that tree and ran for all I was worth back to my
bungalow. I heard the jungle crackling, and
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imaged the beast, whatever it was, after me;
but it, I believe, had been as badly scared as I
was. I arrived back in a bath of perspiration,
and had had enough of midnight hunting.
Afterwards relating my adventure to Commander
Cameron, he said it was the " white gorilla." At
the time I thought he was pulling my leg, as I
had never heard of a species of white gorilla;
but later this was confirmed.
Snake stories are so common in the tropics,
and so connected with after-dinner yarns, that
I refrain from recounting my many African
experiences of these reptiles, but what one does
not hear of are
those concerning
ants, and I jot
down a few.
The black ant
of \Vest Africa
seems to be
e v e r y w h e r e.
They trail along
in little ribbon
like bands, with
a sprinkling of
the soldier ant,
with its great
m a n d i b l e s ,
marching along
b e 5 id e t h e
column, like so
many corporals
alongside their
men. I h ave
timed these
passing this in
a little ribbon
like band of
about two inches
wide, travelling
for three nights
and two days
before the end
of the ribbon
was reached. “'hen thus on the move they
evidently have some objective in view, for if
one tries to break them up, they re-form and on
they march. A tit-bit morsel thrown across
their path does not even divert them.
If the objective is a house, as I have often seen
mine so invaded, they spread in a great moving
black mass all over it. The army approaches
on one side, when other divisions go off and
encircle it. As the main body enters the house,
all the hidden vermin, cockroaches, spiders,
scorpions, may be seen scuttling away from it
to the other side, and are immediately attacked
by the encircling army. The ants will thus
stay in a house for two or three days, eating up
everything found in it, and searching out every
nook and cranny, when they gradually re-form
and move off, Usually a day or two before such
an invasion one notices stray soldier ants about,
acting, probably, as scouts. In this way we are
often glad to see our houses cleared of vermin,
but we had to decamp elsewhere ourselves until
they had gone.
The ants came upon us unawares sometimes

A typical African uni-hill.

in the middle of the night, and once I had to be
carried out with a strong dose of fever on me.
Another time I had gone to sleep in my tent, and
Jack Sally had laced up the opening before
retiring. In the night I woke up, and at first
thought I had smallpox. I felt for the matches,
but they were not to be found, although close
alongside of me. Springing out of bed, I made
for the tent opening, but could not find the ends
of the tapes fastening me in. I tried to crawl
under the tent, but it was too tightly pegged
down.
The ants were now swarming all over me. I

was yelling at
the top of my
voice and tear
ing frantically
at the tapes,
but could not
break through
them. In the
meantime, some
of the Kroos
came up and cut
the tapes with a
knife. Stark
naked I stood
while a crowd
of them picked
the little beasts
off me, for they
had dug their
mandibles into
my flesh and
would not let
go. It took all
my nerve power
to stand still,
for it was like
being prickcd
all over with
a t h o u s a n d
needles. For
tunately, I felt

no after-effects, but for the time being it was an
excruciatingly painful experience.
Usually we kept a big fire going, with a supply
of shovels at hand, and when an invasion of ants
was threatened we surrounded the house with a
ring of hot ashes. This was the only known
method of stopping them. )Once a goat we had
tied up was piteously moaning throughout the
night. In the morning we found the ants had
killed the poor creature and eaten well into its
inside.
An engineer friend of mine had a pet monkey
chained to a pole, with a little house on the top.
One night a drove of black ants came along, and
next morning only the white bones of the monkey
were to be seen. He had been eaten by the ants,
being unable to get away because of the chain.
A native hunter was killed by ants whilst I
was living at Tarquah. It was thought that, to
escape them, he ran in the wrong direction and
right in the midst of them. Millions of them
spread out in the jungle, and I can well imagine
from my own experience that one could not
sustain the fight for long.
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The red ants are also numerous,
and their bite is irritating, being
slightly poisonous. but the black
ant is found almost everywhere.
There is also a solitary ant that is
a most evil-smelling little insect.
If one is about,
its presence is
quickly realized.
The native name
for these insects
is "stink ant."
They have a

story connected
with it. as, in
deed, they have
a b o u t every
thing. They say
a very bad man
died in a village,
and the people
said he was so
bad they dared
not bury him, or
they would be
contaminated
by the body.
So they all
a b a n d oned
the village.
A traveller
coming into
t h e village
f c u n d t h e
unburied corpse. He said : " \Vhat bad people
have iived here, to let a body lie out." He then
buried it himself, and immediately turned into
the " stink ant." I

In Nicaragua, where I was in charge of a mine
for-two years I witnessed, just before coming
home, a scene I had often heard the natives speak
0t, and which I was most incredulous about. It
was a kind of “ wake "' held by the wild cattle
over a dead companion that fell over a precipice.

r , a,‘ /
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“He had been eaten by the nnu, being unable to get away because of the chain."

"St-ii naked I need while they picked the little bent: 05 me, for the Inn had dug their mandible:
into my fleah and would not let an."

Fmm far and wide they collected for two days,
and all this time they were circling round the
dead body, bellowing loudly, moaning, pawing
the ground, and throwing the dust over their
shoulders. After two days they all went 06.
There they were in the open, and a fine mark for
a shot, but not one of us had the heart to make a
slaughter, as slaughter it would have been. It
was an extraordinary sight, for ordinarily there
is no getting anywhere near them. Many times

have I tried to do so, but as
1he y always kept in the scrub
' the noise of twigs snapping
would give me away.
The skunks and racoons
in Nicaragua were very
plentiful, the latter almost
pathetic in the way the
mother covers the young
with her body to protect
vthem from any threatened
danger. Oi pests we had
our full quota—garpatas,
jiggers, mosquitoes. flies,
wasps, -homets, snakes, soot
pions, and huge tarantulas.
Lizards abounded, one a
poisonous species, with a
flat, pugnacious head. We
had two pests that attacked
nnr mules—namely, bats
and a' kind of hairy spider.
The former came at
night, and a bat would
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flutter its wings over a mule while it sucked
blood from its jugular vein. A small dried-up
blood-stain would show in the morning what had
happened.‘ Unless protected from the bats, a
mule would be attacked night after night in this
way, and gradually the animal would become
emaciated from loss of blood. This may be the
origin of the vampire bat, though I never heard
of a human being thus being attacked.
The spider, on the other hand, wouldbite the
mule just above the hoof, and soon afterwards
the leg would begin to rot and lose its hoof, which
would take about a year to grow again, and
meanwhile the animal would be useless. We
used to have the mules examined regularly, and
at the first signs of rot the remedy was to burn
a deep hole in the part affected with a red-hot
iron and pour in melted resin. The Indians say
the spider crawls up the hoof to get hairs off the
mule's leg with which to line its nest, and that
only if the mule happens to move its leg does
the spider bite.
As in \Nest Africa, the ants are very numerous
in Nicaragua. There are two great divisions of
themithe foraging, living solely on prey, and
the vegetable-eating ones. The former have in
vaded our house several times, when they routed
out man, woman, and child, and every living
thing; cockroaches, spiders. rats, all scampered
off at their approach. They invariably came in
the early morning and drew OH in the late after
noon, but only to renew their attacks
next day until the house had been
swept clean. The natives declare they
retire at night into the bush, roll them
selves up into a ball, and go off to
sleep. Unlike the African ant, they
advance to the attack in great bodies,
spreading over a width of ten to
twenty feet, and not in narrow ribbon
like armies, spreading out only when
encircling their prey. There are
two species of these, one a small
black ant and the other a very
big black one.
Of the vegetable - eating
species, the leaf-eating ant is
the most interesting. They ad
vance in little narrow columns
to the tree or bush
they have singled out
for their attack. A
column is detached
from the main body
and ascends the tree,
over which it spreads
out on every twig
and branch, and then
goes to work to cut
up the leaves into
little pieces, from the
size of the top of an
ordinary lead-pencil
to that of a three
penny-piece. These,
falling on the ground,
are picked up by the R: . -e.

has spread out in a black moving mass. Each
ant picks up one of these fragments of a leaf
and, holding it in its mandibles, edges its way
out of the swarming mass to the outside, where
they form up into a little narrow column and
march off to their nests, which may be as much
as half a mile away.
It is an extraordinary sight to witness what at
first appears to be a column of green leaves
moving along the ground, and on a windy day
it is even more marvellous, as the bits of leaves
are blown over by the wind, and with them the
little ants, many times smaller than their burdens,
who struggle to regain their feet, never letting
go of their loads for one moment.
At the corner of our compound we had a great
forest tree growing, with wide-spreading shady
branches, which I saw stripped of every leaf
between sundown and sunrise ; it took the ants

main column, which An Int-hill in the
Vol. xlv. — 10.

Congo convened by the engineer: into a look-out lllllOn.
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about two days to carry off their plunder, work
ing night and day without ceasing. These ants.
unlike the black variety, work at night, as also
do the African ones.
Naturalists are divided in their opinion about
these
" leaf-eating " ants ; one school holds they

collect these leaves for food, the other that they
are gardeners, and store up their plunder for
leaf-mould, on which they grow microscopical
fungi, which is supposed to be their real food.
This species of ant is only found in the New
\Vorld.
The other kind of vegetable-eating ant is the
white ant, so widely distributed in the tropics
and sub-tropics of both the Old and the New
\Vorld. They are most destructive of all wood
fibre. If they once gain admittance into a house
it is next to impossible to get them out until it is
destroyed. They always approach a beam of
wood on the dark side, and give no sign of their
presence unless sought for. Great beams of

timber are eaten out, leaving only the form and
outside shell, so that, while a beam appears to be
quite solid and intact, it might be only a light
shell which crumbles when touched.
I recall once sitting down on what looked like
a solid deal box, when I went right through it.
and found myself sitting on the ground. for the
ants had left only the shell of it. It is exceedingly
difficult to exterminate these pests : one method
is to trace them up to their nests and dig them up,
puddling the hole thus made with clay and water;
but even this is often ineffective, for if any
ramification of the nest is overlooked they soon
become as active as ever. Twp men working
for two or three days will in this manner, per
haps, succeed in destroying a single nest.
These white ants seem to work day and night
and never to cease work ; they are most destruc
tive, very often causing great loss. I have tried
blowing up their nests with dynamite, but I
never remember successfully destroying one by
doing so. Perhaps the only effectual remedy is
to pour bisulphide of carbon down their nests,
but this chemical is difiicult to obtain abroad.
If a mill is left standing for even two months,
without careful guarding against the white ant,
it may be entirely destroyed. Once start up a
mill, the ants never attack it so long as it is kept
going, probably owing to the vibration of the
structure.
I once found
myself in the
Malay Peninsula
with an engage
ment to look
into several
mining enter
prises. and
also into the
S u l t a n o f
Johore's in
tcrcsts. Fr 0 m
a professional
point of view it
was very inter
esting work, but
in the matter of The scorpion is one of [he won! pen: of the tropics.

pests the Malay Peninsula leaves nothing to be
desired as compared with West Africa or South
America. One day, on my way to visit Mount
Ophir, we were camped at a place called, I think,
Gimmeh, at the foot of Mount Ophir. There in
the sun we spread out our stores, boots. and
clothes, and had a general dry-up, for we had
been through a period of rain. Camped by the
side of a clear crystal-like stream, we were rest
ing, when we found our bodies swarming with
leeches.
Indeed, the Malay bush might well be de—
scribed as leech-land. Every now and then on
our march we had to call a halt to pick these
beastly little creatures off our legs. for, in spite
of all precautions, they found their way beneath
the folds of our under-garments. Anybody
coming across us in the Malay bush, on our way
back to camp, and not knowing about the leeches.
might well have thought we had been in some
bloody afiray, for our white clothes were simply
saturated in our own blood. A sluice in salt
water, however, quickly makes them release
their hold and drop off. They are loathsome
and horrible creatures, and even worse than the
vermin of the Red Indian.
I remember Once, in North America, camping
on the ground where some Indian trappers had
recently been pitched, and in consequence was
smothered with what our " Tommies " call
“ crawlers," and which of these two plagues,
"crawlers " or leeches, is the worse, it is hard
to say. The jungle leech in the Malay bush is
not the same as the horse leech, which also
abounds in pools and stagnant waters, or marshy
ground. With these. too, I have often been
smothered, but the Malay jungle leech swarms
on the ground, covering in hundreds every bush
and plant, in narrow little threads about a
quarter of an inch to three-quarters of an inch
long. It propels itself along by drawing its tail
end under its head, in loop-like form ; then the
head is extended to the length of the body, and
as it grasps the ground again it loops itself up,
and so, in a series of loops, it travels fairly rapidly.
I have often stood stock‘still in a place clear of
them, and from every side could see them making
for me. How they discover one's presence is a
mystery. With a handkerchief round one's neck
and coat tightly buttoned, the bottom of one's

trousers put in
the socks and
tied round, still
they work their
way underneath,
and there is no
way of keeping
them out. They
avoid clear, cul
tivated ground,
or the country
would be un
inhabitable.
Though not
entering into
the category of
"
pests," I can
not refrain from
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mentioning a remarkable flower I saw whilst
climbing Mount Ophir, or Gonnong Ledang,
& the natives call it. Whilst climbing 'to
the "Batoo" summit of this mountain we
entered upon a heavy growth of matted
rhododendron bush, which again gave place
to a dense growth of huge pitcher-plants.
These curious carnivorous flowers each form a
death-trap for the unwary insect that enters to
sip its honey
bai t,‘ wh e n,
closing over
the insect, the
flower suc ks
the substance
of its prey and
then, opening
i t s p e t a l s
again, it ejects
the sucked-out
body, still per
feet in form
b u t q u i t e
empty, much
in the same
way as does a
sea - anemone
to a. shrimp or
crab.
I n s o m e
parts of Uru
guay there
are a great
many scor
pions. In
the district
of Cunapiru
especially
there are
swarms of
these (1 an
gerous pests.
As I was
going to
make a long
stay at a
French mine
in that part of the country, I had taken my
wife—whom I had recently married —~out
from England. We put up at a neighbour's
house whilst our own was being got ready for
occupation. It was almost dark when we
reached the house, and when I got there, ohl
what a horror met me, for there was the house
boy cleaning out our bedroom, and he had five
dead scorpions in the dust he was sweeping out.
Fortunately my wife did not notice them, and I
managed to stand on them and crush them to
pieces to prevent any risk of recognition.
I congratulated myself on having so success
fully hidden away their traces, but that very
evening Mr. A , our neighbour, in whose
house we were staying, quietly told us that, as
the doors of our rooms opened out to the yard

In the d
“There was the homeboy eleaninl out our bedroom. and he had five dead rcorpiom

mt be war lweepina out.

and on a. level with the ground, the scorpions
were always getting in from a pile of dead wood
he had stacked in the yard. and which swarmed
with them, but that they never crawled up into
the beds and were quite harmless as long as we
had our boots on. He further went on to tell
us the boy swept out all the rooms twice or
thrice a day, seldom without finding some about.
This sounded very terrifying to a young girl just

out from
home, and to
the maid
even moreso.
She was cer
tainly much
alarmed,and
on going to
b e d c on -
verted the
top of her
bed into a
d r e s si n g -
room. Annie,
the maid, was
less philosoph
ical, and lived
in terror of
them.
It was for
tunate that Mr.
A gave us
an explanation
of them, for I
never in my
life saw so
many scor
pions as during
the few days
we stayed in
this house.
Ever after
wards my wife
w o u l d n o t
have firewood
stacked any
where near
us. In course

of time, however, she got accustomed to
scorpions, for “ familiarity breeds contempt,"
but we never sat down to a meal without
scanning the floor for any lurking enemy. Mr.
A in his top-boots was perfectly safe, and
both my wife and her maid extemporized leather
gaiters to put on above their boots and looped
up their dresses so that they should not fall on
the floor. My wife dreaded snakes far more than
scorpions. but my readers have probably heard
so many snake stories that I refrain from giving
any of my own experiences in this direction.
Notwithstanding the many pests of tropical
climates, there is always so much interest in the
life around one. human, animal. bird, insect, or
vegetable, that one soon takes little account of
the drawbacks caused by " creepy-crawlies."



In these articles, specially
written for “ The Wide World
Magazine," Mr. Philby gives a
thrilling account of his travels
in Central Arabia among the
Wahhabi Arabs, perhaps the
most fanatical and puritanical
people in the world. The
Author is the only living
Englishman who has croged
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N 'we fared over
the dreary wilder
ness, wondering
whether we should
ever see a village or a human being
again. We were lords of all we

surveyed, but as we marched we took care to
scan the horizon lest others might be there
to dispute our title. By night the how] of
some hungry wolf, by day a flight of skinny
locusts or a herd of timid gazelles bounding

s
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AMONG THE
sWAHl'iABI

Arabia, and about one-third
of his journey—made in Arab
costume to avoid arousing
the suspicions of the Bedouin
7* was over entirely unknown
country. For this reason
his narrative and the ac
companying photographs will
be found of exceptional

interest.

up which we were advancing
in careless array, was found
to be lined with a dozen rifle
barrels that covered us ! \\'e
were at the mercy of our sur

prisers, and, judging discretion the better part
of valour, held up our hands in token of sur
render, whereupon there followed a scene of
indescribable confusion, our captors roughly
demanding of our guides who we were, whence
coming,whither going and why,while I stood in
the midst preserving my incognito in silence.

away from our approach, served to remind us
that even the desert has its life ; and on one
occasion we saw afar off a shimmer of dark
objects—camels and men—but too far away
to be distinguished as friends or foes. \Ve
hastened on to the shelter of a rolling tract
of sand, and were beginning to congratulate
ourselves that we had avoided observation,
when, lo and behold ! the crest of the ridge,

The snivsl oi llie Author's party a! the frontier village of Khurms.

As luck would have it, the party which had
waylaid us was merely a band of merchants
travelling into the interior with merchandise ;
they had taken us for robbers and had
ambushed us as the best means of defending
themselves and their goods, but now showed
that they were no less relieved than ourselves
to find a fight unnecessary. We spent the
night quietly encamped side by side and next
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morning we parted company, our friends
little guessing the real identity of the passing
strangers and ourselves well pleased that our
temporary carelessness had ended in no
worse disaster.
Without further adventure we arrived at
the tiny oasis of Khurma, a locality of little

the westward by a thin strip of hills called A1
Hadhn, passing through which we beheld in
the far distance, beyond an immense level
plain. the great peaks of the mountain barrier
which looks out abruptly on the Red Sea.
In its lower slopes, on the eastern side, nestle
the beautiful vale and town of Taif—a

The Wahhabi army in camp.

intrinsic importance, though it has since
then earned no small measure of notoriety
as the frontier village over which Ibn Saud,
the monarch of Wahhabiland, has come to
blows with his powerful Western neighbour,
the King of the Hejaz. This is no place to
discuss the course of a. struggle which is not
yet over, and which may have far-reaching
consequences on the future of Arabia, but
some of my readers may remember that in
the early summer of 1919 a pitched battle
took place at the neighbouring oasis of
Turaba between the contending parties and
ended in a decisive victory for the \Vahhabis.
Arab warfare is always a long-drawn-out
afiair of short, sharp shocks, and it would be
unwise to pro

Thu picture was taken durinl the campaign againn lbn Rllhld, who aided with lhc Turks.

veritable paradise of flowers and fruit-trees
in a setting of granite boulders of every shape
and colour, in striking contrast with which
stand out the white facades of the palaces and
mansions to which the princes and merchants
of Mecca retire for their holidays in the dog—
days of the Meccan summer.
It was late on the evening of Christmas
Day, 19r7, that we arrived at Taif after a long
and weary march, to find the house of the
chief of the local police placed at our disposal.
A guard of honour, also of police, met us
some way down the road near a splendid
marble palace belonging to Ali Pasha, an
ex-ruler of Mecca, and conducted us with all
honour to our residence, where we were soon

the recipients of
phesy either what
will happen next
or who will come
out victorious in
the end, but of
one thing one can
be sure—the cur
tain has not yet
fallen on the last
act of the drama
of Khurma, and
will not fall until
more blood has
mixed with the
waters of the val
ley of Subai.
The Khurma
area is divided
from the moun
tainous country -. ‘,
of the Hejaz to

complimentary
visits from all the
10 c a1 notables,
from the governor
downwards. The
evening p as s ed
very pleasantly,
and it was good
to be once more
in the lap of com
parative luxury
after seventeen
days of the priva
tions and uncer
tainties of the
d e s e r t . O u r
quarters con
sisted of a large
reception - room
richly furnished
with carpets and

»~i>-"\‘..

The marble palace of me el-Sherif Ali Pasha at Taif.
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a luxurious divan running around three
sides, while on the fourth it was screened
by a large and heavy curtain of plush
from an open impluvfum of diminutive size,
in which a variety of plants, ferns, and
creepers clustered around and above a
central fountain ; round this impluvium was
a series of lesser rooms in which we were to
sleep, and a tiled bathroom in which we were
able to indulge in the luxury of a hot bath
drawn from a large copper oven heated from
below.
Our dinner that night—served, of course,
on the carpet of

A coulin Ind two non: of Mohlmmed are buried here.

other delicacies, with tea and coffee to wash
them down.
The two days I spent in this delectable
valley were as interesting as they were
pleasant, for Taif has a history dating back
to the days of Arabian idolatry. Here are
the famous idol-stones of Allat and Azza,
female deities of the ancient pagans singled
out in the Koran for the special denunciation
of the Prophet; here, too, are the beautiful
tapering minarets of the Mosque of Ibn
Abbas, erected in later times over the graves
of the cousin and two sons of Mohammed

himself. The
t h e reception -

r o o m — w a 5
simple e n 0 u g h
but very excel
lent, and I re
member the im
pression made
upon me by the
whiteness of the
great mounds of
rice on which the
flesh of two great
sheep was spread
—not that the
rice was any
whiter than it
should have been,
but because that which we had eaten for the
past fortnight was not only none too clean but
had perforce to be cooked in dirty water.
Tired as Iwas, I had to sit up till past midnight
conversing with my kindly hosts, but before
retiring to rest I took the precaution to leave
instructions that l was not to be awakened
on any account next morning. Neverthe
less it was only nine-thirty when the bustle
of the household and my companions in the
next room roused me from my slumbers, and
in a few moments I was propped up in bed
partaking of a mostepicurean pelt! déjezmer,
consisting of dainty Tajf bread, honey from
the mountains, cream-cheese, quinces, and

The nlllce of the King of the Hejaz ll Tuf, uclred and hum! bv the
Turin before they surrendered the town to the Arab army In I9I6.

marble palace of
Ali Pasha, which
I have already
mentioned, is per
haps the most
beautiful build
ing of the locality,
but the medieval
fort at the north
west corner of the
town is not less
striking, with its
partially ruined
bastions, while
the palace of the
Kin g of the
Hejaz, sacked and

burned by the Turks before they surrendered
the town in ton’) to the Arab forces, together
with the wreckage of the Turkish barracks,
brings the history of the town down to modern
times and the Great War, in which it played
an important part.
Soon after the beginning of the Arab
rebellion under Sherif Husain, an Arab force
was detached to attack the Turkish garrison
at Taif ; during my visit I saw the trenches 0f
the defences and visited the eminences round
the town from which the Arab artillery
bombarded them. The barracks naturally
came in for a considerable share of the

bombardment ; the officers' quarters were
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reduced to ruins, and I was shown a pile of
debris in a corner of the barracks where the
Turkish commander had made his head
quarters in an underground vault, until a
well-directed shell made it untenable—
unfortunately in the absence of its distin
guished occupant, who, finding the barracks
too exposed, transferred his quarters to a
house in the centre of the town; but the
Egyptian gunner in charge of the siege
artillery was not to be done, and, having with
the help of a spy located the position of the
new headquarters. reduced it to a pile of
débn's and so alarmed the commandant,
who was again away from home, that he
surrendered the town on the next day—at
least, such was the story I heard myself
irom members of the Arab force, who took a
pardonable pride in reciting the deeds of
prowess which had marked the early heroic
days of the Arab rising.

In the mountainsof the Heinz.

My arrival at Taif had been unexpected
by the Hejaz authorities, owing to the mis—
carriage of a telegram intended for the King,
but my reception lacked nothing in warmth
on that account, and on the second day after
my arrival the governor informed me that
King Husain was anxious that I should
continue my journey to Jeddah as soon as I
was rested. Thus on December 28th,
after taking a cordial farewell of my hosts,
1 resumed my march through the eastern
foothills in a northerly direction and arrived
the same evening at a little hamlet called
Sail, which marks the eastern boundary of the
holy territory of Mecca and the spot where
pilgrims bound for the shrine change their
ordinary garments for the ihram—a simple
linen shroud without seam, in which the
circumambulation of the Black Stone has to
be performed. From the strategic point of
view Sail is the key of Mecca, standing as it'

does in a. knot of

The village of Mucllnq. near Mecca. Notice the qroun 0t cunou: inhabitants on one at the in!
root;

'3
valleys and hills
which command
one of the main
lines of communi
cation between
inner Arabia and
the holy city. He
who holds Sail
holds Mecca in the
palm of his hand.
Here we were
met by a deputa
tion sent by the
King to welcome
> us in his name, and
hence, on the fol
lowing morning,
we all set forth to
thread a compli
cated maze of
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‘treated with the greatest consideration by

The fun sign of civilization—the telegraph line belween
jeddlh and Mecca.

mountain valleys, rapidly descending to
wards the plains of Mecca. VThe Sheritial
deputation consisted of the Amir or
governor of the village of Madhiq, situated
at a subsidiary pass covering the holy
city, where we spent the night; several
of his relations; a special guide chosen'
from the local tribesmen; and. last but
not least, one Ibrahim, an African slave
of the King’s own entourage, who was

everybody and was good enough to con
sider himself as being specially responsible for
my comfort and safety at every stage of the
journey. On our arrival at Madhiq we were
met by a further deputation, in all respects
like the first except that it was headed by a
Syrian gentleman, who gave me to under
stand that he was a sort of Secretary for
Foreign Affairs, besides being the King's
confidential amanuensis. He was a curious,
unwittingly-comic little man, who rode a
fat mule and in every way presented a striking
contrast to the dignified but less well-educated
Arabs, for whom he seemed to have a
profound contempt. -

The village of Madhiq is one of the most

Author’: escort and come
An enlargementof lhe Iroun in the photograph above, show no lbG

beautiful spots I have ever seen—a narroiv
valley watered by little running streams,
bounded on all sides by rugged mountains
and coloured with every

shacle
of greeri

imaginable, ranging from the ,brill ant emerald
of its fields of lucerne, through the dark
greens of its orange groves and the light
greens of its ‘banana patches, to the’ sombre
hue of the stately palms which waved over
all. We had left Taif but two days before,
beautiful enough, but somewhat bare and
bleak in its winter nakedness, and here, as
if by magic, we had stumbled into the midst
of a warm and luscious spring, whose __rich
scents and buzzing mosquitoes warned us

that we were once more on the

The post of Raahama, where Mr. Philby oblained his fin! qlirnpse oi the
gel alter hil long much acrou the due"! of Arabia.

threshold of the tropics.
Mecca was but a few hours distant
to the south—so near and yet so far,
for travelling as I was in an ofhcial
capacity and with a guard of honour
it was out of the question that I should
enter the forbidden city or even view
it from afar. The next two days were
spent in circumnavigating Mecca by
a road running parallel to it on the
north and following the line of an
ever-broadening valley known as the
\Vadi Fatima, after the daughter of
the Prophet.
At length we emerged from the
mountainous country into the heat
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‘immemorial,

your left and strik

and dust of the plain; our goal was yet
far distant and we hastened on, anxious to
arrive at the sea coast before the day and
the year were out, for it was the 3Ist De
cember, 1917, that last day of our march.
For seven hundred miles and more I had
plodded on camels across the continent
of Arabia, far from civilization and its
signs—no trains, no telegraphs, nothing to
mark the progress of mankind in the
thousands of years which had passed
since Eve, the mother of the human race,
stalked across the country to her grave at
jeddah and Abraham had wandered with his
flocks in the desert.
Little villages of palms and reed, huts,
little villas of better type, dotted the valley
down which we marched; Mecca itself,
with its memories and its mystery, lay but
a little way to our left, behind a low barrier
of hills. Knots of weary pilgrims and
loaded camels filed past us from time to
time, bound for the holy city; and so it had
been from time

un

changing and
unchanged. All
of a sudden, how—
ever,1ny thoughts
were wrenched
back to the
modern world by
a strangely fam
iliar apparition—
a telegraph line‘
issuing abruptly
from the hills on

ing diagonally
across the valley
to the bare downs
which screen the
sea coast from
the interior. It
was the telegraph
line connecting
“ecca with Jed
dah and the outer
world—the only
sign of modern
progress I met
with during all
my sojourn in
Arabia; and yet
when Idescended
at the telegraph
office of Bahra,
desirous of communicating my arrival thus
far to the British authorities at Bagdad,
the telegraph master could not bring him
self to signal a message which would
betray the presence of an infidel and
European in the precincts of the holy city!
While on the subject of telegraphs I

A meet scene in Jecldlh.

Y

may mention that in recent years even
such remote places in Central Arabia as
Riyadh have found it impossible to dis
pense altogether with news from outside;
it comes slowly, indeed, by the camel-post
from the east coast, but it comes in the shape
of " Reuters ”—-a word nearly synonymous
in Arabia with reliable news as opposed to
the uncertain rumours of Bedouin news~
agents. When I was at Riyadh my weekly
or fortnightly post-bag was always brought
to me by one of Ibn Saud’s secretaries, who
had instructions to bring back to his master
a réchaufl'é of

“ Reuter’s " news. What
“ Renter" says to-day will be believed in
Central Arabia ten days or a fortnight hence
as Gospel truth. Thus does propaganda link
up the ancient world with the modern !
The afternoon was yet young as we re
mounted our camels at Bahra and urged
them on, to the tune of Arab marching songs,
to the utmost of their speed on the last lap
of our long journey. At ‘intervals of five

miles or so the
road is dotted
with coffee-shops,
where travellers
between Mecca
and Jeddah alight
to refresh them
selves on the
march. I was
riding past one of
these alone, and
somewhat ahead
0 f m y p a r t y ,
when a courtly
Arab, going in
the same direc
tion, reined back
his camel to my
side.

" \Vhence
comest thou, O
shei kh ? " he
questioned, “and
what is the news
from the desert?"
Somewhat taken
back at his failure
to detect my
identity and at
his assumption of
my high rank, I
replied, as I had
heard my com
panions so often
reply to similar

questions: "Seventeen days ago we set out
from Riyadh. Ibn Saud was then in the best
of health and God has been bounteous to the
countryside ; we had much rain by the way,
and please God the spring will be favourable
to the cattle." Then we parted, and so far
as I am aware he knows not to this day that
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he held converse with an Englishman on the
pilgrim road.
At length we passed the last coffee-booth
on the road, and the hills splayed out to a
vague horizon tinged with a streak of
brilliant blue—the sea! Many of my com
panions had never seen it before, but, marvel
as they might at the great expanse of water
before them, they could not know the thrill
of home-coming which went through me, as
it must have done through Xenophon and
his weary host at their first view of the ocean
after their wanderings in the desert.
The coral mansions of Jeddah rose out of the
haze at the water's edge before us, with the
blue-green dome of the tomb of Eve to the
right and the masts of many ships in the
harbour beyond. Our straggling convoy
lumbered through the heavy portals of the
Mecca gate; we threaded our way through

The Mecca Gate. by which the Author entered jeddah at the end of his area! iourney scroll Arabia.

s a

the busy streets of Jeddah, and alighted at
the door of the residence of the Arab governor
of the town, who greeted me after the Arab
fashion with a paternal kiss and led me into
his parlour to partake of coffee, putting me
at once at my ease by remarking on my per
sonal resemblance to Sherif Abdullah, one of
the sons of the King of the Hejaz.
Thus, on the last day of a memorable year,
did I complete my long journey across
Arabia, the land of mystery, of which, as I
have already indicated in these articles, I
was destined to see yet more in the New Year
that was about to dawn. Now, as I write,
it all seems like some strange dream, but a.
dream that will never be forgotten ; and I
cease not to hope that perhaps some day in
the future it may be my good fortune to lift
again the veil that has descended upon the
memories of my sojourn in desert Arabia.

THE END.
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HEN we started after Felizardo,

'

\
V
i he was the most notorious bandit

. a
'

chief in the Philippine Islands.

k5
’ He was to the islands what some

of the old outlaws were to Ice
land in the Saga (lays, or what

Dick Turpin was to England, or Jesse james
to Missouri. Before the American occupancy
he had been an officer in the Revolutionary
army. General Calles had made him a
colonel, and then cashiered him because of
his cruelty and because he was not amenable
to discipline.
He spread his fame through fear, and his
cruelty was a thing to conjure with. When
he set up as a bandit after the American
occupancy, he was at the top of his game.
He cut the tongues out of native messengers
who brought us news, ham-strung those who
ran our errands, and cut oh’ the hands of
those who worked for us. So widespread
were his depredations and so great was his
power over the people, that in 1905, when I

joined the chase with the Philippine Scouts,

it had been found necessary to send five
thousand troops to occupy his places of
refuge. \Ve organized a general hunt, and

I was in command of one party. I played
out my string as best I could, but could
never get a live scent. When I returned and
reported failure, the Cluef said :—
" I am sorry. You are the last man in,
and I had counted on you.”
Soon after this an order went forth to
reconcentrate the people in the towns, so
as to give us a better chance to catch the
elusive Felizardo. I protested that this was

a mistake, but soon received another order
to reconcentrate the people of my district.

‘ when ever he

In the process of civilizing the Philippines the
United States authorities have had their fill of
trouble with bandits and outlaws. operating on a
big scale and committing countless atrocities.
This exciting little story describes the hunting
down of one of the most notorious brigands who
ever afflicted the islands, a man who “ would not
stay dead." The authorities offered a large
reward for his caplure, dead or alive. and they
paid it out twice before he was finally accounted
for. “ The narrative is absolutely true." writes

Mr. Kenamore.

The Chief wired asking if I had done so.

I replied, “ Have not. You must send
another man to do that. It is a mistake.
\Ve must have these people's help if we are
to catch Felizardo."

‘

Do it your own way," he replied, " but

I hold you responsible."
My lieutenant and I had returned just at
dark one day from a week’s futile chase.
For the last three days we had trudged
through a steady rain. \Vhen we had
changed into dry clothing, we were ready
to take our first warm food for days.
Approaching the soup—our cook excelled
in soups—the lieutenant looked up at me."
Nineteen generals could not get me

out of here to-night," he declared.
Just then an old man entered the back
door.
“
Felizardo is down the road a little way,"

he told us. “Maybe you would like to get
him."

I recognized the old man. Calles had
taken me to his barrio (village) long before,
and had given him 2 [M50 and told him I

was his friend, and that he must aid me
could. I turned to the

lieutenant, and said :—
" \V e start right away."
“
Very well, sir," he replied.
There were nine Philippine Scouts, the
doctor, the lieutenant, and myself. \\'e did
not give the Scouts a chance even to whisper
to their wives, but hustled them down the
road through the darkness and the rain.
The " little way" proved to be seven miles
back in the hills.
Finally, we approached a deep canyon,
black as a pocket. The guide stopped and
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demanded that he should be put behind.
I took the lead, and we walked noiselessly
on, each man with his fingers on the back
of the man ahead so as to keep touch. At
times I would become confused, and send
back for the guide to feel out the trail with
his bare feet. At last, through the thick
blackness, I 'saw the glow of a dying camp
fire.
Then, in absolute silence, ‘we crept on.
Near the fire I started to step over a log,
and with one foot in the air, saw that the
log was a sleeping
man. We were in the
midst of Felizardo's
camp! I pulled the
lieutenant up to me,
silently. \Ve did not
dare even to whisper.
I felt him twitch as
he saw the sleeping
man. He, in turn,
drew the doctor up
to us, and I felt the
doctor start. I tried
to pull up Sergeant
Flores, but could not
make him understand.
There was very little
room any way, and
so I decided to open,
fire. I felt to see
that the lieutenant
and the doctor were
ready, and then I
yelled :—
"Let 'em have it! "
The guns went off
with a roar, and there _

were screams, cries, the sound of bodies
crashing through brush, and then an awful
silence. I threw a handful of cogon grass
on the fire and blew upon it. When it flared
up I found that I was standing astride a
dead man. In the camp there had been
Felizardo and seven of his men. Three were
killed, two wounded, and two captured un
injured. Felizardo was the only one to
escape, and all that I got to show for him
was his silver-mounted dagger.
“'0 hurried back to the town, and I turned
out all the troops I could get. \Ve hunted
for six days, and made every effort, but
Felizardo had utterly disappeared. After
that hunt, which covered the territory
thoroughly, I decided that the outlaw had
crossed to Cavite. Accordingly, I went over
to see Colonel Baker, Chief of the Con
stabulary.
“ Felizardo is not on our side," I told him.
“ By a process of elimination, he cannot be
there; I have searched too carefully. He
is on this side."
“ You are right," the colonel said. 14He

Captain
Louis

VII! Schlick.

is, and we are going with ten men to get
him to-night. You will make the eleventh."
One of Felizardo's men, named Isidro,
had agreed to betray him. \Ve were to
start at midnight for Barrio San Nicholas,
and from there strike off into the woods.
It was raining hard and very dark. Isidro
led the way. After we had passed the Barrio
San Nicholas we stopped, and I told Colonel
Baker that we should fail in our mission.
\Vhen he demanded to know why, I said
that there were too many of us to get

Felizardo on such a
night. He was like a
wolf or fox that had
been shot at too often.
' What would you
advise me to do?"
asked the colonel.
"Detail one man
to go forward and
kill him," I said.
\Ve discussed it,
and the colonel agreed
that he had too many
men. He declared
that Dr. Baker, head
of the Information
Bureau, was entitled
to the job, and
McLane had worked
so long and so hard
on the chase of Feli
zardo that he had a
claim, too.
"And I would like to
have Van Schaick go
along to do theshoot
ing," said-McLane. -

So we three set off with the guide. The
rain was still falling heavily, and it was as
dark as pitch. .
“ What will you do if Felizardo halts you
when we approach his camp ?

" I asked the
guide.
"I will throw my arms round him and
hold him tight while you put the gun against
him and kill him,'’’ he replied, and I thought,
" You Judas!

"

Then I thought of Ana Cleto Mojica, poor
Ana Cleto, who had been a servant in our
camp before Felizardo caught him. I
remembered him as we found him—with
his lips cut off, the tendons of his legs
severed, and his poor hands hanging like
birds‘ claws, and I told myself, “ If Isidro will
hold Felizardo. I will put my gun against
his body and fire, and thank God that I
have had the privilege of ridding the earth
of such a monster."
\Ve moved on silently through the rain
and the darkness until Isidro stopped and
said :—
“ We are very close now."
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“He resisted with his rifle. and I lively light started."
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Thirty or forty steps farther, although we
were moving as silently as shadows, a voice
suddenly hailed us out of the darkness :—
“ Sino 0a P

"
(Who are you ?) it cried.

With the sound of that ringing voice,
Isidro's courage was swept away, and he
threw himself on the ground with a scream.
There was no time for half—measures; I
just dropped on one knee, and with my
pump shot-gun combed the darkness as

long as I had a cartridge left, while McLane
and Baker fired with their revolvers. When
silence returned, we made a torch of weeds.
Fclizardo's hammock, we found, had been

suspended from two uprights. Both of these
had been shot away. The hammock itself
had been riddled, and Felizardo’s hat had
seven buckshot through it.
But Felizardo himself had vanished, though
I found his compass. I learned later, how
ever, in conversation with one Pablo Abinail,
that I had hit Felizardo, for Pablo dug
‘buckshot out of him with a penknife.
Colonel Baker and his party came up to
find that we had failed. I went back to the
Barrio San Nicholas and got bloodhounds
to follow the trail. \Ve started them at
daylight, and as they would not run well
.in leash, we let them go free. Captain Pyle,
of the Scouts, was with me. After hours of
fruitless following, we found that they had
got switched off on to a fresh deer trail.
We could get no further trace of Felizardo;
once more he had escaped us.
Concepcion, an OffiCCI‘ of the Scouts, and
formerly a flresiderltr, was entrusted with
the continuation of the chase. He told the
people of the Barrio Colaca that if a wander
ing ladrone‘ came there, they were not to
feed him and pass him along, but to lock
him up and send in news at once.
A month later, sure enough, a lone ladrzme
came to the barrio and demanded food. The
people explained the order they had received,
and tried to tie the man up, but he resisted
with his rifle, and a lively fight started. In
the midst of the scrimmage an old peon, who
was calmly grinding rice in a mortar, reached
over and tapped the ladnme on the head
with his stone pestle, killing him instantly.
Thereupon the villagers held a conference.
What were they to do? These Americans
were strange people. \Vhen you killed a.
man, sometimes they paid you with silver,
sometimes they took you to Bilidad prison
and hanged you. They were unable to tell
which kind of a man this was, so for safety
sake they took him up on a cliff and
threw him to the rocks, two hundred feet
below.
Then, in case this was the kind of man
the Americans paid for in silver, the head
man of the barrio sent a messenger seven
miles to Concepcion, saying: "A ladrone

came here and we tried to arrest him, but
be resisted and leaped from a cliff."
Concepcion hurried seven miles through
the sun to the barrio, then hastened back
seven miles, and sent a message to the Chief
of the Constabulary, saying: “ We have
chased a ladrone, who leaped over a cliff,
etc."
The Chief was much impressed by a
ladrone who would leap from a precipice
rather than surrender, and he telegraphed,
" Bring the body to Tanauan." \Vhen the
body reached Tanauan, the Chief wired to
Manila and asked that all the members of
Felizardo’s band who were in prison should
be sent out, separately.
They were taken one at a time into the
room where the body lay, and each one
declared “It is Felizardo." His former
servant declared that a certain tooth of
Felizardo’s had been broken off, and they
pried the mouth open, and found a tooth
broken off, as described.
Colonel Baker was convinced, and the
reward of five thousand pesos was duly paid
to the people of the barrio of Colaca. and to
Concepcion.
About this time I took on the job of
Governor of vCavite, and two days later was
having dinner with a friend in Manila. My
friend's wife said that her sewing-girl had
had a peculiar experience at the funeral
of Felizardo the day before. Observing the
bandit's mother in the procession, weeping
bitterly, the girl had endeavoured to console
her by putting her arm around the bereaved
woman. The mother turned to her quickly.
"Shut up!" she whispered. "I saw him
an hour ago." Then she resumed her
lamentations and wailings. It was a fine
funeral. , 1

After dinner I~ called on the Chief of the
Constabulary and found him in grave con
sultation with Thompson, of Bantagan.
Somebody had been impersonating Felizardo,
they told me. I contributed the sewing
girl's story.
and we began to feel uneasy again. Little
by little, piecing things together, we became
convinced before many days either that the
redoubtable Felizardo was still alive or else
that a successor had stepped into his shoes,
assumed his name, and continued his evil
career.
The whole matter was then put in the
hands of General Bandholtz, who was
probably the best man in the islands to
tackle such a difficult proposition. In his
handling of this enigma he conferred with
Aurilio Ramos, a young Spaniard, Captain
of Constabulary, and I believe one of the
ablest officers in the service.
In Ramos’s company was a man named
Carpio, some kind of a cousin of Felizardo,

More reports came in later,‘
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and full cousin of a man whom Felizardo
had killed. Ramos was sent with his com
pany to take station at Camp Baker. This
was near the Barrio San Nicholas and
Felizardo's old haunts.
After Ramos had talked to them for some
time, Carpio and a friend of his agreed to
desert from the army, join Felizardo, and
kill him. Ramos knew the scheme must be

a rumour began to spread abroad that
Captain Ramos was crazy.
The aggrieved men began to talk desertion
around the tiemia where a cast-off wife of
Felizardo's lived. Then one day, after a
month of ill-treatment, they were missing
at roll-call in the morning. Ramos acted like
a man gone violently insane.
Meanwhile Carpio and his friend had gone

' "Felizudo drew lm danger and nurted ‘lowly lcron the floor."

worked up very carefully, and he went at
it in a very thorough manner. A full month
before the time decided upon for the deser
tion, Ramos began to abuse the two men.
He denied them privileges, and when they
broke minor regulations punished them with
great severity. He worked them all day in
the hot sun on the parade-ground, and lost
no opportunity to humiliate them. Soon

to the Felizardo woman and asked where
Felizardo could be found. She could not
tell them, but suggested that they should
go to a certain Captain Damiso Marcus and
ask him. Captain Damiso, who had heard,
like everyone else, of the abuse the men had
undergone, told them to go to a certain place
- in the woods at three in the morning, and
cough. They did, and Felizardo answered.
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There was much talk, and Felizardo made
them welcome. They touched their fore
heads to the ground before him, and he
took them into his clan. Felizardo was
convinced of their hatred of the Americans,
for he had had daily reports of the treatment
the two men were receiving from Ramos.
He allowed them to keep their rifles, and
they became honoured guests. The party
went a few days later to the Barrio San
Nicholas, where a banquet was spread, and
all the pretty girls waited on the new recruits
to Felizardo.
Carpio was a good story-teller, and he
was in the midst of a narrative when
Felizardo stopped him and asked suddenly :4
“
Carpio, what rank did you hold in the

United States army ? "
" I was a sergeant," Carpio replied.
Without another word Felizardo drew his
dagger and started slowly across the floor
toward the recreant sergeant. Carpio looked
at his rifle. It was in the corner, too far
away to reach in time. Felizardo approached
and slashed the chevrons from Carpio's sleeve.
" I make you a captain in my army," he
said, pompously. .

Carpio told me afterwards that it was a.
funny story he was telling, and that he
never worked so hard in his life as he did
to finish it.
After this they discussed a plan of cam
paign. Felizardo wanted to rob the
presidente (mayor) of Tagig, but Carpio
suggested that since Ramos had gone crazy,
it would be easy to capture his camp." The nearest man sleeps a hundred yards
from Ramos," Carpio said. " No one but
the guard has rifles, and this insane man
sleeps by an open window, with all the rifles
at the head of his bed. We can kill him,
seize the rifles by the armful, and escape
unharmed."
Felizardo knew this was true. For months
Ramos had thus invited death in order to
" draw " the outlaw, deliberately using him
self as bait. After reflection, the bandit
agreed to Carpio's plan, and ordered fifty
men to prepare to accompany him. A start
was made the following night, and when
they were within half a mile of the camp,
Carpio suggested that they should leave the
Imrrzo people there, while the chief and the
two renegades went forward to spy out the
land. This was done, but Felizardo did not
fully trust his recruits and would not let
them go in front. He led the way, and they
followed.
Near the edge of the camp was a great
mango tree, and under it was dense shade.
Carpio felt that the time had come, and
accordingly cleared for action. He knew
that it was futile, of course, to try to kill
Felizardo with a gun ; the outlaw had fallen

~ said.

off a cliff and only stayed dead two days.
No gun would kill a man like that: this
was a job for the knife.
Carpio laid his rifle down, signalled to his
confederate, and threw in} arms around
Felizardo. The other man dragged out his
bola and attacked at the back, but Felizardo
kicked him off and threw Carpio from him.
Carpio sprang at the bandit again and
threw him. As the other man charged, to
be once more kicked off, Felizardo said to
Carpio :—
"I did not expect this of you, Cousin.
Let us stop and talk things over." Carpio
weakened at the words, but the other man
saw his chance, rushed in, with a swing of
the bolo, and killed Felizardo finally and
effectually.
Carpio promptly ran into the camp and
told Ramos. The captain formed his com
pany round the mango tree, but not a man
would leave the moonlight and enter the
shade where lay the man who would not
stay dead. Ramos accordingly lit a torch
and went under the tree himself. He found
the body, and picked it up and shook it,
while the company wondered.
They got a carrometa and drove eighteen
miles to Manila. Ramos sat beside the body
and supported it with his arm.
This time the Government was slower in
paying out the reward. The body lay at an
undertaker's, and a judge, the Attorney
General, and a representative of the chief
executive of the islands were detailed to
decide the identity.
Among the witnesses was Rosido Linisis,
one of the two men wounded the first time
we came near capturing Felizardo in the
canyon. I had made him my moso, and his
first job had been to polish his former
master's silver dagger.
When the sheet was whipped from the
body, I asked 1
“ \Vho is that? "
" Colonel Felizardo,” he answered.
" How do you know ?

"
" l was his servant. I know his hands,
his feet, his face. It is Felizardo.”
There were many other witnesses, and the
identification was positive. Felizardo never
came to life again.
In due course a. second reward of five
thousand pesos went to Carpio and his com
panion. They took two weeks’ leave—and
both retumed to time, which was unexpected.
Carpio had five cheap watches and several
handsome chains, plated with gold or silver,
and he had left in money exactly one {9250
and certain centavos.
They duly reported to Ramos." We have had a fine time, captain," they
" Is there anybody else you would like

killed .7 We are the boys for that job."
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v , ANTA CRUZ, capital of all the

i . .
r
vast department of Eastern Bolimy via, is a city of silence. Spreading

v (‘Q , over a dead-flat, half~sandy,L;l¥
jungled plain, its right-angled
streets are deep in reddish sand

in which not only its shod feet—by no means
in the majority, though the upper class
is almost foppish in dress—but even the
solid wooden wheels of its clumsy ox-carts
make not a sound.
On New Year's Day I took up my abode
with the only permanent American resident
of Santa Cruz.

"
Juan" S. Bowles, born

in Ohio, had come to Brazil nine years after
the Civil \Var and ascended to Santa Cruz
by way of the Amazon, in the years when
eighty days of hard labour were required
to cover the two hundred and eighty miles
now served by the Madeira-Mamoré rail
road. He had never since seen his native
land.
Bowles was an interesting example of
the transplanted American. A man of
education and shrewd native wit, he had
developed here in the wilderness a quaint,
isolated philosophy of his own, and was
one of those rare white men who have spent
many years unbrokenly in such an environ
ment and climate without " going to seed."
Not merely was he a wide and reflective
reader on all subjects from the scientific
to the curious, but still, at seventy-five,
produced, in the intervals of his labours
as chief mechanic of the region, authoritative
articles for the Buenos Ayres, London,
and American periodicals.
This New Year's Day was notable to
Bowles for another reason. His youngest
son and last effective assistant made his
first appearance in the uniform of a Bolivian
soldier, and moved from home to the
Vol. xlv.—l1.

cuartel. Conscription is theoretically uni
versal in Bolivia. On the first day of each
year every youth in the Republic who has
reached his nineteenth birthday must report
at the capital of his department, ready for
service. By Bolivian law a child born in
Bolivia is a Bolivian, whatever the nation
ality of his father. The Civil War veteran
who had strictly kept his American citizen
ship, though married to a Bolivian wife,
had appealed in vain to the American
Minister in La Paz. Prospective immigrants
to this, as to several other South American
countries, should not overlook this point
in the future of their children.
At that time the most widely-known
gring) sojourner in Santa Cruz was an
Englishman who chose to call himself"
Jack Thompson.” His habitat was the
departmental prison. Sbme years previously
“
Thompson

" and a fellow‘countryman had
drifted out of the interior of Braiil into
Corumba. and offered to sell their rights
to a rubber forest they had discovered.
The Teutonic house that showed interest
asked them to await a decision, and mean
while oflered them employment in the
escort of a party of German employés,
peons, and muleteers carrying seven thousand
pounds in gold to a branch of the establish
ment in the interior of Bolivia. On the
trail a Gennan of the escort drew the English
men into a plot to hold up the party.
A week or more inland, at a rivulet called
Ypias, the trio suddenly fell upon their
companions and killed three Germans, a
Frenchman, a Bolivian muleteer, and the
chola housekeeper of the chief of the
expedition. The rest scattered into the
jungle; except one old Indian arriero who,
unable to run, managed to crawl up into
the branches of anear-by tree. There he
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witnessed the second act of the melodrama.
For a time the trio remained in peace and
concord, washed, drank, and concocted
a meal over a fire of jungle brush. But
soon the question of the division of the gold
became a dispute.
The German asserted that, as author of
the plan, he should take half. The English
men insisted on an equal division. The
dispute became a quarrel. At length, late
in the afternoon, when the unseen observer
was ready to drop to the ground and a
quick death from exhaustion, fear, and
thirst, the Englishmen fell upon their
confederate with a revolver, two rifles,
and a sabre. Even a German must succumb
under such odds. Leaving the body where
it fell, the pair divided the gold and, each
swinging a pair of saddle-bags over his
shoulder, struck off into the trackless jungle,
for some reason fancying this a surer
way of escape than to mount mules and dash
for safety into Brazil. -

Meanwhile some of the refu
A Mun- gees had reached adjacent
Hunt in the settlements. Several search
.Ilmgle. parties were made up and,

having buried what the vul
tures had left, took up the scent. The
natives of these jungle regions are not easily
eluded in their own element. For four days
the fugitives struggled through the tropical
wilderness, half-dead from thirst—for it
was September, at the end of the dry season—
and soon reduced to a few native berries
as food. The gold became too heavy for
their waning forces. They managed to
climb to the summit of a jungle bluff and
bury most of it. On the fifth daya search
party came upon them resting in a shaded
thicket. A volley killed his companion
and slightly wounded "Thompson," who
tied, leaving the corpse for the vultures ; the
pursuers tracked the wounded man all
night and next morning caught him at bay.
Having pointed out the hiding-place 0f
the gold, he was set backwards astride a
mule with his hands tied behind him and,
amid such persecution as the savage,
half-Indian Bolivian can invent, was escorted
to San José, and later driven through the
jungle and lodged in the departmental
prison.
All this had occurred three years before.
Twice " Thompson,” who was a Mason,
as are some of the officials of Bolivia,
"escaped." The first time he was found
drunk in the plaza before his evasion was
known ; the second, he walked the hundred
and sixty leagues to Yacuiva through the
jungle without once touching the trail,
only to celebrate too early what he fancied,
for lack of geographical knowledge, was his
escape into the Argentine, and be forced

to walk all the way back. Finally. after
more than a year in prison, he had been
tried—on paper, as is customary in all
Spanish-America—and within another twelve
month had coaxed the judge to deliver his
verdict and sentence him—to be shot. The
Supreme Court and the President, however,
had still to pass upon the matter, and
another year drifted by.
\Vhen I saw "Thompson " in prison-he made
no secret of his part in what he referred to
as "our stunt," and gave me detailed
information as to how to find the graves
along the trail "where we pulled it off,"
in case I should continue to the eastward.
He plainly regretted the crime, but only
because he had been caught. Knowing
he had already published his own account
of the occurrence in an English magazine‘
and had found the remuneration exceedingly
useful in eking out his wretched existence
in a Bolivian prison, 1 suggested the wnting
of the whole story.
"Aye, but they're not going to give me
time," he answered, as he rolled and lighted
a cigarette. "l have just got word from
Sucre that they have confirmed the sentence.
Now, as soon as the President signs it,
they'll call me out and———"
"Oh, I don't believe Montes would do
that to a gringo," I remarked, encouragingiy." He is a Mason, too—"
“ \Vell, I don't care a rap whether they
do or not," he replied, with considerable
heat. " I'm perfectly willing for them to
do it and get it over. Even if he commutes
the sentence, it means ten years more of
this "—he pointed to the slovenly yard
and dirtier inmates—" and it's quite as
bad as the other; I don't know but that
it's not worse."
" Thompson's

" " cell " was fitted up as a
workshop, with a bench, a small vice, and
such mechanic's tools as he had been able
to collect, and he earned a meagre fare and
other necessities by mending watches and
doing the various tinkering jobs that reached
him from outside. Shoe-making was the
favourite occupation of his fellow-jail
birds. More than a dozen had their open
"cells" scattered with odds and ends of
leather- and half-finished footwear. For
merly the public had passed freely in and
out of the prison, and the prisoners, under
bidding free labour, since their lodging was
already supplied them. had always earned
enough to satisfy their appetites. Now
the rules had become somewhat more strict,
at least to outsiders, and with less oppor
tunity to sell their wares more than one
inmate suffered from hunger.

_
‘ Our readers will remember that this narrative appeared
m THE WIDE Wonu), and created an extraordinary amount
of interest —Eo.
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"The Englithmeu fell upon their confederate."
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he had to offer was that the execution had
been so long delayed. As a last favour, he

\Ve passed into one of the
A Bolivian two large common rooms,
Jail. foul-smelling mud-dens in

which " Thompson
” had seen

as many as thirty-seven persons of both
sexes and all degrees of crime, age, and
condition sometimes locked in for an entire
month by some whim of tandem or judge.
The room being completely innocent of
any convenience whatever, the conditions
of prisoners and prison when the door
might finally be unlocked needs no descrip—
tion. Just now the room was open, and
there were but twenty-six inmates, men
and women mixed indiscriminately, for
there were no rules, even at night, as to
the sleeping-places of the two sexes.
As we shook hands at the gate of the
inner patio, "Thompson" remarked, " If
Montes signs it, I'll have forty-eight hours
left with nothing to do, and I'll write you
something. I believe the thoughts of a
man waiting to be
shot "—it was the

asked that the jail conditions might
be improved, so that his friends might be
more humanely housed. On his last night
he got permission to have a few of these—
all jail-birds—to dinner with him, but
refused to touch liquor himself, " so that I
shall be able to take in every detail clearly."
In the morning he informed friends that
he had parents, brothers, and sisters in
London, and a wife and son in the United
States. To these he had been writing since
his arrest that he was engaged in an enter—
prise that would in time make him rich,
if luck was with him. On the evening before
his execution he wrote bidding them ‘all
farewell, saying he had suddenly contracted
a tropical disease the doctors despaired of,
and would be dead by the time they got the
letter. He was shot at noon, while the bells
of the cathedral were striking, so that nothing

should be heard out

only time he used
that word during the
interview — “ w o u l d
make interesting read
ing. The ending would
be all right if these
lndians could make
a good job of it, but
they’ll end by bashing
in my head with the
butts of their muskets,
as they have done
with all the others." -
Months later, in far
Southern Chile, l
chanced to pick up
a newspaper, among
the scant foreign
despatches of which
my eye fell upon :—" Bolivia, May 14th.
—In Santa Cruz de
la Sierra was shot
to-day the criminal
‘
Thompson,’ of Eng
lish nationality, con
demned to the su
preme penalty for
having assassinated
the conductors of
money of some local
houses.”

Another half-year passed be
“Jaek fore there reached me in

Thompson's" Brazil local papers and letters
End. giving details. According to

these, the judge wept when
he read the sentence, but "Thompson"
shook hands with him, telling him the sen
tence was just, and that the only criticism

Mon at the women oi Bolivia wearlll'ie "lipoy," a loole gown
something like a mahtdreal.

side the prison.
There is one of the
sandy streets of Santa
Cruz de la Sierra
which does not run
out to nothing in the
surrounding jungle,
like the rest, but
dwindles to what is
known locally as the
"camino de Chi
quitos," and pushes
on to the Paraguay
River, some four hun
dred miles distant." Road," in the local
sense, however, means
anything but a com
fortable highway. As
usual, the town was
scornful of the sug
gestion that two lone
gringos could make
the journey on foot.
Disheartening stories
assailed us of the
dangers‘ from snakes
and “tigers," of the
unending pest of in
sects, of the almost
total lack of sleeping
places and even of
supplies.

For the first week we must carry all
food with us ; in this rainy season the route
was sure to abound with chest-deep mud
holes and miles of swamps; the last twenty
leagues, near the Paraguay, would be com
pletely inundated and impassable for months,
until the water subsided. Or, if the rains
did not come on at their accustomed time,
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writing paper, and carried
on his head. This was the"
pelota." For a. mile or

behind us.

opened out upon the notori
ous Guapay, or Rio Grande,
a yellox “brown stream, wide

flowing swiftly northward
to join the Mamoré on its
journey to the Amazon.
We splashed a mile or more
up along its edge, to offset
the distance we should be
carried down-stream before
striking a landing opposite.
Here two men of bleached

Saddlrltcetl tllrc the pllce of hornet and mule. in the nnnhy part! of Bolivia. Their
pace in lbout two miles an hour.

there was much danger of the country being
wholly waterless for long distances. More
over, beyond the Rio Guapay, eight leagues
east of the capital, stretched the notorious
Monte Grande, a dense unbroken forest in
which roamed wild Indians given to shooting
six-foot arrows of chonta, or iron-heavy
black palm, from their eight-foot bows
with such force that they passed clear
through a man at fifty yards. This was
said to be quite painful. Nor were these
mere idle rumours; we had only to drop in
on one of several men in town‘ to be shown
arrows taken from the bodies of victims.
Divining my companion's real opinion
of the journey, I made my plans to continue
alone.

Fortunately, I met a man named Konanz,
who was bound for at least a few days
in the same direction as myself. He made
a virtue of necessity, added

brown skin, each completely
naked but for a palm-leaf
hat, securely tied on, re

lieved our companion of his load and set
about turning it into a boat.
These " pelotas de cuero " (leather balls)
are the ferries of this region, being trans
portable, whereas a wooden boat, left
behind, would be stolen by the wild Indians.
Around the edge of the hide were a dozen
loop-holes through which was threaded a.
cord that drew it up into the form of a rude
tub; To add firmness to this, the hat
wearers laid a criss-cross of green poles
in the bottom. Then they piled our baggage
into it, set the German atop, and dragged
it down the sloping mud-bank into the
water, while the youth coaxed the mule
into the stream and swam with it for.the
opposite shore. This seemed load enough
and to spare. But when I had fulfilled
my duties as ofiicial photographer of the
expedition, I, too, was lifted in, as they would

a new rifle to his revolver
and shotgun, and offered
to find room on the mule
for the heavier portion of
my baggage in return for
the reassurance of my com

lfl dense woods punc_
It. a.“ I.

tuated with mud-holes, a.
yellow youth in two cotton
garments overtook us one
afternoon, and asked if we
would need a " pelota."
We would. He stopped at
a jungle but some distance
beyond and emerged with
an entire ox-hide, sun-dried
and still covered with the
long red hair of its original
owner. The hide was folded
in four, like a sheet of The "leather ball" which carried the Author and hi: complnion Acton the Rio GRID-1.

more he plodded noiselessly}

Then suddenly the forest‘

as the lower Connecticut,
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,the tribe is

no doubt have piled in Tommy also, had
he been with us, and away we went speeding
down the racing yellow stream, the naked
ferrymen first wading, then swimming be
side us clutching the pelota, the " gunwales

"

of which were in places not an inch above
the water. Had the none-too-stout cord
broken, the hide would instantly have
flattened out and left us——for an all-too
brief moment—like passengers on the Magic
Carpet of Oriental fairy-tales.
Before and high above us, where the
peloteros coaxed the crazy craft ashore,
stretching farther than the eye could follow
in either direction, stood an impenetrable
forest—the famous Monte Grande, or “ Great
\\'ilderness," of Bolivia. Here was the
chief haunt of the wild Indians of the
penetrating arrows, a region otherwise unin
habited, through which the "road" to
the Paraguay squeezes its way for hundreds
of miles almost without a shift of direction.

\Ve ‘deployed in campaign
Through the formation, with our revolvers
“ Great loose in their holsters.
Wilderneuj' Konanz marched ahead,

closely followed by his affec
tionate mule, while I brought up the rear
with his new \Vinchester. Mine was the
post of honour and most promise, for the
Indians of the Monte Grande do not face
their intended victims, but spring from
behind a tree to shoot the traveller in the

improvement on Nature draws the foot out
of shape, and the footprint of a savage,
showing only the imprint of the heel, the
outer edge of the foot, and the crooked
big toe, is easily distinguished from that of
the ordinary native. However, that was
not my lucky day, and I caught not so much
as a Kodak-shot at a feather-clout, though I
glanced frequently over my shoulder all
the day through.
At sunset we waded through a barred
gate and came to a tiny clearing where we
found the first of the four garrisons of Monte
Grande, which are supposed to keep the
savages of the forest in check. The life of
these garrisons is dismal in the extreme.
The soldiers had absolutely no drill or
other fixed duty. In most cases they were
too apathetic to plant anything, even to
dig a well, however heavily time hung on
their hands, preferring to starve on half
rations, to choke in the dry season and
drink mud in the wet, rather than exert
themselves. Each

"
fort " had in the centre

of the “ parade-ground
"
a crude horizontal

bar made of a sapling. But it was used
only for a languid moment, when utter
ermm drove someone to it.
Beyond a swamp, which we managed
only partly to dodge, we met a disorganized
band of soldiers, each attended by his
woman, crawling painfully toward Santa
Cruz with strange assortments of odds and
ends on their backs, including the indis

p e n s a b l e
back, immediately dodging back out of
sight again. .
They shoot
seated, using
the feet to
stretch t h e
bow—a slight
advan t a g e,
in point of
time, to their
intended vic
tim. Rumour
has it that

by n a t u r e
peaceful; but
they w e r e
long hunted
for sport
a n d a r e

h a m m o c it
each. with
s e v e r a 1
babies. Ac
cording t o
t h e m, t h e
next settle
ment was so
f a r distant
that we gave
up hope of
reaching it
that day,and
c a m p e d in
t h e r o a d,
where there
w a s barely

still shot on
sight, with
no questions asked, and so have naturally
come to look upon all travellers as tribal
enemies. They are said to be entirely
nomadic, to wear nothing but a feather
clout, and to bind their limbs in childhood,
50 that the forearm and the leg below the
knee become mere bone and sinew, with
which they can thrust their way through
the spiny undergrowth without pain, This

The nrriwn of one of the four "forts"

room to pile
our baggage
besideamud

hole. Every hint of breeze was cut off by
the forest walls high above us, and the night
that followed our stew of rice, beans, and
charqm' was one to be quickly forgotten—
if possible. Stripped naked, the sweat
ran off me in streams, soaking through the
hammock. Into this the iron-jawed insects
swarmed in such masses, in spite of the net,
that I was forced to abandon it to them

in the "Great Wilderneu" of BOIlVII.
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entirely. For a time I tramped up and down
the road in the moonlight. But every
few steps I stumbled, half asleep. I built
a fire about my hammock and covered it
with sand, but the "smudge" had little
effect on the insects and made the heat
and sweat all the more unendurable, so
that I stumbled back

after him. The latter had come to Bolivia
so young that Spanish and chiquitana were
his native tongues. He was a bullock
driver for a native owning several carts,
and had recently been released from eight
months in the prison of Santa Cruz, at the
cost of all he owned:

"
Jes' becoze I killed
a feller thet was

wards and forwards
in the roadway most
of the night.
In the morning the
tendency to fall down
asleep remained. The
road was wider and
the forest more open,
so that the sun beat
upon us like an open
puddling-furnace. \\’e
paused to drink from
any cart-rutorswamp,
and to wash from our
eyes the blinding
sweat that quickly
filled them again.
Now and then a huge
hairy spider ran by
underfoot. The na
tives say they are
deadly. We did not
halt to investigate.
Beyond the breath
lesscornerofthewoods
where we cooked the
last of our beans we
met a welcome sight
—a woman with a
bundle on her head;
not merely the first
traveller since passing the soldiers, but a
sign that we were approaching a town.
An hour farther on we waded a small river,
climbed a gentle slope heavy in sand, and
found ourselves in a silent hamlet of sandy
streets and an enormous grass-grown pl‘aza
backed by a stone church, as out of propor
tion to its surroundings as the Esoorial
in its village. We had reached at last
the famous old town of Saint Joseph.
We were lolling luxuriously in our ham
mocks one morning when a man in a sun
faded straw hat, cotton jacket and trousers,
a long lack of shave, and feet that had never

known the restraint of shoes, wandered
into the compound and asked if I spoke
English.
"
\Vhere did you learn English?" I

yawned.
"
\Vhy, I am an American!" came the

startling answer.
" My name is Jim Powell."

His language was that of the "white
trash " of our Southern States, but was
academic compared to the illiterate brogue
of his brother

"
Hughtie," who arrived soon

» A

Jim and
"
Hulhiie" Powell, the two Tenn: whom the
Author met in Bolivia.

monkeyin' with one
o' my women.” So
completely native had
the pair become that
the natives them
selves never thought
of them as foreigners.
The day was bril
liant and the going
pleasant when we
struck off by the faint
trail. Suddenly the
endless jungle was
enlivened by the wel
come sight of a
thatched house
framed in corn and
banana fields and
backed by slight
wooded ridges. About
the gate, toward
which we tore our
way through jungle
grass shoulder high,
were toiling three men
with loug~uncut hair
and beards, barefoot
in their leather ajolas,
and wearing the cus
tomary chzquitano
garb of two thin and

faded garments topped by sun-faded hats
of local weave.
To my astonishment, all three turned
out to be Americans. Henry Halsey, whose
welcome was as genuine as any I received
in South America, though less expressed
in words than deeds, was owner of this
wilderness estate; his cmployés were
"Chris" and George Powell, younger
brothers of the pair we had met in San Jose.
Halsey was a Virginian whose career had
ranged from teaching country-school to
mining in Zaruma and Cerro de Pasco.
The altitude bothered him and he had drifted
to Paraguay, only to find "too much
government," and to push on into this
wilderness, as far from the world as a man
can easily get.
Here we made up royally for all the
hungry days behind us. The products of
Halsey's exotic industry ranged all the
way from fowls to milk—huge bowls
of real, honest-to-goodncss milk, unboiled,
unspoiled in any Latin-American way—
and lacked only bread, which could not
#
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be had
nibble.
Some twelves miles separated Halsey's
estate from the travelled trail. \‘Vhen I
left him the faint path through wiry_ grasses
and low brush, which he had pointed out
to me, died out even sooner than I had
feared. I pushed on in the direction I
knew I must go—south and a shade east.
A wooded. bluff standing high above the
jungle landscape gave an objective point.
It was on the summit of this that " Thomp
son" and his fellow-assassin had planted

in just such

in these wilds at a dollar a

in vain their ill-gotten gold;
jungle as that about me they had wandered
starved and choking for days ; and somewhere
in this sea of vegetation lay the sun-bleached
and vulture-picked bones of the more for
tunate of the pair.

To keep a due course in the
Fighting the trackless wilderness is not
Fore“, so easy as to set it. I was

. soon among heavier under
growth that greatly hindered my progress;
then I struck head-high jungle that made
every step a struggle, and next full forest,
with the densest undergrowth snatching,
clinging, and tearing at me, for all the world
like living beings determined to stop my
advance at any cost. Vines enwrapped me
at every step; thorns and brambles gashed
and tore my sweat-rotted clothing. Leaves
of wild pineapple laid bare my bleeding
knees ; the jungle reached forth and snatched
a. sleeve from my shirt, slashed my hands,
broke my boot-laces, poured blinding sweat
into my eyes, and treacherously tripped me
up, so that I smashed headlong into masses
of vegetation where none knew what might
be sleeping or lurking. The scent of wild
animals was pungent; now and then I
fell into their recent lairs or signs of their
passing. Every plunge left me so breathless
from the incessant struggle that l was
several minutes gathering strength to crawl
to my feet and tear my way onward.

'

All day I fought Nature hand to hand,
with the growing conviction that I should
still be struggling when night came upon
me. All the time the sun beat pitilessly
down into the breathless tangle. Once,
when thirst seemed no' longer endurable,
I broke out upon a small swamp and threw
myself face-down to drink it half dry.
From it radiated the paths of wild animals,
and every inch of the wet sand was marked
with their foot-prints, as fresh as if they had
that moment passed. I recognized those of
the deer, the anta, the cat-clawed jaguar,
and those of at least a score of smaller
species were plainly visible.

THE

Beyond the waist-deep swamp the waterless
jungle was even thicker. The blue headland
of Ypias had long since been lost to view,
and I found that l was indeed going round
in a circle, like the heroes of fiction, until
I drew out my compass and insisted that
Nature should let me through the way it
indicated. Hunger was completely routed
by a thirst like a raging furnace. Fre
quently I brought up against thorn—bristling
thickets so dense that further progress
seemed impossible, and was compelled to
tear my way backwards and forwards, as
along some fortress wall, seeking a weak
spot in the impregnable density.
Then all at once, towards sunset, when 1
concluded I was hopelessly lost, I fell
suddenly out of the jungle into a sandy
road—literally fell on hands and knees,
for the way was worn several feet deep into
the soft soil. An hour along it brought me
to the pascana of Ypias, uninhabited, yet
—like all these rare natural clearings on
the trans-Bolivian route—so important as
to have its name solemnly engraved on the
map of the Republic. This was/the scene
of what "Thompson" had called "our
stunt." In a bit of space' hollowed out of
the jungle were the six weather-blackened
wooden crosses of the-victims, the' largest
crudely carved with the names of 'all, and
that of the German confederate with its
cross-piece at a sharp angle, the natives of
the region apparently resenting‘ his claim
to full Christian burial.

’
-

Beyond the clear little stream that makes
Ypias a favourite camping-ground four
ox-carts were preparing for the customary
night journey after a day of rest and grazing.
One of the barefoot drivers, under command
of a cholo astride a saddle-steer, proved to
be Hughtie " Powell. l’climbed into his
wagon and stretched out on-the great
balls of rubber from the Beni with‘which
it was loaded. ' ' e -

The distance from Santa Cruz de la Sierra
to the Paraguay turned out to be a‘hundred
and thirty-five leagues—something over four
hundred miles. The last stage of the journey
I covered astride a mule—hardly an improve
ment in comfort over walking, on such a
route. At the port of Suarez my Bolivian
journeyings came to an end, and l embarked
for the voyage down the river to the Asuncion
del Paraguay. The

“ International” train
leaves Asuncion every Wednesday and
Saturday morning, landing the traveller in
Buenos Ayres some fifty hours later. This
train I took, arriving at my destination
without further incident. My long journey
was over !

END.
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There is a saying that the hour brings forth the man, and the record of the Air Service
abundantly proves its truth. At a time of desperate need it produced what seemed to the
average groundling tobe a race of super men—mere youngsters who were more at home in
the air than on terra firms, of boundless courage and audacity, seeking odventu e for the
sheer love of it, and laughing in the very face of Death. In this narrative *exclusively
written for “The Wide World "-the Author describes some of his experiences with ts
“fighter " squadron on the Western Front. The mission of a "fighter" squadron, as the
name implies, is to seek out the enemy and if possible destroy him, and right well did
this particular unit carry out its work. Lieutenant Noble has some most thrilling stories to
tell, and he also gives one very interesting glimpses of the psychology of the airman in

the face of deadly danger.

IV.

'

1

air, and have been told that they our own gunners of the exact spot.

ERY little is known by the general their work is done. Kite-balloon observers
public about observation balloons. had to know their country so well that,
Londoners have seen, during the on seeing a flash from any part of it revealing

‘ last year or so, huge gas-bags the presence of a hitherto unspotted German

l some thousands of feet up in the gun, they could without undue delay inform

are
"
sausages

"
or " kite "' balloons. That not otherwise employed, an affiliated battery

they are used for watching the movements was asked by ’phone to
"
neutralize "-—

of the enemy they also vaguely realize, i.e., cause the hostile guns to cease fire.
but of the nature of the work done by the During this operation the observer informs
observer who sits in a wicker-basket below the gunners of the burst of shells, thus
the huge inflated bag they know little or directing them on to the target; known
nothing. targets are similarly engaged with the object
Towards the end of 1914 the R.N.A.S. of destroying them, the time for the“ shoot"
at Dunkirk, having seen the single German- and other particitlars being arranged over the
built balloon of the Belgian army, quickly ‘phone or in consultation the evening before.
got to work upon one. They were soon There have been many discussions in
followed by the R.F.C., who, by the end R.A.F. messes as to the relative advantages
of 1916, had several in operation. Later, of kite balloons. and aeroplanes in spotting
thanks to Captain Cacquot of the French Air- for the guns. \Vhilst it is claimed that a
ship Service, an efficient type was evolved. 'plane flying directly over the target can
Without going into details, it may be see to a nicety where the shells burst, on
said that a balloon is a cylindrical chamber the other hand the rapidity of motion,
filled with hydrogen, and is thus rendered annoyance from “ Archie," and the necessity
lighter than air; attached to it—and, of for looking for flying Huns precludes the
Course below it—is a wicker-basket, which observation from being more than approxi
will take two observers comfortably. mately accurate. Balloon observers on ex
The raisoiz d'c'tre of the latter is to supply ceptionally clear days, it must be admitted,
information—not only concerning the move- can put in exceedingly good work. When
ments of the enemy's troops, transport, they can see the target distinctly they are
and trains, but about anything likely to be probably of greaterv utility than the flying
of interest to Intelligence. Whilst they men; but, unfortunately, there are many
are at times—and especially on clear days days when hazy conditions cause them to
—invaluable in this respect, it is in conjunc- be out of action. During the winter months
tion with the Artillery that the bulk of especially they are of little or no use.
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' Balloonatics,” as the observers call
themselves, are generally considered to

have a soft billet, and it must be confessed
that to the muddy warrior in the trenches
their job appeared an enviable one. They
worked only on fine days, and so were always
dry and comfortable. They lived in com
parative luxury in chateau): or farm-houses
miles behind the lines. Yes, without a
doubt they had a moderately

"
cushy

”

job. It must be remembered, however,
that the majority of them were more or
less
" crocked."
It would be a great mistake, however, to
suppose that ballooning is free from danger
and nerve-strain ; whilst casualties were few,
the effect on the nerves was such that a year's
observing was enough for any ordinary man.
There was always the fear of an attack
by hostile aircraft. As often as not the
observers themselves did not see the 'plane
or ‘planes attacking them, owing to the sky
above them being hidden by the balloon.

Perhaps the whirr of an engine or the
cac-cac-cacl of a machine-gun was the first
intimation.
were constantly on the look-outgin addition
to the

“ Archie
"
gunners—this seldom

occurred, but warning was given on the

'phone if the necessity for a parachute
descent appeared likely. It is not pleasant
to sit on the edge of a basket four thousand
feet in the air, waiting momentarily for the
word to jump—which might or might not
come. If it did not, the nerve-strain was
intense. If it did, a parachute descent is
a thing that appeals to few; for although
the parachute always opens, there is the

ever-present thought—especially to the

(highly-strung—that it may not.
After a time the Huns adopted the prac
tice of shooting at the observers as they
descended—a fiendish thing to do, in my

opinion.
The actual descent is in its way an inter

esting experience, once the parachute has

opened. Personally,'l have only once made
a descent, and that was not due to the
enemy's action. -I passed through countless
years when, after jumping from the basket,
I waited for the parachute to open. The
actual time was only a matter of two or
three seconds, but it seemed an eternity as
I fell—fell—felll Then suddenly there was
an awning above me and all was quiet and

peaceful. I appeared to be hardly moving.
When the ground became moderately near
it was surprising how quickly it rose up
towards me. Then I realized that l was
descending at a considerable rate, and I
prepared for a bump on landing. Luckily
I struck moderately soft meadow-land, and
was not even bruised. Also, there was no
wind, so I was not dragged.

Later, when machine-gunners.

Many a leg has been broken through
landing on hard materials—houses, roads,
and so on—whilst it is an unpleasant
experience to get caught in a tree. A strong
wind on the ground has often been the cause
of observers being dragged some distance,
causing them—especially in reconquered
territory—-to get severely cut by barbed
wire or other obstacles.
Another nerve-racking ordeal to which
the “ balloonatic

"
had to submit was

hostile shelling. Usually the enemy aimed
for the winch, which is mounted on a motor
lorry, but at times he went for the balloon
itself. The occupants carried on to the
best of their ability; but to watch shrapnel
bursts approaching nearer and nearer is
demoralizing—to say the least.
\Vere it not for annoyance from the
enemy, ballooning is an interesting job.
On a clear day one can see for miles; and,
once a thorough knowledge of the country
has been obtained, it is astonishing how much
useful information a really good observer
can collect.
The balloon being stationary, he is at
liberty to study suspicious objects at his
leisure with the aid of glasses, and his
experience enables him to see through the
enemy's attempts at “ camouflage." What
appears to be a group of poplars of mush
room growth cannot fail to be a concealed
battery. Similarly he will spot fresh trenches,'
roads, light railways, or any other new
feature. The " spotting " for the gunners is
of more than ordinary interest, owing to
the fact that the success of the "shoot"
depends as much upon the observer as on
the gunner.
In an attack the occupants of a balloon,
besides being able to do much useful work in
keeping commanders informed of its pro
gress, had a better all-round bird's-eye view
of the battlefield than anyone. The fact
that they could hear distinctly the roar of
the guns and the crackle of musketry
enabled them to get a much better idea
of the progress of a battle than the men in
the ‘planes, whose ears were deafened by
their own engine.
At intervals our squadron acted as escort
to a formation of scouts who had been told
off to " strafe " balloons. Perhaps the
most successful action of this kind in which
we participated was in the early days of
June,
shot down three in flames.
The ordinary tracer bullet seldom causes
a balloon to burn, and so a special bullet
was employed. It was known as “ soft
nosed Buckingham

" and was nearly always
successful. This special ammunition was
not used against enemy aeroplanes; and
when taken up for use against balloons a

1918, when a squadron of Camels
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card, signed by the General Officer Command
ing the Royal Air Force in the Field, was
pinned to the cockpit of the user, certifying
that it was for use against balloons only.
There is no doubt as to the necessity for
this, for one of these bullets, if lodged in
one's person, would, it is said, proceed to
burn away all flesh and bone in its vicinity.
The usual height at which balloons fly
is three thousand to four thousand feet.
Our squadron seldom went down so low
when employed on offensive patrols, and
although some of us occasionally amused
ourselves by firing a magazine at them from
extreme range, it is probable that our chances
of inflicting damage were infinitesimal.
Therefore we seldom bagged a

"
sausage,"

and only on a single occasion have I seen
one destroyed by fire by our pilots and ob
servers. That
was during a
"dog-fight"
w i t h t h e
enemy; when
a pilot, having
dived on a
Hun and shot him
down, saw, on
pulling out of his
dive, a balloon a
thousand feet
below him. He
considered the
opportunity too
good to be
missed; and,
making straight
for it, fired a
hundred rounds
of ordinary am
munition into the
fabric without
any apparent re
sult. He then
passed to the
side of the tar
get, and gave an
opportunity to
his observer, who
carried on the
good work to such
effect that the
balloon went
down to earth in
flame and smoke.
-For some days

For four days we remained inactive.
By the fifth prospects had improved ; and
at twelve o'clock a message came through
informing the squadron commander that
visibility over the lines was moderately
good, and that "sausages" were up in
their usual numbers behind the German
lines. _
It was arranged that we should meet
the Scouts over Cassel at one-thirty. There
were to be fifteen

" strafers," and our
escorting party was to be a strong formation
of twelve machines.
The hour appointed found us at the
rendezvous, where we were shortly joined by
the machines we were to escort. "lhey
were at seven to eight‘ thousand feet, and
we climbed above them to heights ranging
from ten to fourteen thousand feet. The
object of our presence was to protect the
" strafers" from attack from above, and
generally to enable them to concentrate
on the work in hand, secure in the knowledge
that they were immune from surprise attacks.
The Hun had about fifteen balloons
between Merville and Ypres—stretched
out at intervals of three to four miles
behind the front line.

The plan was
to make a bee—
line for the fifth
balloon to the
east of Merville;
when two miles
from it the at
tackers were to
split up into three
parties. One of
these would make
for the gas-bags
in the centre and
the other two for
the flanks. In
the meantime we
would hover
above on guard,
taking the while
a lively interest in
the proceedings.
No enemy aero
planes were in
sight. The Scouts,
at a signal from
their leader, split
up and dived on
various balloons.

before the parti
cular balloon
"strafe" which I am about to describe, the
weather had been extremely "dud ”; and
having been ordered to hold ourselves in readi
ness to escort a Scout squadron in this interest
mg job, we longed for fine days so that the Hun
might unsuspectingly put up his balloon line.

A Cumin oburvltion balloon. The Huns by this
time had‘ scented

danger and had commenced to haul down.
They were too late, however. The Scouts were
upon them—diving, "zooming," and (living
again—pouring into them lead and fire. The
sight, viewed from above, was a thrilling one.
" Archie " batteries from the ground below
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the balloons opened up a murderous fire,
whilst machine-guns doubtless took their
part in the defence.
Very soon each

“
sausage

"
as it descended

was surrounded by puffs of smoke, amidst
which the tiny Scouts twisted and turned.
In one or two cases the fire was so hot and
accurate that the defence succeeded in
warding off attackers who had failed in
their first onslaught.
Observers were scurrying to the side like
rats from a sinking ship. It is advisable
to waste no time in jumping out when a
’plane, on business bent, appears. At one
time I saw four parachutes descending
slowly and calmly to earth; and I must
confess to having a fellow-feeling for the
observers, and to hoping that ‘they would
land without mishap. This they probably
dld, as there was very little wind to cause
them to be dragged on reaching the ground.
In less time than it has taken to write
about it, the

" strafe " was over and the
Scouts, having been in some cases successful
and necessarily in the majority unsuccessful,
formed up in rear of their leader. In
spite of

" Archie's " utmost efforts they
had suffered no casualties. No machine had
been seriously damaged and no pilot had
been wounded.
The bag totalled three—a highly creditable
performance, although pilots reported having
fired hundreds of rounds without result,
thus giving the impression that on this
particular day, for some reason, it was
more than usually diflicult to cause the
fabric to burn. Of the three two had been
got in the first rush, within a few seconds
of one another.
There is nothing vastly spectacular in
a balloon coming down in flames. One
sees the whole bag suddenly transformed
into a mass of flame, which immediately
commences to fall earthwards. In a moment
or two dense black smoke takes the place
of the flames and descends slowly, growing
smaller in bulk the while.
Thethird victim had astornach forincendiary
bullets. Two 'planes expended many rounds
upon it in the initial attack ; and it was not
until they had run the gauntlet of “ Archie "

and machine—gun bullets for what seemed
to them an uncomfortably long time that
it obliged them by doing the needful, after
five hundred or more rounds had been
expended against it.

During the month of May our squadron
had shot down seventy-five German machines.
Of these fifty had been confirmed as having
"crashed" and the remaining twenty-five
had gone down "out of control.” Our
losses were three machines “ missing" and
two observers wounded.

~’planes.

Whether in retaliation for the severe
“ strafing" they had undergone, or with
the object of bringing relief to Armentieres
—upon which we had for days been dropping
bombs—is problematical, but one day in
early June the German Flying Corps made
a “ dead set

" at our squadron.
The combination of vastly superior forces
against our formation may have been purely
accidental, but in my own mind I am con
vinced that a carefully-thought-out plan
was put into execution with the object of
entrapping us.
But how. it may be asked, did the Huns
know at what time our squadron might
be expected over the lines? -On a clear
day—the whereabouts of our aerodrome
being known to them—it is probable that
from rising ground, with a pair of field
glasses, they could see our machines shortly
after taking off. By at once informing
squadron offices by 'phone they could have
machines in the sky awaiting us by the time
we were likely to arrive. ~

This was apparently the case on the
particular day I am about to describe.
When we crossed the lines two of the
enemy's formations could be seen, whilst
a third was too far up in the skies to be
visible. They all had the same object in
view.
The first formation that came under my
notice was north-east of Armentieres. They
were being badly

" Archied,” and the
natural inference was that they were Allied

Had we believed this, we should
have flown towards our objective, serenely
confident that Huns were conspicuous by
their absence and that friendly machines
were in the neighbourhood. Wise in our
own conceits, we should have walked into
the trap so skilfully prepared by the German
Flying Corps stafi.
Fortunately, the more experienced of us
were not to be caught so easily. The
shooting was bad—abnormally, unnaturally
bad. Shells were bursting far below the
machines. and black pufls were floating away
thousands of feet to their right and left." Dud ‘Archie,’ " I shouted to D~——-, who
nodded his head in agreement.
The machines were German. \Ve had
spotted the "camouflage " and were quite
sure our leader—an old hand at the game—
had done so as well. He would now be
more than ever on his guard, for it was
evident that some pre-arranged plan was
being unfolded.
Specks had by now become visible south
east of the town. As they grew larger it
was noticed that a fight was in progress.
Scouts were diving,

"
zooming," and circling

round in the good old style. If our leader
had not seen through the

"
Archie " trick
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he would probably have led us at full speed
to join in the fray. He was suspicious,
however; and rightly surmised that this
was another Hun ruse—so old as to have
whiskers on it.
Had he led us to the assistance of what
he might have supposed to be British Scouts,
we should have been hopelessly involved.
On our arrival the Huns—for they were
all enemy ‘planes would have given up
their
"
stunting

"
performance and attacked

us. The " Archied " convoy would have
joined in, and the sudden advent of forty
or fifty more from far above would have
placed us in an unenviable position from
which few, if any, of our machines would
have escaped.
\\-'e were not yet aware of the existence
of the very formidable formation hovering

over the town. For the moment the position
was as follows: In front of us lay Armen
tieres, on either side of which were eight
or nine hostile machines. There was nothing,
so far, to cause one moment's uneasiness;
a single British two-seater is a match for‘
two German Scouts. ,
To the veriest tyro in aerial warfare it
was evident, however, that if our deductions
were correct, the Huns had‘ some scheme
afoot as yet unfathomed by us. I kept
an eye on the leader's machine, in order
that we might lose no time in backing him
up. At the same time I searched the skies
for further developments in the form of
enemy ‘planes.

was before me in spotting them.
He pointed to the south, where after a few
moments I distinguished several tiny specks,
far up in the sky. \Ve were at thirteen
thousand feet, whilst they were at heights
varying from seventeen to nineteen thousand
feet. After a few moments’ concentration
upon them I came to the conclusion that
there must be at least forty hostile machines

in this “ circus."
Had the leader seen them?
was the question that at once
arose. There was no means
of knowing, but if not it was
of vital importance that he
should be informed. \\'e were
heading straight into the
Huns’ carefully-arranged and
well-timed trap. I shouted
to D that we had better
let them know. He agreed,

and, putting the nose of the machine
down, was soon flying abreast of the
leading 'plane. I had intended to
point with the spare joy-sticks to

f wards the specks, followed, if neces
sary, by Morse code signals. There

was, however, no need for this: the pilot
had spotted them a few moments before,
and as we came alongside was conferring

"
The balloon went down lo euih in fire and lmolie."
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with his observer. They apparently agreed
that discretion was in this case the better
part of valour, for the direction was changed
from South-east to due west.
Had we snapped our fingers at the Huns
and their wily traps and given battle, the
remark, “ C’est magmfique, mais ce n'est
as la guerre," would have been indeed
justified. Many a good airman would be
alive to-day had common sense and prudence
more often prevailed against stupid bravery
and mad recklessness.
As we flew parallel with the trenches and
about a mile over Hunland, the two forma
tions from the neighbourhood of Armentieres
threw oft the mask and proclaimed them
selves in their true colours, joining forces
and edging towards us. The large formation
also came nearer, but still kept at a great
height. For some months past German
machines had given up venturing on, or
near, our side of the lines; and although
in such vastly superior numbers they appeared
to be" in no mood to do so now. Seventeen
Pfalz Scouts hung on to our flanks, keeping
at a convenient distance. Their object
was to lure us after them, and, even at the
eleventh hour, give the swarm of Fokker
biplanes above 'their opportunity for a
sudden dive. But we had no intention of
obliging them. Artillery machines were
flying up and down below us, and it was
consolatory to know that, although we had
to retire from our bombing objective, we
were still able to ensure safety for the working
'planes it was our duty to protect.
Shortly afterwards a large formation of
“ S.E.'s" came into view, heading in our
direction from the vicinity of Cassel. The
Huns now realized that their effort to destroy
us had failed. They turned "and made off
over Hunland, and in a few minutes were
out of sight. They had at least the satis
faction of having prevented us from dropping
our bombs on Armentieres. As the " eggs

"

had to be disposed of, however, other targets
were selected, according to the fancy of
individual pilots and observers. Steen
werck, Morris, and Neuf Berquin were
amongst the towns and villages that were
reminded that we still held an ascendancy
in the air.
As an instance of the Huns’ occasional
audacity in attacking when outnumbered and
outclassed I am reminded of how ten of their
Scouts once deliberately sought a fight with
twelve of our two-seaters. Their bravery,
not to say foolishness, was, needless to say,
attended with disastrous results to them.
At about ten o'clock one July morning,
after searching in vain for enemy machines
from Roulers to Menin, thence to Tourcoing
and Roubaix, we had flown over Lille and
were following the railway line to the west.

The sun was shining brilliantly, and—“as
is always advisable—I was searching in
its rays for the enemy. I saw nothing to
arouse my suspicious, and was surprised
when a red light was fired from one of the
rear machines, the observer of which had
spotted a Hun formation in the sun, endea
vouring to get close to us without being
observed, and had taken immediate steps
to inform the rest of us. As a result we
were prepared for the attack.
The Huns dived on us, having a slight
advantage in height, but not sufficient'to
make difficult shooting for our rear guns.
They inflicted no material damage on any
of our formation, which remained intact
—-a solid phalanx of twenty-four men and
guns. It might have ‘been expected that,
having delivered their attack, the Germans
would continue their downward course until
out of harm's way, going lower than we
could follow them. This, however, they
did not do, but continued to fight. They
were now below the bulk of our formation
—ten of them to our twelve. Their outlook
was decidedly poor, as we considered our
selves capable of taking on double our own
number of German Scouts; indeed, before
the survivors made off we accounted for
no fewer than five out of the ten. D and
I had a red-letter day, for we accounted
for one each. He, after the preliminary
attack, dived on one that made ‘no effort
to save itself, but flew calmly on.
After forty or fifty rounds at about fifty
yards range' she commenced to spin, and
was seen by another pilot ,to crash on, or
near to, the railway line. Shortly‘after
wards another got under our tail and com
menced to shoot at us. I could not at once
bring my gun to bear upon her, and had to
touch D on the right shoulder, where~
upon—as per arrangement—he swung the
tail over to the right. In the meantime
the Hun had done some fair shooting. There
was no time to consider the matter then,
but I afterwards found nine bullet-holes
through the canvas of the cockpit in which
I was standing. How they all missed me
is a marvel. Now that I could get my gun
upon her she was a

" sitting" shot, as her
speed was much the same as ours, and I
gave her a magazine of ninety-seven rounds.
She waited for no more, but rolled over on
to her side and ultimately dived vertically
to earth.
Shortly after this the scrap was over;
and, our time on patrol duty being up,
we followed the leader towards home. The
fighting had brought us down to a lower
altitude than that in which we usually
operated. We were at heights varying from
nine to seven thousand feet and somewhat
spread out. Two machines,‘ in fact, were
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about a thousand yards behind the others
when, a couple of miles from the lines, I
spotted three biplanes at about thirteen
thousand feet, to the rear, and above our
straggling pair. They were larger than
Scouts and had extensions on the top plane,
i.e., the latter was longer than the lower
plane. This feature is shared by our
machines which spot for the gunners; but
whereas they had

" dihedral "-which means
that their wings slope downwards towards
their iunction—the Wings of German two
seaters are flat and horizontal. It was
evident that they were enemy aircraft——

for the danger was very great that the canvas
might light and, fanned by the whirling
current of air, cause a fire which could only
result in the total destruction of ourselves
and the machine. I felt overjoyed when no
spark remained, and took a Pyrene Fire Ex
tinguisher from its rack with the object of
making doubly certain. Imagine my horror
when, some feet down the fuselage, l perceived
a large hole in the canvas, around the edges
of which flames were slowly eating Y
At eight thousand feet with a fire in the
fuselage ! My blood ran cold. I have never
been so frightened, so filled with terror. But

A German Scout machine.

in fact, they were Halberstadt two-seaters.
They were diving upon our rear machines,
and I could not be sure that our observers
had seen them. I resolved, therefore, to
fire a couple of red lights in order to put
them on their guard. There was no time
to be wasted; the three to six thousand
feet between the diving ’planes and ours
takes but a short time to reduce to conveni
ent shooting-range. I fired one round hastily,
loaded again, and pulled the trigger, pointing
the pistol to my left front. During the next
half-minute I lived many ages, for the bum
ing contents of the cartridge hit the revolving
arm of the gun-mounting and broke into
several blazing pieces. The majority went
over the side, but a few flew back into my
cockpit. These I put out with gauntlets
and boots in an incredibly short space of
time. Seldom have I acted more speedily,

THE

I must act, and at once. I thanked my lucky
stars that I had only the day before recharged
the two fire-extinguishers which I carried
in the cockpit. They saved the situation,
the machine, and our lives.
Leaning forward and squeezing my shoulders
through the bracing wires, I squirted the chem
icals in the direction of thefire. On all sides
the liquid was protected from the outer cur
rent of air, and so there was no difficulty in
bringing it to bear upon the creeping flame.
To my relief and joy, the fire faded away,
and by the time one extinguisher was half
exhausted only smouldering canvas and wood
remained, and there was no longer any fear
of coming down in flames.
In the meantime, the German pilots,
realizing that they had been spotted, had
turned their machines towards the east,
and were rapidly disappearing over Hunland.

END.



”‘ ORELY tempted as I am to write in
the language spoken by seafaring
'j men, I must not use words which
I would give the compositor shell
1 shock, impair the proof-reader's
morals, and be bad for the general

The traveller always spealm politely
The

The destroyer,
The steam

public.
of the " good " ship which carries him.
liner, of course, is a lady.
however fast, is still respectable.
trawler Non-Such is not " good." is no lady, and
neither is she merely fast, nor the least bit
respectable. I would not seem to reproach the
dirty, narrow-gutted imitation of a half-tide
rock for making her seamen sea-sick, for wallow
ing without shame in a calm, or drowning herself
in a seaway. She could not make me abandon
or relinquish my first dinner on board, but she
reduced me to a dog biscuit, and I hated her.
I hear now that this top-heavy, cranky, dirty.
and dangerous vessel is notorious as a

“
cofl'rn

ship " and that all her sea-life, until this voyage,
she has been nursed and loved by one of Grimsby's
very greatest skippers. He was proud of her
steering, which is exquisite, her speed—she can
do eleven and a quarter knots—her wealth
gctting, her luck. As to her amiable little
weaknesses, they tested his seamanship and made
him the better master. The " coffin " is by no
means typical. The man, however, is typical,
for he not only handled and loved the

“ coffin,"
but gave her name to his own country house.
The steam trawler is not designed for comfort
or safety, nor is she run for pleasure. Sharp
edged business conditions cut out the size and
shape of her design, so that, complete with ice
and stores for sea, she can carry a hundred and
forty tons of coal, replace the fuel with a similar
quantity of fish, and then fetch that perishable
cargo swiftly to market. There is no load-line,

,
'1
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lllustra ed by W.E.WIGFULL

Spite of the drifting mines, which have already claimed
several victims, the steam-trawler‘ are at work again.
this chatty article Mr. Pocock describes some of the
thing: he saw and heard on a trip to Iceland in a typical
Grimsby trawler.

privntioln, but assuredly it breeds men.

In

It is a hard life, full of peril: and

no special margin of safety. but what may seem
dangerous in theory is safe enough in practice.
The people who make and man these vessels
know their business so well that the British
steam trawler is bought or copied by all sea
faring nations. Safer than mere caution is the
margin of sea-craft, of practical and ripe ex
perience in daring seamanship.
The type is modern and experimental, while
each year's designing adds a little to the economic
speed and weatherly qualities of new models.
Their use as mine-sweepers —a new and very
hazardous kind of fishing—has greatly developed
the possibilities of this new species. The latest
vessels have even a faint suggestion of beauty, a
very sure sign of practical perfection.
At the risk of being taunted for niggling
criticism. I hold that there was something happy
go-lucky about the Non-Such, or she would.
scarcely have set forth with a fortnight's coal
and food upon a three weels’ cruise. As to her
having no chronometer or sextant, it sounds a
little careless, doesn't it ? Rather I think this
illustrates a very different trait in human nature.
The white man who has had dealings with
savage tribes, outlaws, mutineers, or revolu
tionaries, and been obliged to master people at
once numerous, fierce, and bad, has learned a
secret worth remembering. Under such con
ditions a weak man displays a weapon and gets
killed, whereas a strong man masters the crowd
by force of character.
So, in man's warfare with the eternal sea, it is
the manhood which counts, and not the instru
ment.
The Non-Such was bound from Grimsby to
the Iceland Banls, and had to cross the Atlantic.
Like the old Vilo'ngs, the skipper had no instru
ments for finding the ship's position. A few
days later I realized that in a sea-region of cloud
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and fog, when neither sun nor star was seen
throughout the passage, a captain who relied on
instruments would get lost. \Ve did not get
lost—indeed, we should have made a perfect
landfall, but that the compass was badly out of
order. Aiming at the south-eastern point of
Iceland, we hit the north-east comer by mistake.
In‘ their happy-go-lucky way, the trawlers at
times miss Iceland, a id find the East Greenland
berg-stream, or, coniing home to North Sea
ports, mislay the Scottish coast and pick up the
Irish, which is just as solid.
The chief and second engineers were converted
firemen. The ship had spent three years as part
of the boom which barred the Humber against
submarines. Her engine-room had become a
sort of scrap-heap. and one could hardly expect
a couple of firemen to cleanse and tune up that
wreckage, as these fellows had done, into a set of
engines which ran as sweetly as a little sewing
machine. Perhaps, however, it is not the
examination, or even the Board of Trade certifi
cate, which make the engineer.
The seascook has no schooling or " ticket,"
and perhaps that is just as well, because the art
of preparing food is

on end—examined into their manhood, and tested
them for flaws. Here was a testing not at all
oflicial 0r certificated, but wholly irregular and
haphazard—and of most awful efliciency. The
sea is His, and He made it, but happy is the
nation which bred and trained His men.
The seamen of the Non-Such appear to be
earm'ng about four hundred pounds a. year—far
more than the average clergyman, author, or
Army officer, whose expenses are much greater.
Such pay is abnormal and cannot last, and many
cla-ses of fmhermen are finding it difficult to
m'ike a living. Yet even though the pay in
normal times does not exceed that of unskilled
workmen ashore, I would very strongly recom
mend any lad who is looking for a. career to try
a voyage and see what it is like. In times of
peace boys were very often welcomed as passen
gers, and anybody may sign on as a

" deckie,"
getting full wages as such, and being well treated
so long as he pulls his weight and takes things
cheerily while he learns the trade. \Vork will be
hard at the fishing—the life is always rough—
but no working men are healthier, better fed, or
more justly dealt with. I speak with actual

experience in thirty-six
not known or practised
among the English, and _
cooking is at best one
of our national vices.
The food was plentiful
and well served, the
cooking quite up to
the average—~whlch is
criminal—and, after all,
it is only in Westem
American camps that
cools are shot. They
should be.
As to the " deckies,"
who are deck-hands,
the firemen and the
trimmers—all of them
fishermen when the ship
isfishing—I must not set
up for a critic. After
five years in the Army
and five days in civil
life I joined the Non
Such with a mind
deformed, dimly ex
pecting that fishermen,
like soldiers and naval
seamen, might perhaps
be examined and duly
qualified for their work.
Had there been a med
ical examination in Nel
son's time, he would
have been rated as unfit for service. Had there
been a medical examination for the Non-Such,
two or three of the men perhaps might have
passed the doctor.
As it was, the sea had examined them and
found them to be men. The war had tried them
with rifles and big guns, with poison gas, bombs.
mines, torpedoes, most rigorously for five years

Hlulinl in [he trawl.

trades, mostly rough
and some rougher than
this, and claim that this
is the best life which our
country offers a man
without education. The
skippers who own and
drive their cars, the mil
lionaire trawler-owners
with their brand-new
knighthoods, have all
risen from these ranls.
The fishermen are
rough, and I for one
prefer rough men to
smooth, accounting a
little manliness of more
worth than a book
education. The ideal
Englishman is not
raised under glass or
behind a counter, but
in such trades as this.
Speech may be coarse,
but it is not ill-natured;
the men careless as to
cleanliness, but thev do
not lie or steal. It a
fellow is not of sterling
worth he will not make
a second voyage in a
trawler.
It is a pity that

there were never Britishers enough to go
round in such a trade as this. The fisheries
were full of foreigners, Northmen from Scan
dinavia and all the Baltic ports, good seamen,
docile, obedient, disciplined. Only the best
British skippers could get, handle, and keep a
whole crew of our unmanageable, truculent
British seamen, grumblers at sea and drunk
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ashore, but in the last
extremity of peril the
only men who break

before they bend.
The ‘foreigners are
all gone, but, though
they too I: cover
rather than have
our citizenship in
the time of danger,
they are trying to
come back. Have we
not lads in England
to take the vacant
berths P
Perhaps I should
mention that there
are stray mines float
ing about. and. now
that the trawlers are
free to fish where they please, there are occasional
accidents.
As we went northward up the British coast. a
trawler just abreast of us sighted a mine, gave
us six shrieks for a warning. turned tail, and
opened fire with a rifle. By daylight the matter
has a sporting interest, but by night I

From the north coast of Scotland the route for
Iceland follows an ancient ridge which spans the
North Atlantic. and is nowhere more than
fifteen hundred feet deep. It was dry once, a
land whose mountain tops are Rockall, Faroe,
Bear Island, Iceland, Jan Maycn. and Green
land—the old lost North Atlantic continent which
was washed away millions of years ago, long
before human times. Only the Alpine flowers
remain to tell the story, for the bluebells of
Scotland colour the mountain slopes of the
Greenland ranges.
\Vhen we came to the Iceland Banks we found
a few large smacks—old Grimsby trawlers of the
sailing era—manned by fishermen from the
Faeroe, the Danish colony of the Far Isles. \Ve
asked them to tell us the way, and they replied
at length in the Faeroe dialect, which sounds
rather nice through a large speaking-trumpet.
Then we went groping onward through thick
weather until we got echoes to our whistle from
unseen cliffs, and soundings which told us we
were off the Long Nose. From thence we groped
our way southward to the Horns of Iceland, and
thence to the Hoof, where we commenced our
fishing. The I-Ioof is Ingolf’s Hofdefwhere the
first pioneer of old Norway made his landfall
far back in the days of the Vikings. When the
fog cleared we saw right overhead the highest
and most terrible of all the Icelandic volcanoes—
the brand-new, naked lavas, crowned with
permanent snow at a height of over six thousand
feet, of the Oraefa ]okull.
With fishes, as with ourselves, the young are
tender and juicy. the old ones rank and tough.
In the North Sea, which is carefully trawlcd,
fish do not die of old age, but in Icelandic Watfl'S
they are very mixed, of all ages, and most
uneven value. In 1891, when the steam travders
came first to Iceland, a. plaice was taken in the

"They abandoned lbw. Iellinq
away in lhe bonm'

“In,

fifty-third year of his age. It seems also that
Icelandic mhes live on a rough diet, and are poor
in flavour. Moreover, they lose in value during the
long haul to the nearest market. But while Ice
landic fish are of poor quality, and fetch low prices,
the trawler expects a full cargo fetching three
thousand pounds for a three weeks’ voyage. At
that rate, fourteen voyages a year may not £32,000,
caught by a ship which originally cost {8,000.
It seems so easy. And it would be easy, if all
the fishes lived as the catfish does, LPOH the
untravelled shellfish. Even the plaice, who eats
the tiniest of small clams, is a resident. to be
found at his home address. But the cod, the
haddock. the coal-fish, the whiting, the rare
turbot, the skate, ling. and dab eat herring
spawn, sand-eels, and little fishes. They follow
the untraced migrations of their food, and the
sea keeps their secrets.
These are all fishes of the banlm, the shallows,
designed and built to meet a certain pressure of
water, drowned if they dive too deep. The
winds lash the surface. and its waves drive specks
of air down into the nether waters. The fish
has gills which catch and breathe these bubbles
of imprisoned air. So long as there are bubbles
to breathe and foods to eat, the fishes are content ;
but when the waters are crowded, and the air is
scarce, the shoals go off to follow their food to new
grounds. The _fisherman works blindfold, and
only by long experience‘ can he learn the special
time of year when a patch of fish may be expected
upon a given field of sea. There he lets down two
"
doors
" heavily weighted, say ninety feet

apart, and a steel rope between these threaded
with big wooden bobbins to roll along the sea
floor. The fish are disturbed and leap. But
just above and behind the line of bobbins there
IS the long and open mouth of a net. The fishes
swim in at this month, which leads to a throat,
a very narrow gullet. Behind the gullet is the
stomach of the net, whence no fish escape. The
trawler draws this immense machine along about
three miles an hour until the stomach of the net
is full of fish, half drowned for lack of air-bubbles,
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nearly dead. Then the ship lifts the " cod-end
"

and hangs it above the fore part of her deck.
A knotted rope is loosed, and the fish pour out,
flooding the pounds or compartments on the
deck, a writhing mass of glittering silver, flecked
with exquisite green, blue, violet, and coral.
Then come the fishermen, each with a knife to
rip the fish. They throw the entrails to the
squabbling sea—gulls, the liver for cod-liver oil
into a basket, and the fish into his own com
partment, ready for cold-storage in the fish
room. The trawl is shot, dragged, and hauled
in each third hour when fishing is bad, each halt-.
hour when the fishing is good, all day, all night,
and day after day until the fish fail, or the ship
is loaded, or the men must be rested, or the
weather begins to en
danger the trawl-gear.
The ship worls up and
down herci-osen ground,
most vigilant to avoid
foul places on the sea
floor, where rocks
would tear her nets,
and watching through
fogs and thick weather
lest she should lose her
bearings and go ashore.
Now, you may well
believe that the suc
cessful skipper is spied
upon and followed by
other and envious
trawlers. He does not
wish to serve as guide
to people who will spoil
his patch of fish. He
has been known to
stow his net on board
and trail his doors and
bobbins over most
jagged rocks, where his
devout followers will
presently-get into the
worst kind of trouble.
One day an Aberdeen
boat came along, and
told our skipper f-—" A'm no verra weel
acquaint along here."
Our skipper helped
poor Aberdeen with
kindly guidance and
very full directions.
" Is all that true?"
I asked him.
"
One time," an

swered the skipper,
"when I was sub
marined, that was the
man who came and
picked up my people,
aye, and towed our
boats away until he
could get them aboard.

It is sea law that foreigners may not ‘fish
within three miles of any inhabited coast. Until
quite lately, when Iceland became so very inde
pendent, a Danish gunboat watched her coast
for poachers within the three-mile limit. Our
mate was in a trawler poaching once on the
west coast of Iceland, and the little gunboat
hid in a bay to watch. Unhappily, the gunboat
dragged anchor and drove aground. On that
the poaching trawler came boldly to the rescue,
and towed the warship ofl.
“
\Ve didn't think you could see us," said the

gnnboat.
"We had a man ashore to watch you," said
the poacher.

" We saw you all the time—or
you'd have broke up on them rocls." .

The Poacher pre
sented a gift of hali
but, and the warship
responded with six
bottles of brandy,
some beer, a clean
sheet for the poacher,
and £350 for salvage.
Now that the police
man is gone from the
old beat, these poachers
rather miss him. He
caught them fairly,
had them punished
promptly to the limits,
and generally behaved
himself like a white
man. They bear no
malice.
Though poaching
comes naturally to a
fisherman, the sailor
likes plenty of sea
room. and hates the
foreshore. Once in the
fog we lost our bear
ings, and were obliged
to anchor in two
hundred and ten feet
of water, which should
have been miles off
shore. Yet we could
hear the breakers close
beside us. It was then
that the mate and the
third hand told me
about thick weather
off the Long Nose, a
bit of coast like our
own Flamborough
Head. At 3 a.m., the
fellow who “as third
hand (Bo'sun) of that
trawler, being at the
wheel, made a very
bad mistake. Instead
of altering coi rse on
his own judgment, he
reported to the skipper

D'ye think I'd lie to
him ? " "Then come the filhetluen. each with a knife."

down below that there
were signs of land.
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That moment's delay
lost the ship, for she
struck heavily. For
the rest of the night
the people kept a bon
fire on the engine casingj as a signal of distress.

’ At daybreak they aban
\ doned ship, getting
_\
¢way in the boats.

‘"
\_ Later at sea they

met an Iceland
“ smack, who\ showed themthe way to

a haven.

So far the story was commonplace, but now it
took on unexpected colour. In striking contrast
to the amazing kindness and hospitality oi the
IYJOI' Icelanders during a three days’ journey on
horseback to the nearest seaport, was the nig
iard, callous, and utterly conteinptible conduct
of our own countrymen towards shipwrecked
mariners. Three British trawler OVVINI'S would
iot among them lend sixpencc for a telegram.
At Leitl. some human kindness was shown at
the Sailors’ Home, but the story comes to its

"A nnvier jun abreut o! In ulhted n mine."

climax at Doncaster, with the last train missed
for Grimsby, and eleven penniless men tumed
out of the station into the pcltirvg rain to spend
the night in the streets. A policeman ofiered
lodgings if the seamen wouldi 't mind breaking
a few stones on a stone heap to pay for the use
of the workhouse. And these mariners are the
men who have, in time of national extremity,
averted the defeat of England l
The late skipper of the Non Such was
once cast away on the west coast of Iceland in
mid-winter. In this use, as in the other,
strongly magnetic rocks had deflected the ship's
compass, while thick weather and darkness hid
the perils of the coast. Aground in heavy surf,
tl‘e vessel was swept by breakers from end to

end. The cook was drowned in the
galley, the hatches were torn away, and
a seaman was washed into the fish rooms,
where he drowned. A young man with
white hair, who “as mate, made
fast the log-line to his Waist,
and tried to snim ashore,
but the men who

~.\ paid out the lineA

\xi'e obliged to haul him inboard lest he be
smashed to death‘ upon the rocks. Safe on
board again, he went into the forecastle for a
change of clothes, and while he was dressing
suddenly went mad. He was violent, dangerous,
and had to be lashed up. And then he died.
The rest of the people gathered in the chart
room. and had been there twenty-four hours
when the Icelanders floated some timber down,
on which they were hauled ashore.
It is a hard life, but it makes men.
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A BATTLE WITH BEAR

_out and left him to roam by
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An exciting story from the wilds of Wyoming.
nothing about been, went after three of them with their six-shooters.

“ The story is written just as it occurred." my‘ the Author.words is rucily described.

OI-IE was a rider, nothing else.

’ He had been with the "Double
Diamond" outfit, in \Vestern
I Wyoming, for about two yearsb“ when I first came to know him.
He had arrived out of the North

one afternoon in the latter part of May and
announced that his name was Bohe, and that
he was looking for a job.
The foreman, Cal Young, asked him if he
was a cowman, and he replied :—
" Reckon I am." That was all.
He was hired, and it was only a short time
before he had fully demonstrated that he
certainly was a cowman, also a horseman.
and several. other kinds of a man.
Besides being the finest rider
ever worked with the Double
Diamond outfit, he could
handle a gun with the best of
them, and with a rope he was
a wonder.
We had in the corral a herd
of about thirty unbroken bron
chos, half of them born wild.
Among them was one that we
called
" Spitfire," on account of

the way he snorted when any of
the riders came near him. He
was apparently an

" outlaw”
—a horse that has become so
mean and vicious that the
other horses have driven him

I

who had

himself.
Bohe often remarked that
some day he was “going to ride that black
devil," and when he did he would certainly
take some of the " meanness " out of him.
When the spring round-up was done, the" boss" announced that he was going to
have a horse-breaking contest, in which he

{By
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A party of high-spirited cowboys, knowing
What happened after

’
would have those thirty wild horsm broken
to ride. .

The news travelled quickly all over the
western end of Wyoming, and when the day
of the contest arrived, the " wranglers "

began coming in from the different ranches
in that locality.
There were " Shorty" Scott and Ben
\Vilson from the Cross Bar outfit; Bill
McCabe from the Wineglass ; Gene Simpson
and " Sandy

"
McCullough from the Star A;

and Bohe, Torn Carnes, and myself from the
Double Diamond. .
The “ boss-" had provided the usual
prizes given in contests of this kind. A com
plete riding outfit, consisting of saddle,
bridle, "Chaps," and spurs, was the first

prize ; asaddle for second, and
a wild broncho for third.
The only rules of the contest
were that the man should ride
the horse for ten minutes with—
out being

"
piled," and at no

time was he allowed to " pull
leather "—that is, hold on to
anything to keep from being
thrown.
The contest duly came off
as scheduled, and one by one
the riders dropped out, until at
last only two were left—Bohe
and Sandy McCullough.
But four horses remained,
among the!’ "Spitfire." He
was saved till the last, and
the man who rode him best

would be declared winner of the champion~
ship and first prize. If both rode him
without a spill the first prize was to go to
the man who rode him first.
They tossed a coin for first try, and Bohe
won.
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" Spitfire" was turned loose on the prairie
and the boys went after him. In a moment
he was roped and thrown. Two ropes
were left on him, one on his hind legs and
the other around his neck. The blinder was
put over his eyes and he was allowed to rise.
He got to his feet a screaming, raging
demon, and it was all six men could do to
hold him until the saddle and bridle were in
lace.
When all was in readiness Bohe placed
his foot in the stirrup and, with a movement
that was so swift the eye could scarcely
follow it, was in the saddle. Then

" Spit
fire " was turned loose.
There immediately began an exhibition of
rough riding such as had never before been
seen on the Double Diamond range.
With a scream of rage, the horse went
into the air, and for a minute we could hardly
see Bohe in the mix-up. \Vhen the dust
settled, there was Bohe on the ground, with
the breath completely knocked out of him,
and “ Spitfire " was racing over the prairie
in an effort to rid himself of the saddle.
The outlaw was caught again, and then
it was McCullough's turn, but he fared even
worse th'-.. Bohe, and the contest was ended.
Bohe was given-first honours, but he was
not satisfied. He declared he could ride that
horse and he would ride it, if it cost him a leg.
Several weeks after the contest-we found
time hanging rather heavy on our hands,
and someone made the proposition that
Bohe should ride the outlaw. Bohe was
more than willing, for he was still annoyed
over the horse throwing him, and was eager
to try again.
We all chipped in, and made up a purse of
ten dollars, which was to go to him if he
" stuck " for ten minutes.
The horse was saddled, the rider mounted,
and away they went, but this time things
were. different. The maddened animal did
everything in his power to dislodge the rider
—straight bucks and plunges, reverses and
cat-hops, sunfishing and rearing, everything
that a horse could do and keep his feet.
But Bohe rode as if he was a part of the
animal.
The boss _held his watch, and slowly he
counted the minutes until eight had passed.
Then suddenly. out on the prairie, we saw
Bohe throw up both hands to his head and
let out an awful yell, and at the same instant
"Spitfire" gavea terrific plunge and Bohe
was left flat on his back on the ground, losing
the ten-dollar purse by scarcely a minute.
He arose to his feet, and for a minute
cursed long and loud. When he came limp
ing in we all gathered around him to learn
what was the matter. After getting his
breath he made only one remark :—
" A bee; that's what it was."

I on my way home.

The next day, in the bunk-house, he told
us that just as he was confident he was going
to win a bee had lit on his ear. and stung
He relaxed his grip when he struck at it, and
" Spitfire " took advantage of the opportunity
and " piled

" him.
The next afternoon 1 saddled Buck, my
horse. and started out to locate the tree
from which the bee had come, knowing well
that if I found it I could get the boys to help
me chop it down and thus drive the bees
away.
Before night I had discovered it and was

\Vhen we had all gathered
in the bunk-house, our usual loafing-place, I
told them I had found the tree, and if they
would help me we could easily get rid of
the bees.
They were all willing, especially Bohe,
who was still " cussing" the bee that had
caused him to lose the ten-dollar purse.
The next morning four of us saddled up
and, taking two axes, rode into the hills.
Twenty minutes after we arrived at the
tree it was down, and we had built a smudge
fire to drive away the bees. In less than an
hour they were all gone and we examined
the tree, but found we could not get to the
honey unless we split the trunk.
Making large wooden wedges with our
axes, we soon had the trunk split open and
found about three ‘gi‘lOflS of honey.
It was then the flea struck me that
almost cost two of r e boys‘ their lives. I
suggested that we might leave the honey
where it was as a bait for bears, and hide in
the tops of the trees. If any bears came we
could easily shoot them from our hiding
places without any danger to ourselves.
Black bear were rather plentiful in the
hills, but up to that time I don't think any
of us had ever seen a grizzly, or silver-tip,
as they are sometimes called.
None of us was armed except with our
six-shooters, but they carried a bullet that
we thought was heavy enough to kill any
bear that ever lived.
\Ve spread the honey out over the ground
and climbed the trees. We sat up in those
trees for more than four hours, but no bears
showed up. Finally we got disgusted with
the waiting and our hard seats. and con
cluded we might as well go home, which we
did.
\Vhen we got back and reported what we
had done, the boss told us that night-time
was when the bears would come for the
honey. If we wanted to get one, he said,
we must go back after dark and we would
stand a mighty good chance.
After supper, therefore, we started again
for the bee-tree, but this time there were
six of us instead of four.
There was no moon that night, but it was
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clear, and the stars shed light enough to see
to shoot if any bears took the bait.
\Vhen we arrived we found everything
at the bee-tree just as we had left it;
evidently no bears had been around.
Again we climbed the trees and foiJnd
places where we could sit and see the ground
plainly. I don't know just how long we had
been there when the bears came, for I had
strapped myself to a limb of the tree with
my belt, so that I couldn't fall out, and went
to sleep. The first I knew was when I heard
a grunt somewhere below, and, looking down,
saw three bears—a large one and two small
ones. I loosened my belt from the tree so

"The beer you: on hi1 hind lawn.and Bohe fired a! clme unqe."

that I could move freely and got my "gun ”
ready for action.
Bohe had climbed a tree about forty feet
from me, and all at once I heard him say,“ You take the big one and I will get the
little one."
At that we all turned loose, and for about
ten seconds there was a fusillade of revolver
shots that sounded like a battle.
\\’hen the smoke cleared away we saw
that the bears were all down and, to all
appearances, dead; but we made the mis
take of our lives when we slid down from
the trees as fast as we did.
Bohe was the first man down, closely foL
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lowed by Cal Young and the rest of us. On
the ground it seemed much darker than
when we were in the trees, but we could see
Bohe cautiously advancing, with his six
shooter held straight in front of him; ‘and
we learned afterwards that it was empty, he
having forgotten to reload‘ before he came
down.
We made another great mistake by coming
in on the bears from all sides, but we were
so‘ sure they were done for that we forgot
our usual caution, and some of us suffered
because of it.
1 was the youngest one of the bunch and
had not gained wisdom by experience, as
some of the others had, and I walked right
up to where the bears were lying. I was
close enough to have kicked them, when the
largest bear suddenly gave a grunt and stag
gered to his feet. Someone yelled “Look
out! " and I turned and ran, but Bohe,
who was on the other side, nearest the
big bear, was not so fortunate. The
bear rose on his hind legs, and Bohe fired
twice at close range. .That is, he tried to
fire twice, but nothing came from his gun
but two dull clicks.
Before he could recover from his surprise
the bear struck at him with one paw and
knocked him a good twenty feet away.
It all happened so quickly that in the
darkness we could not tell just how it befell.
I heard the bear growl and saw him start for
another one of the boys, and from what]
thought was a safe distance I put three bullets
into him as fast as I could pull trigger. That
started the shooting again, and from all
sides the bullets began to fly. In the ex
citement we never thought that some of the
other boys might be in range till we heard
one of them cry, "My God, I'm shot!"
\Vhen I heard that cry I dropped flat‘ on the
ground to get out of range, and the rest of
the boys must have done the same, for the
firing immediately ceased.

Just then I heard Cal Young cry,
" \Vho‘s

hurt ? "
'

No one answered for a minute; then, off
to the left, we heard a groan and Bohe's
voice cried, " Someone come over here,
quick l l’m badly hurt.”
Before any of us moved we looked around
for the bear, but he was nowhere to be seen.
\Ve all got up together to go to the assist
ance of Bohe, and then we found we were
still another man short. Cal ordered us to
get a fire going as quickly as possible, so
that we could see.
Never was a fire started as quickly as that
one. Two of us looked over the ground to
find the man who was shot, while the other
two carried Bohe to the fire.
We found Tom Carnes about fifty feet
from the bears, lying on his face in the grass,

where he had fallen. He was unconscious,
and we carried him to the fire and laid him
beside .Bohe. Both men were too badly
hurt to ride, and so two men were sent to
the ranch-house, five miles away, for the
buckboard and a team.
While they were gone we examined the
wounded men, and found that Bohe's left
arm was slit from shoulder to elbow, where
the claws of the bear had reached him, and
Carries had a bullet through him just above
his left lung.
Bohe had lost so much blood that he was
too weak to stand, but with the aid of our
neck-scarves we bound him up and soon had
him fairly comfortable.
' Tom Carnes we found much worse,
although his wound had bled very little.
His was a clean bullet-hole through the
shoulder, and we knew that the bullet had
not touched the lung or he would have bled
much more. ‘

We made them both as comfortable as
possible and waited\ for the men to come
back from the ranch.
In about an hour and a half they arrived,
and we drove slowly back home, with the
wounded men lying in the bottom of the
buckboard.
As there was no doctor within eighty miles
of us, we had to take care of ‘their wounds
ourselves. The bo>s was fairly-skilful, and,
with a needle and silk thread, he~sewed up
the slit in Bohe’s arm, but it was many weeks
before he was able to use it.
Carnes's wound proved to be much more
serious, and for several days his life hung in
the balance. Then he took a turn for the
better, and in a short time was out of danger.
Two days after, we all went back to the
bee-tree to look around, and found that
the small bears had evidently been killed
instantly, as they lay where they had fallen, -

but the big bear was nowhere in sight. We
found his trail and, by the splashes of blood
on the grass, knew that he had been hard hit.
We trailed him for half a mile, and finally
found him dead in a hollow, under a brush~
pile that he had been using as a sleeping
place.
VVith the aid of our horses we dragged him
out, and he proved to be a huge grizzly, the
first one I had ever seen.
On looking him over we found that no fewer
than seventeen bullets had entered his body.
One long, deep furrow across his head showed
that he had evidently been stunned at our first
fire, but had recovered in time to put Bohe
out of business before we filled him full of
lead and caused him to hit the trail for his den.
Bohe and Games both recovered com—
pletely, but it was many a long day before
they forgot their experience with the bears
at the bee-tree. '
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